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VISCOELASTIC CYLINDRICAL PRESSURE VESSEL WITH 
'VARIABLE INNER RADIUS 
Abstract 
A. N. JOSHI 
Under the supervision of Dr. Michael P. Wnuk 
The objective of this thesis is to predict from a theoretical 
basis the stress redistribution processes occurring within the vis­
coelastic core of a cylindrical pressure vessel reinforced by an 
elastic casing around the o�ter perimeter, and subject to internal 
pressure applied to the time-dependent inner boundary of the cylinder._ 
Th2 problem so stated .requires development of a new techniq:..1e leading 
to a solution for a mixed boundary V3lue problem for a viscoelastic 
body occupying an ablating cyl ind.rica 11 y-sha ped region. 
The approach taken in this thesis consists in reduction of a 
governing integro-differential equation to an equivalent set of 
algebraic equ3tions which yield the coefficients in Maclaurin ex­
pansions o_f the time-dependent displacement field. Strictly speaking, 
the results of such a procedure converge to the exact solution only 
in the limit of time approaching zero. It should be noted that while 
the spatial distributions of the stresses, strains, and displacements 
are exact, their temporal distributions are described only in a 
"short-time" limit sense. 
Comparison with available d3ta, however, shows that the results 
remain accurate for time intervals not exceeding the characteristic 
relaxation time of the material. Since a 11 entities describing the 
stress, strain, and displacement fields undergo rapid changes during 
this initial time interval, the solutions obtained here are of con­
siderable practical interest. The design 3spects can thus be linked 
with the relaxation and stress redistribution processes occurring 
within the range of application of the short-time solutions derived 
in this thesis. 
The essential findings of this theoretical study are as follows: 
1. The effect of the stress redistribution which results from 
addition of the elastic shell around the softer viscoelastic core of 
the cylinder is beneficial from the standpoint of fracture prevention. 
The effect is twofold; not only the size of the potentially dangerous 
zone (zone of tensile hoop stress) is reduced, b•Jt also the magni tLde 
of the maximum tensile circumferential stress is decreased as a re­
sult of stress redistribution due to an interaction of the core with 
the harder elastic shell. 
2. Chances for fracture initiation decre3se for the time inter­
vals exceeding the characteristic relaxation time of the core material. 
This effect is entirely due to a time-dependent relaxation process 
that tends to relieve the shear stresses within the cylinder. The 
long-time state of stress, attained Nhen t--+oo closely resembles 
the hydrostatic stress state, characteristic for a viscous Newtonian 
fluid (in case of a Maxwell solid) or it approaches the hydrostatic 
state of stress for other linear viscoelastic solids. 
3. Removal of the material from the inner surface of the cyl­
inder (due, for example, to burning in a solid propellant or due to a 
muscle contraction in a biological medium) turns out to provide a 
strengthening mechanism from the point of view of failure prevention. 
Fracture within the soft core of the cylinder is usually initiated in 
the regions adjacent to the surface of the bore, where the hoop stress 
attains the maximum tensile level. Removal of material from inside 
of the cylinder has a similar effect on strength as the etching pro­
cess does in case oi tlie crystal surfaces {Yoffe' s effect). 
4. The solutions obtained in this thesis are valid for an 
arbitrary linear viscoelastic solid. Therefore, a rational choice of 
the material moduli and relaxation spectra should be possible to meet 
the prescribed design criteria (e. g. ,  rate of removal of the core 
material and the magnitude and time-dependence of the internal pres­
sure) . 
5. Examples of numerical solutions to certain specific sets of 
design data are given in Chapters VI and VII (also, see Appendix C) 
as illustrations of applications of the theory developed here to the 
stress analysis problems. These problems concern either a burning 
solid propellant contained in a cylindrical casing or a biological 
pressure v2ssel which may change its dimensions due to muscle con­
tractions. 
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Statement of the Problem 
The standard way to solve boundary value problems in the linear 
quasi-static theory of viscoelasticity is to apply the Laplace trans­
form, with respect to time, to the time-dependent field equations and 
boundary conditions. Then, if a solution to the transformed problem 
can be found, the solution to the original problem is reduced to 
transform inversion. This method of solving viscoelastic stress 
analysis problems is referred to as the Correspondence Principle 
( compare Chapter II).  
1 
In its classical form (see Lee [9] and Sternberg [10], the cor­
respondence principle is inapplicable unless the shape of the body 
under consideration and the type of condition $pecified at points of 
its boundary remain invariant with time. However, certain variations 
of the principle, introduced by Graham[ll, 12] and by Ting [13] 
remain valid, for bodies occupying fixed regions of space, even if the 
type of condition specified at points of the boundary changes with 
time. The purpose of this thesis is to present a procedure that is 
applicable to the solution of short-time viscoelastic boundary value 
problems for bodies that occupy time-dependent ablating regions of 
space. 
The approach taken in this thesis consists in reduction of a 
governing integro-differential equation to an equivalent set of 
2 
algebraic equations which yield the coefficients in Maclaurin ex­
pansions of the time-dependent displacement field. Strictly speaking, 
the results of such a procedure converge to the exact solution only in 
the limit of time approaching zero. Application of this procedure is 
illustrated by a stress analysis carried out for a viscoelastic cylin­
drical pressure vessel whose inner radius changes with time while the 
outer boundary of the cylinder is subject to an elastic reinforcement. 
It should be noted that while the spatial distributions of the stresses, 
strains, and displacements are exact, their temporal distributions are 
described only in " short-time" limit sense. 
Comparison with available data, however, shows that the results 
remain accurate for time intervals not exceeding the characteristic 
relaxation time of the material. Since all entities describing the 
stress, strain, and displacement fields undergo rapid changes during 
this initial time interval, the solutions obtained here are of con­
siderable practical interest. The design aspects can thus be linked 
with the relaxation and stress redistribution processes occurring 
within the range of application of the short-time solutions derived 
in this thesis. The last chapter entitled "Discussion of Results and 
Conclusions" summarizes the essential findings of this study. 
Historical Background 
In 1959, Lee, Radok, and Woodward [ 6] discussed a problem 
of viscoelastic cylinder subjected to a constant internal pressure and 
reinforced around the outer perimeter by a steel casing. Their 
3 
solution indicates the time delay in transmitting the stresses across 
the cylinder thickness to the reinforcement. This delay can be pre­
cisely computed and the temporal and radial stress distributions given 
by Lee, Radok, and Woodward can be used for design purposes. In the 
second part of this work, the authors attempt to solve a cylinder 
problem in which the inner radius is allowed to expand (due, for ex­
ample, to annihilation of matter in a sol id propellant rocket) . The 
authors have stated the problem for a time-variable boundary, but the 
mathematical difficulties have prevented any effective solution for an 
arbitrary linear viscoelastic material. An exception is the case in 
which the Kelvin model can be applied to describe material response. 
The similar problem is discussed in detail by Rogers and Lee [8] . 
In this paper the authors suggest also a technique of measuring the 
viscoelastic material characteristics by recording the strains in a 
pressurized, rotating cylinder. Examples of further applications of 
cylindrical geometry in measurements of material response are given by 
Lee and Rogers [7]. They develop equations suitable for numerical 
computations, and they illustrate how the reduced data from an actual 
experiment can be combined with the theory to provide predictions re­
garding stress and strain distributions for a given material. 
Also, an interesting contribution " on the influence of visco­
elastic compressibility in stress analysis" is given by Huang, Lee, 
and Rogers [ 5]. The authors discuss two possible variants of material 
representation. They state that because of the lack of information on 
viscoelastic characteristics in dilatation, most treatments of 
4 
viscoelastic stress analysis problems have included an assumption of 
uncertain validity to prescribe this property. Incompressibility is 
likely to be satisfactory if the body is of open section, relatively 
unconfined so that free flow in shear is permitted. However, this is 
likely to be too drastic an assumption in many cases. Elastic dila­
tation provides a more accurate representation. The latter introduces 
different operators in shear and dilatation and this can increase the 
complexity of certain types of analysis as mentioned below. To avoid 
this, the assumption has been made that the operators governing shear 
and dilatational response differ only by a constant factor. This as­
sumption is equivalent to the condition that the viscoelastic operator 
corresponding to Poisson's ratio in elasticity reduces to a constant 
as in elasticity, so that effectively only one time-dependent operator 
occurs. However, as pointed out by Hunter, there is little evidence 
to support this assumption, although it does provide a simple means of 
introducing the influence of viscoelastic response in dilatation, 
albeit in an artificial manner. 
The example given in Reference [5] concerns polyisobutylene and 
it provides evidence that material exhibits relaxation in both dila­
tation and shear. Although the dilatational effect is considerably 
less than that in shear, the resulting variations of the internal 
boundary displacements reflect strongly assumed material representa­
tions (compare Figure 3 in Reference [5]) . 
In what follows we assume the constitutive equations to take into 
account viscoelastic behavior in shear and we do not require material 
to be incompressible (compare Chapter I I) .  The fundamental laws of 
viscoelastic stress analysis are summarized in Chapter I I. As a source 
we have used works of Bland [ l] , Flugge [ 2], Ha 11 [ 4], Pipkin [ 18] , 
Bartenev [19], Biot [20], Christensen [21], and Ferry [22]. Certain 
equations and statements regarding problems with time-varying bound­
aries are taken from Graham and Williams [14] and Graham and Sabin 
[3]. The work presented here is a continuation of the study done by 
the author on a reinforced viscoelastic cylinder subjected to a vari­




Before we proceed to analyze the stresses for a three-dimensional 
or a two-dimensional viscoelastic problem, let us discuss the con­
stitutive equations pertaining to the linear viscoelastic solids. 
The constitutive relations for a linear viscoelastic solid can be 
expressed in an integral form as follows: 
s .. (x, t) lj 
akk (x, t) 
or 
e .. (x, t) lJ 
ekk (x, t) 
- r ( )Oeij 
(x, T ) - G t-T 








-ro 2 OT 
dT 
Jt J (t-T )°
sij (x, T ) d T 
-ro 
l OT 
r ( ) Ookk(x,
T ) 
J2 t-




( 2. la) 
Note that the relaxation moduli G1 and G2 are related to the creep 
compliance functions J1 and J2 through the expressions given by 






or through the following convolution integrals 
Equivalent differential form of the equations (2. 1) is given by 
P'o-. (x, t) = Q' e .. (x,t) 11 11 
(2.lc) 
(2. 2) 
Here G1(t) and G2 (t) denote the relaxation moduli for shear and for 
purely hydrostatic stress states, respectively. Similarly J1(t) and 
J2(t) are the creep compliance functions. The position vector is de­
denoted by x, the time by t, while sij and eij denote stress and 
strain deviators (repeated indices imply sunmration) 
s .. = 1 i = 1, 2, 3 o· . - 3°kk6 ij lJ lJ 
(2.3) 
1 e .. = € • •  - 38 kk6 ij j = i, 2, 3 lJ lJ 
7 
The functions G1 (t) , G2(t) , J1 (t) , and J2 (t) have to be specified for 
a given material. Similarly, the differential operators P, Q, P', and 
Q' are to be defined for a given type of solid. For example, con­
sider three different viscoelastic solids; 
a. Maxwell solid, 
b. Kelvin solid, and 
c. Standard Linear solid. 
It can be shown that the representations expressed by equations (2. 1) 
and (2. 2) are indeed equivalent if one sets 
(2. 4) 
8 
This results from consideration of equations (2. 1) and (2. 2) subjected 
to Laplace transformation. Upon subjecting equations (2. 1) to Laplace 
transform and applying the convolution integral theorem, we obtain 
s . . = sG1 ( s ) e - . lJ lJ 
while under similar transformation, equations (2. 2) give 
p S • . = Q eij lJ 
P'o. · = Q' e  .. 11 11 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
Comparing the last four equations one arrives at equations (2. 4) . 
Models of Viscoelastic Solids 
To illustrate the various possible material representations, let 
us briefly present the relaxation moduli G1 and G2, the functions 11, 
J2, and the operators P, Q, and P',Q' for the three different linear 
viscoelastic solids. 
a. Maxwell solid 
Poisson's Ratio v (t) 
shear 
9 
Fig. 2. la. Time 
The constitutive equations are given by 
cr •• = c0€ •• ll ll 
Fig. 2.lb. 
(2.7) 
Here A, B, and c0 are the material constants and the solid is assumed 
to remain elastic in dilatation. Upon the Laplace transformation, 
equations (2. 7) become 
[As + B]sij (x,s) = 
cr •• = 
ll 
Se• · ( X, S) lJ 
c0e .. ll 
(2.8) 
10 
where A is proportional to the " glassy" shear modulus Go and B is the 
reciprocal of the viscosity coefficient�' while c0 is proportional to 
the "glassy" bulk modulus Ko, "glassy" Young' s modulus E0, and 
"Poisson' s ratio v
0
• 1 1 
A == 
B == 21') 
C == 3K = 
Eo 
0 0 1-2\lo 
The characteristic relaxation time for shear is 
A 
T -0 B 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
Let us compute the relaxation moduli for shear and the hydro­
static stress state 
or 
G ( t) = (- l[l � 




J = le - ( B/ A ) 
t 
1 -{ sp(s) cl_ s As+ B A 
= 
r-1c1 §' (s)











G(t) = Goe-t/ro 















2Gos 6K + --0 S+Q' 
1 
A=2 





1 2  
and 
v (O) = 
3K0 - 2G0 
6Ko + 2Go 
(2. 18) 
\) (oo) = 2 
The Poisson' s ratio function is shown in Figure 2. 1b. The creep com­
pliance in shear for the Maxwell solid is given by 
J(t) = _1 (1 + ..!..) 2Go -ro 
b. Kelvin solid 
Poisson' s ratio v (t) 
Tl 
shear 
Fig. 2. 2a. - 1  
Fig. 2. 2b. 





cr .. (x, s) = co; .. (x, s) 
(2. 21) 
l. l. l. l. 
Here I0, J0, and c0 denote the material constants, related to the 
glassy shear modulus G0, glassy bulk modulus Ko, and viscosity coef­
ficient 1) in the following way 
Io = 21) 
(2. 22) 
The characteristic relaxation time for the Kelvin solid is 
(2.23) 
The relaxation moduli G1 (t) and G2 (t) are given by the following ex­
pressions 
G1 (t) = .en ?�:lJ = .
c
n (Hs + J)]= Io& (t) + Jo = 211& ( t) + 2Go 
(2. 24) 
G ( t)= (-l[l3'(s)]= r-1 [lcl=c 2 o{ s p, ( s ) J.... s OJ 0 
The symbol o (t) denotes Dirac delta, i.e. 
314027 
t = 0 
o (t) = J' 
lo, t t o 
J 
b
f ( T ) o ( t- T) dT = f ( t) if a $ t $ b 
a 










G (s) = ¼(ns + Go) 
sv (s) 
3Ko - 2sG (s) 
= 2sG (s) 6K0 + 
v (s) = l 
(-2n) s + 3K0 - 2G0 Al 
= s (2n) s + 6Ko + 2Go s 
+ 
B1 
2ns + 6Ko + 2Go 
A = 
3K0 - 2G0 
1 6Ko + 2Go 
B = 
9Ko 
-2T) 1 6Ko+ 2Go 






This function is illustrated in Figure 2. 2b. The creep compliance 
function for the Kelvin solid is given by 
15 
(2.31) 
c. Standard linear solid 
Poisson's ratio v (t) 
shear 
Fig. 2. 3a. Fig. 2.3b. 
Time 
The constitutive equations for a standard linear solid are given in 
the form 
== [1 + T 2..Q... Je .. (x, t) ct lJ (2.32) 
16 
where the glassy shear moduli G0 (1) and G0 (2) are explained in Figure 
2.3a, while the characteristic retardation time is given by 
Shortly, the operators P and Q are given by 
where 
P = DA-+E at 
Q = 1 + F o 
at 
The relaxation moduli are 
G2 (t) = 
G1 (t) = 
= 
c0 = constant 
.t1[-l Fs+l] 
s Ds + E 





Here the glassy and rubbery moduli are introduced 
Go = Go(l) 
Go(l)Go(2) G 00 == Go ( 1 ) + Go ( 2) 
17 
(2. 37) 




- 1 Fs + 1 
G ( 5) = 2s Ds + E 
1 E=-2G 00 
F - Tl - G (2) 0 
3K0 - 2sG(s) 
sv(s) = -----6Ko + 2sG(s) 
l (3KoD - F)s + 3KoE - 1 A2 B2 
v ( 5) - s ( 6KoD + F) s + 6KoE + 1 = 5 
+ 





3KoE - 1 
A = -----2 6K0E + 1 
y = 6KoE + 1 0 
By inversion we find 
and 
\) ( t) = 
6KoD - F 3KoE - 1 
[ ( 
6KoE + 1 
) ] 6KoD + F 
+ 6KoE + 1 
l - exp - 6KoD + F 
t 
6KaD - F 1 - Go(l )/3Ko 
\) ( 0) = --- = ________ ..;;. 6KoD+ F 1 + Ga(l)/3Ko 
v ( co ) = 
6KoD - F 
+ 
3KoE - 1 1 - Go ( 1 ) / 3Ko 




The Poisson' s ratio function is illustrated in Figure 2.3b. The creep 
compliance function in shear for a standard linear solid is given by 




The linearity of the constitutive equations discussed above leads 
us to the following most general form of the elastic-viscoelastic 
correspondence principle; If the solution of an elastic problem is 
known, the Laplace transform of the solution to the corresponding 
viscoelastic problem may be found by replacing the elastic constants 













At the same time the actual loads should be replaced by their Laplace 
transforms. 
The correspondence rule (2.45) results from comparison of the 
constitutive equations of the theory of elasticity 




and those encountered in the theory of linear viscoelasticity 
s .. = [�] e .. or s .. = sGl (s)e . . lJ lJ 1J lJ 
(2.47) 
0kk = [�] ekk or 0kk = sG2(s)ikk 
This form of the correspondence principle is of a sweeping generality, 
but it does have its limitations. There are cases in which a Laplace 
transformation is not possible, in particui"ar the following two: 
1. It may be that a point on the boundary of a viscoelastic body 
is first kept free of stress, while loads are being applied elsewhere, 
and that after some time a device is applied which makes this point 
undergo a prescribed displacement. Then neither the surface traction 
nor the displacement is known at all times t > O, and neither of these 
functions can be subjected to the Laplace transformation. 
2. The boundaries of a viscoelastic body may be changing in the 
course of  time. Examples are a burning mass of rocket fuel, a melting 
body, or one solidifying from a melt. A body extruded from an orifice 
also belongs in this class. 
In this thesis an example of a problem will be given for which 
the correspondence principle does not apply. A direct approach to 
such a stress analysis problem will be presented. 
CHAPTER I I I  
DERIVATION OF GOVERNING EQUATIONS 




to the three-dimensional stress analysis. In  Cartesian coordinates, 
the first of equations (3. 1) can be shown to be equivalent to the 
following set of six equations (out of which only five are inde­
pendent) 
T ( X ,  t )  = J 
t G l ( t - T ) � ( X , T ) dT xy - co oT xy 
(3.2 )  
The second equation in (3. 1) written in Ca rtes ian coordinates reads 
a (x,t) + a (x, t) + a (x, t) 
X y Z 
22 
( 3 ,  2a ) 
The symbol x denotes here a pos i tion vector, x = ( x 1 , x 2, x3) ,  while  
the integra tion var ia ble T sweeps the t ime axis  from the remote pa st 
(-r = - 00) up to the present moment (T = t) .  
The a bove constitutive equa tions are supplemented by the usual 
equi libr ium equa tions, which ought to be satisfied a t any a rbitra ry 
instant t, i.e. ,  








( x, t) 
- - -- -- + F (x, t) = 0 
o x o Y o z  Y 
( 3.3) 
The vector ( Fx , FY ' F2 ) represents here a time-dependent body force. 
Simila rly, the geometrical relations of Cauchy have to be sa tisfied 
at an a rbi tra ry insta nt, that is 
23 
ex (x , t) 
a ux (x , t) 
a x  
e y (x , t) = 
a uy(x , t) 
o Y 
e 2 (x , t) = 
au z (x , t) 
o z  
(3.4) 
e: (x , t) == xy 
e: (x , t) = yz 
e: zx (x , t) = 
l ['J ux (x
, t) 
2 o Y 
.h 
[
d u2 (x , t) 
2 o Y  
ClUy(x ,  t)
] + o x  
d uy(x , t)
] + o z 
l 
[
d ux (x , t) + 
(lu 2 (x , t)
] 2 o z  o X  
In Cartesian tensor notation the last nine equations, that is 
(3 . 3) and (3.4) are usually written briefly as follows 
00 · · ( X ,  t )  lJ 
( ) ---- + F .  x , t  = 0 o X  · l J 
l r-0 u . (x, t) a u. (x, t) ] ( ) - 1 - l _J __ E: · · x, t - -2 L + l J  :::,. x . O X ·  u J 1 
(3 . 5 ) 
Symbol u . (x, t )  denotes the viscoelastic displacement vector, while the 
l 
strains are represented by the tensor € · . (x, t) . The set of the above 
l J  
nine equations combined with the six constitutive equations (3. 1 )  sup-
plies the basis for seeking solutions to any genera l stress analysis 
problem encountered in the theory of linear viscoelasticity. The 15 
unknown functions are the following 
24 
1. 6 components of the stress tensor, cr . . (x, t) , l J  
2. 6 components of the strain tensor, e: •  . (x, t) , and lJ 
3 . 3 components of the displacement vector, u . (x, t) . 
l 
For the problem we are concerned with, i.e. , for an axisymrnetrical 
problem, the cylindrical coordinates (r, e , z) rather than Cartesian 
reference frame are to be used. Since the considered problem is that 
of plane strain for which the strain component in z-direction van­
ishes, we can greatly simplify the governing equations and reduce 
their number. We begin with the basic set of equations. First let 




cr (r, t) - cr  (r, t) = 2G (t - T) - e (r ,r )  - e0
(r,T ) JdT r 8 - oo  ch r 
cr ( r , t) - cr ( r , t) = J 
t 
2G ( t - T ) ..Q... 1e ( r , T ) - e ( r, T ) ] dT r z _ 00 OT � r z 
crr (r, t) + a8 (r, t) + a2 (r, t) 





8 (r,T )  + e (r,T )  + e: (r , T ) ]
dT 
- (X) OT r e z 
Here the time-dependent shear modulus G(t) and the time-dependent bulk 
modulus K(t) are being used rather than G1 (t) and G2(t) . The moduli 
G and K are related to those introduced in Chapter I I  as follows 
G1 ( t) = 2G ( t) 
G2 ( t ) = 3K ( t ) 
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It is a simple matter to see that there remains only one equi­
librium equation which is not identically satisfied 
(3. 7) 
The Cauchy geometrical relations reduce to two equations 
(3. 8 ) 
Therefore, we have a tota 1 of six fundarnenta 1 equations ; ( 3 .  6) , ( 3, 7) , 
and (3. 8) , from which the six unknown functions should be determined. 
The functions involved are the stress tensor components crr (r, t )  and 
o-
9 
(r, t) , the strain tensor components Br (r, t) and Be (r, t) , and the 
only non-zero component of the displacement vector ur (r, t ) .  The axial 
strain (c ) is identically zero for the considered case of plane z 
strain, while the circumferential component of the displacement vector 
u9 is identica 11 y zero due to the ax ia 1 symmetry. 
Derivation of Governing Equation 
In  Terms of Radial Displacement 
The number of governing equations can be further reduced by com ­
bining the six fundamental relations discussed above in such a way 
that both the stress and the strains are eliminated, while the only 
function left is  the radial component of the displacement vector, 
ui (r, t) . To achieve this reduction let us add together the equations 




• We obtain (recall 




{2G (t - T )..Q.. r2e - e ] + 3K(t - T )..Q.. re + e ]}dT 
- CX) OT l r e OT � r e 
(3 .9) 
Replacing now the strains er and e9 
by the respective Cauchy relations, 
du ur i.e., putting e = _..E. and € = -, and then carrying out partial dif-r dr e r 
ferentiation with respect to r, we find 
( 3 . 10 ) 
Substituting this into the equilibrium equation (3. 7) and recalling 
that the difference ar - a0 is given by the first of the equations 
(3. 6) , we arrive at just one governing equation for the considered 
problem 
( 3.l l ) 
The function Ur = ur (r, t) should satisfy the above equation at 
any arbitrary instant, t. To make this possible , we require the 
entity in the square bracket to be zero. This leads to a simple 
partial differential equation 
( 3 . 1 2 )  
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Since this equation does not contain explicitly any coefficients which 
would depend on time, we can regard it as an equation of the Euler 
type, 
r2u 1 1  + ru' - u = 0 r r r ( 3 .12a) 
Here u" r and u'r denote, respectively, the second and the first de­
rivative with respect to r. A solution to such an equation is easy to 
find and is of the form 
( 3 . 1 3 )  
where c1(t) and c2(t) are arbitrary functions of time (to be deter­
mined from boundary conditions) and the roots of the characteristi c  
equation are 
k1 = 1, k2 = - 1 ( 3 . 14 ) 
Once we know the displacement vector 
( 3 . 1 5 )  
we may generate all the pertinent equations describing the stress and 
strain fields. First , applying the Cauchy relations (3.8 ) , we obtain 
the strains 
er(r, t) 
ee (r, t) 
= 
o r 




C2 ( t )  
¾ c1 (t)r + r ] 
J c 1 (t ) 
c2(t) -
r2 
( 3 . 1 6 )  
C2(t ) = c1 ( t ) + r2 
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Now the stresses follow from the constitutive equa tions ( 3 . 6 ) , namely 
ar (r , t )  = J_
t
a,{G ( t - T ):
T 
[2er (r ,T ) - e8 (r  ,T )] dT 
+ J_
t
a, K (  t - T lf,{er (r ,T ) + e8 (r , T ) }T 
� ft K ( t - -r )..2...[e (r ,-r ) + e (r , T )] d-r 
- co OT r e 
+ J
t 
K ( t - T )..Q.. le (r , T ) + e0 ( r ,-r )] dT - co OT L r 
( 3. 17 )  
Substi tuting equa tions ( 3. 16 )  for the stra ins e r ( r , t ) a nd e0 ( r , t ) 
which appea r in  equa tions ( 3 . 17 ) ,  we arrive at 
J




CX) K ( t - •r ):,; [ 2C l ( T ) ] dT 
+ 
t 
K ( t - ,- ) ..Q... [2c 1 ( T )] dT - CX) OT 
( 3. 18) 
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These equations can be rewritten in a slightly different form more 
suitable for further calculations, i . e. ,  
o ( r , t ) = J t I 2K ( t - T ) - � ( t - T )] C ( T ) d T Z _ 00 L 3 l 
(3.1 9 ) 
Note that the dot signifies the differentiation with respect to time. 
It is readily seen that the foregoing equations can be briefly written 
in the following way 
o (r, t) = A (t) - fili2_ r r2 
o8
(r, t) = A (t) + fili2_ 
r2 
(3.20) 
where the functio ns A ( t) ,  B (t) , and C (t) are defined (compare equations 
(3 .19) and (3. 20 )) as follows 
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A ( t) = r [k ( t _ T ) + 2K ( t _ T )l C\ ( T ) dT 
- oo 3 J 
(3. 21 ) 
The entities which appear in the integrands of the first and last 
equations above, i. e. ,  � (t - T )  + 2K (t - T ) , and 2K (t - T )  - � (t - T ) 
play the role of time-dependent moduli. Let us denote them by H and 
M, correspondingly 
H (t )  = � (t) + 2K (t ) 
M ( t )  = 2K ( t) - � ( t )  
With this notation equations (3.21 ) take o n  the form 
J
t • A ( t )  = 
_ 00 
H ( t - T )C1 (T ) dT 
B ( t )  = t 2G ( t - T ) (\ (T ) dT 
- co 
(3. 22 ) 
(3. 23 ) 
If a viscoelastic solid is considered to be undisturbed for t imes t 
less than zero, and the loadi ng history beg ins at t = O , then we can 
write equations (3. 23 ) in  an alternate form 
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(3. 24) 
It is noteworthy that if one subjects relations (3. 23) and equations 
(3. 20) to the Laplace transform, they exhibit remarkably strong re­
semblance to the corresponding equations resulting from purely elastic 
analysis of an axisyrnrnetric problem. Let bar denote a Laplace trans­
form (considerations referring to the Laplace transform of time 
derivatives of the functions encountered in the physical equations 
of theory of viscoelasticity are given in the Appendix A )  of a given 
function of time, i c e.,  
(3. 25) 
Applying this transformation to equations (3. 23) and (3. 20) and evok­
ing the convolution theorem, we obtain 
A(s) = H(s ) sc\ (s) 
B(s) = 2G(s)sc2 (s) (3. 26) 
c(s) = M(s) scl (s) 
and 
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;-r (r, s) = A (s) "a(s) r2 
cr
8 
(r, s) = A(s) + B(�) ( 3 .  27) 
r 
;-2 (r, s) 
= c(s) 
The last equations are indeed of a form identical to the elastic 
solution of the considered problem. This, of course, should be antic i­
pated, as long as the elastic-viscoelastic correspondence principle 
applies. Conventionally, the next step to be taken at this point is to 
seek the solutions for the Laplace transforms of the stresses and 
strains and then proceed with the inverse transformation. Although 
very general and elegant, this procedure fa i ls in al l those cases which 
i nvolve time-dependent boundaries . Some restricted classes of problems 
which require consideration of the moving outer boundaries can be 
solved by the method called "extended elastic-viscoelastic correspond­
ence principle, " as proposed by Graham [23 J .  
In the next few chapters we shall show how the just derived 
formulae can be used in the situations where neither of the two ap­
proaches involving either the usual or the '' extended" correspondence 
principles can be applied. 
Let us now summarize briefly the essential  results of this 
chapter. For an axisyrnmetrical domain occupied by a n  arbitrary linear 
viscoelastic sol id, the following expressions describe the time­
dependent fields pertinent in the stress analysis: 
where 
a. 
b .  
displ acements 
C (t ) 
u (r , t )  = c1 (t )r + 
2 
r r 
U9 (r , t )  = 0 
strains 
e:r (r , t ) = 
e:0 (r , t )  = 
c1 ( t )  -
C2 (t ) 
r2 
C2 (t ) Cl ( t )  + 2 r 
c. stres ses 
a (r , t ) = A (t ) - filll r r2 
a9 (r , t ) = A (t ) + filll 
r2 
Jt • 
A ( t )  = _ 
00 
H ( t - T ) Cl ( T ) dT 
t • B ( t ) = 2G ( t - T ) C 2 ( T ) d-r ·- co 
Jt • C ( t )  = M( t - T )Cl ( T ) dT - CX) 
H(t )  = ½3 (t )  + 2K (t )  
M(t ) = 2K (t )  - f3 (t )  
3.3 
(3. 28) 
(3. 29 ) 
(3. 30 ) 
(3. 31 ) 




;8 (r, s) 
as follows: 
= 
_ c (s ) 






- ( ) c2 
(s) 
Cl s + 2 r 
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(3 . 32) 
0 (r, s) = A(s) _ B(s) r r2 
Ge (r, s) = A(s) + B(�) 
r 
� (r, s) = c( s) z 
and 
A ( s ) = H(s) scl (s) 
B(s) = 2G(s) sc2(s)  (3 . 33 ) 
C (s) = M(s)sc1 ( s)  
For the sake of comparison, let us recall the relevant equations 
known from the theory of elasticity 
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ee (r) = Cl + 
C2 
( 3 . 34 ) 
r2 
or (r) A - r2 
a (r) = A + e r2 
a (r) = 
where c1, c2 are constants determined for cJ g iven  boundary va l ue 
problem, while the entities A, B, C conta in elc1 st J c  moduli in addi t i on 
to the constants c1 and c2 • The exact rel a tions read 
E 
A = ( 1 + v )( 1 - 2v )  C l 
( 3. 35 )  
2E v 
C = ( l + v ) ( l - 2 v) Cl 
It can be readily shown that equations ( 3. 32 ) reduce to ( 3. 34 )  a nd ,  
correspondingly, equations (3 . 33 ) reduce to (3. 35 ) i f  one assumes time­
independence of all the moduli involved. Then 
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H (t ) H = � + 2K = E ( 1 + \> ) ( 1 - 2 \>) 
G (t ) G = E (3. 36) - 2(1 + \> ) 
M (t ) M = 2K - % = 2E \> 3 ( 1 + \> )  ( 1 - 2 \>) 
This, combined with the relations (3.24) in which both c1 and c2 are 
considered to be time-independent, produces relations identical to 
equations (3. 35) . 
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CHAPTER IV 
FORMULATION OF THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
ER 
elastic reinforcement 
G (t) , K (t) 
linear viscoelastic 'G%�� 
solid �/�•7'-o-ai� 
Fig. 4. 1. Cross-section of the reinforced 
viscoelastic cylinder. 
Among all possible boundary conditions imposed on the cylindrical 
domain, as shown in Figure 4. 1, we shall distinguish four different 
classes of the conditions. These a re 
a. First boundary-value problem which involves only the stresses 
prescribed along the inner and outer boundaries of the cylinder. Such 
boundary conditions can be exemplified by the follow ing equations 
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where both functions aa (t) and crb (t) are given. Note that the bound­
aries themselves can change in time in a prescribed way, since 
a = a(t) and b = b (t) . 
b. Second boundary-value problem which involves only the dis­
placements prescribed along the inner and outer boundaries of the 
cylinder. Such conditions can be exemplified by the equations 
ur (r, t) = ua (t) at r = a (t) 
ur (r, t) 
= ub (t) at r = b (t) 
(4. 2 )  
Here both the functions ua (t) and ub (t ) have to be prescribed for a 
boundary-value problem to be properly defined. 
c. A mixed boundary-value problem is one in which the displace­
ment components are prescribed over part of the boundary and the stress 
components over the rest of the boundary. An example _of this type of 
problem may be written down as follows 
( 4. 3 ) 
d. A " coupled" boundary-value problem in which the stresses 
and displacements are required to satisfy a certa i n  rel ationsh ip  
along part of the boundary. To exemplify this type of problem , 
let us consider a reinforced cylinder for which the radial dis­
placement ur (r , t) and the radial stress crr (r , t) must satisfy the 
following equation along the reinforced boundary 
3 9  
(4. 4 )  
Here r should be replaced by the radius of the reinforced boundary , 
either a (t) or b(t) . In practical applications , it is the outer 
boundary at which the reinforcement is applied , and thus we shall 
have r = b (t) in equation (4.4) . 
The relation (4. 4 )  can be derived from a s imple consideration 
of equilibrium of a small segment of the reinforcement and the 
adjacent part of the cylinder, cf. Figure 4. 2. Subscript "R" refers 
to the reinforcement. 
reinforcement 
cylinder 
Fig. 4.2. Equilibrium of a segment of the rein­
forcing casing . 
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Considering projection of all forces i nvolved ln  the radial direction, 
we arrive at the equation 
{a ( b )  hRd e} = - {a r ( b '  t) bd e} . 8 reinforcement cyl i nder 
(4.5) 
The left-hand s ide of the equation above represents the sum of  the two 
tangential forces Fe ( shown in Figure 4. 2) projected en r, while the 
right-hand side of equation ( 4.5)  describes the contribution resulting 
from the radial force exerted by the adjacent pa rt of the cylinder. 
Since the reinforcement is assumed to behave elastically and hR is 
much less than b, we can replace {a
8








e:8 ( b, t ) (1 - v 2 ) cylinder (4. 6 )  
reinforcement 
Since e0 (r, t )  
= ur (r, t )  
r 
form 





we can rewrite equation (4. 6 )  
ER rr ( b ,  t)} 
(1 - v 2 ) b cylinder 
R 
This combined with equation (4.5 ) gives 
= -
ERhR ur (b, t ) 
b2 ( t) ( 1 - v �) 
in this 
(4.7) 
(4 . 8) 
which is identical with relationship (4. 4) . It should be satisfied 
along the outer boundary of the cylinder. Simultaneously, the inner 
boundary is subjected to a stress condition of the type 
(4 .9) 
This kind of boundary-value problem when a is considered to be an 
arbitrary function of time, is perhaps the most difficult mathemati ­
cally and, as it will turn out, it makes impossible application of 
standard approaches, like the Laplace transforms . 
To discuss this kind of boundary-value problem a little further, 
let us perform the Laplace transform on both sides of the equation 
C2 (t ) (4. 8) , simultaneously replacing ur(b, t) by c 1 (t) b + --s-··• We obtain 
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( 4 . 1 0 )  
Let us restrict our attention to the case of time-independent outer 
radius, b (t) = constant. Performing the Laplace transformation and 
including the condition at r = a (t) , cf. equat ion (4.9) , we arrive at 
cr (b, s) -ERhR [ 2- c2 (s) ] = 3 2 b cl (s) b ( 1 - v ) R 
�( [ or (a (t) , t)] 




where the function oa (s) is known , whi le  the functions c\ (s) and c2 (s) 
are subject to determina tion. There are two equa t j  ons at our disposa l 
which can be used to determine the functions c1 (t) and c2 (t ) . These 
are 
(4. 1 2) 
t . • C2 ( T ) 1 = _ 00 { H ( t - T ) C l  ( 1 ) - 2G ( t - 1 ) b 2 J d r 
The first of equat ions (4. 12) resulted from equat ing the r�d ia l stress 
ar (r, t )  as given by equ.1 t i on (3. 1 9) at r = a (t) to the prescribed 
function a (t) . The second equation above resulted from equo t ing 
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ERhR -ur (b, t) 2 2 to the radial stress ar (r, t) evaluated at r = b. We b (1 - \) R ) 
shall now proceed to solve the set of equations (4.12) . First, let us 
apply the Laplace transform on equations (4.12) . 
2G( s)Q(s) 
(4.13) 
H(s )sc\ C s) 
Here we denote the unknown function 
Upon determination of the function Q( s) , i.e. , 
Q (s ) (4.14) 
we should be able to invert the expression (4. 14) for a given function 
a ( t ) ,  and then be able to solve the differential equati on 
dC2 = a 2 ( t )  Q ( t ) ( 4 . 1 5 ) dt 
in which the right-hand side is a known function. Now we shall pro­
ceed to solve the set of equations (4.12 ) for the unknown functions 
c1 (t) and c2 (t). Upon examination it appears necessary to narrow the 




f (t - T ) = f (t) f (- T) = H;l (4.1 6) 
Such restriction imposes no serious limitation on the type of the 
function a (t) ; i. e. , it could be represented by any exponential form 
f ( t - T )  
From equation (4.16) we have 
f(t) 
= a 
Qf (t - T)  
ct 
e 
- C T = fi:U • e f ( T ) 
This form is now substituted into the integral 
I (t )  = 
( 4 . 1 7 ) 
( 4 . 1 8 ) 
( 4 . 1 9) 
which appears in the first of equations (4. 12) . Assum i ng al l 
functions involved to be defined for t >  O , and performing the Laplace 
transform on (4 . 19) , we obtain 
(4.20 ) 
Note that the Laplace transform of the convolution integral which 
appears above can be easily found 
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(4.21)  
where we have introduced a modified modulus 
g (t) = G (t) f2 (t) 
Since f (t) = ec t, one has 
g ( t ) ::: e 2 c tG ( t ) 
(4.22) 
( 4. 22a) 
To carry out the last operation as indicated above, we have appl ied 
the " shift theorem" , well-known in the theory of Laplace transforms. 
Applying the same theorem to the expression (4.20) and making use of 
(4.21 )  and (4. 22) we obtain 
i � ( t)] = 
a
22 J { e -2c tF ( t) j = 
0 
( 4. 23) 
where 
F (t) = 
(4. 24) 
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Thus the final expression can be given in the form 
(4.25) 
This form will appear as soon as we subject equations (4.12) to Laplace 
transformation. 
a a = H ( s ) sc1 ( s ) 
-Q>Rb c1 (s) 
ctR- H(s) sc1(s) - -t=C2 (s) = 
2 -
2c)c2 (s + - -¥ (s) (s + ao 
2 - -- � (s) sc2 (s) 
2c) 
(4. 26) 
The next step is to eliminate the function c1 (s) from the second 
equation above, i.e., 
(4. 27) 
This expression is substituted into the first equation in ( 4.26) , and 
then the following equation is obtained for the unknown function c2 ( s)  
where 
( 4. 29) 
It can be shown that the inversion of this relationship leads to a 
Volterra integral equation, nonhomogeneous, and of the second kind. 
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It should be observed, therefore, th3t when both the internal pressure 
(4.30) 
and the inner radius are time-dependent, we are faced with a formid­
able mathematical complexity of a time-dependent problem involving 
moving boundaries. Numerical examples and some definite solutions 
for certain :hosen viscoelastic material representations will be 
given in a later chapter of this thesis . 
Let us briefly review th2 essential results of this and the 
preceding chapters. With th= functions c1(t) , c2 (t) , A (t) , and B(t) 
determined by equations (4.26) and (4.33) , we can compute the stress 
and strain components as w2ll as the radial displacement within tho2 
cylinder. The numerical procedures can be outlined as follows. 
First, the material ch3racteristics G (t) and H (t) and the function 
a (t) which describes the time-variation of the inner radius must be 
given. After the inverse Laplace transforms are computed , the dis ­
placement and strain fields can be evalua ted 
c2 ( t ) u (r , t) = C (t)r + --- -r 1 r 
e (r, t) = C (t ) 
r 1 
e (r, t) = C (t ) + �:2_ 
8 1 r2 
The stress components are found as follows 
(4.31) 
ilil or (r, t) = A (t) - 2 
o (r, t) = A (t) + ili2_ 
8 r2 
o (r, t) = C (t) z 
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(4.32) 
where the functions A(t), B (t), and C(t) must satisfy the -relations 
C (t) = t M(t - T )(\ (T ) d T  
- co 
or 
The viscoelastic moduli H (t) and M(t) are defined as foll ows 
H ( t) == �-( t) 2K ( t) 
3 
4 M(t) = 2K (t) - §G (t) 
(4.33) 
(4 . 34) 




We shall proceed now to simplify the boundary conditions imposed 
on the cylinder . First, let us restrict the attention to a reinforced 
cylinder for which the inner radius does not depend on time. Sub­
stituting a (t) = constant = a0 (or c = 0) into the preceding ex­
pressions, we arrive at the equations 
A (t) = 
B (t )  == 
e
l sH (s)cr"a a � · - (l'Rb + 2sG ( s } ) l 
{ ( 2sG (s) - O'Rb) a � (s) + 2b
2s (- O'Rb - sH (s) )G( s / 
(4. 36) 
These expressions have been considered by us in an independent 
study of the reinforced cylinder with both inner and outer radii being 
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constant ; the results of this study are identical with the expressions 
(4. 36). 
The next step in the process of simplif ication of the boundary 
conditions is to ren1ove the reinforcement. This is achieved in a 
simple way by setting a
R 
= O. The solutions wh ich follow 
(4.37) 
pertain to a viscoelastic cylinder of which the outer boundary is free 
and the inner boundary (r � a0 ) is subjected to the va riable pressure 
p (t) = - cra (t) . The expressions (4.37) are obvi ously correct and they 
are identical with the viscoelastic analogue of the Lam� probl em well­
known in the theory of elasticity. I t  should be noted that, since the 
boundaries do not move, the expressions for the functions c1 (t) , c2 (t) , 
A (t) and B (t )  can be obtained in a direct way through the appl ication 
of the elastic-viscoelastic  correspondence principle. To substantiate 
this statement consider the elastic solution for the Lame problem, 
i. e o ,  a cylinder without reinforcement. Consider the stresses 
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(4.38) 
and the strains (plane strain is being discussed here) . 
;;:: Cl 
c2 
€r - 2  r 




The parameters A and B contain only one function of time, namely 
a 2 A =  a ( t )  2 2 a a - b 
(4.40) 
The coefficients c 1 and c 2 depend on the e lastic moduli G and k as 
follows: 
C2 = 2G 
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To construct a solution to the Lame problem stated for a viscoelastic 
cylinder, it is necessary to replace the stresses and strains by their 
Laplace transforms 
= A or - � r 











Here A and B are readily obtained from the elastic  counterparts A and 
B , given by equations (4 .40) , while the coefficients c 1 and c2 can be 
derived from the expressions (4.41) through the replacement of o 8 (t) 
by a (s) and through a substitution of the vi scoel astic operators in 
a 
lieu of the moduli G and "A. .  Thus the expressions 2G + 2">...  and 2G, 
appearing in equation (4.41 ) , should be replaced by the transforms 
2sG(s) + 2sf(s) and 2sG (s) , correspondingly. I t can be readily shown 
that the expression 2sG(s) + 2s�(s) is equivalent to sH(s) . Recall 
first that sH(s) = �sG(s) + 2sK(s) . Since 
(4.43) 
we have 
sH(s ) ::: �sG(s ) + �s (3�(s ) + G(s )) 
= 2sG ( s) + 2s I ( s ) (4.44 ) 
Thus the viscoelastic solutions for C1 and C2 (if both a and b are 
constants ) are 
a ( s )  2 
c - a _a __ 1 - sH ( s )  a 2 - b2 
(4.45) 
To conclude this section, concerned with general solutions cor­
responding to a given type of boundary conditions, let us consider 
boundary conditions involving given externa l tract ions. 
Type I 
0r (r , t) 
::: oa (t ) at r 
- a (t) 
(4.46) 
or (r, t )  
-:-.. ob ( t) a t  r 
� b (t) 
Type I I  
u ( r,t ) = u (t) at r - a( t) r a 
(4.47) 
ur (r,t) � ub (t) at r = b (t) 
or both tractions and displacements (so called mixed boundary con­
ditions )  
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Type III 
(4.48 )  
The solution to Type I is obtained irrm1ediately through the application 
of the formulae 
The 
cr (r, t) = A (t) - ilil r r2 
functions A (t) and B (t) are determined as 
A (t) = 
a2 (t)oa(t) - b
2 (t)ob (t) 
a 2 ( t ) - b2 ( t ) 
B (t) o a(t) 
a2 (t) b2 (t ) 
- ob ( t \2 ( t) - b2 ( t) 
(4 . 49 ) 
follows 
( 4 . 50 ) 
whi le the coefficients c1 (t) and c2 ( t) can be co,nputed from these 
relations 
( 4 . 51 )  
C ( t )  
The solution to the boundary value problem of Type I I  is obtained 
readily through the application of the formula 
We get 




( 4 . 52 )  
a (t) ua(t) - b (t) ub (t) 
a2 (t) - b2 (t) 
( 4  . 52a ) 
a (t) ub (t) - b (t)ua (t) a (t)b (t) 
a2 (t) - b2 (t) 
In  order to compute the stresses, one need$ to evaluate the coef­
ficients A (t) and B (t) defined by the following convolution integrals 
( 4 . 53 ) 
The more difficult case is presented by boundary conditions of Type 
II I.  Here one must seek a solut ion to the se t of  the foll owing fou r  
equations 
aa ( s )  - (  ) · [ 1 �1�-;{ 1 - A s - I I L a  ( t ) J 
ub ( s )  c\ ( s ) b + c2 ( s) 
( 4.54 ) 
A ( s )  = H( s )  sc\ ( s )  
B ( s )  = 2sG ( s  )c2 ( s )  
It was assumed above that b = constant. It turns out that even when 
the form of a(t )  is restricted by the requ irernent 
the equations (4 . 54 )  cannot be solved in  a cl o sed form. They ca n  
be reduced, though, to the set of two equations 
ua (s) = sH (s)c1 (s) - a;
2
2 (s - 2c)G(s - 2c ) c2 (s - 2c )  
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_ c2 ( s )  (4. 56) = c1 (s ) b  + b 
The second term in the right-hand side of the f irst equation above 
:resulted from the consideration of the Laplace transform of the 
product B (t ) a-2 (t) ,  i.e. , 
( 4.57) 
The l atter form can be reduced by the " shi ft theorem" as follows 
1
2 2 ( s + 2c )G( s + 2c )c2 ( s + 2c )  
ao 
( 4. 58 ) 
Further consideration of equat ions ( 4. 56 ) l eads to a non-homogeneous 
Vol terra integral equation of the second k ind. Si nce we a re unable to 
f ind a closed form solut ion to this equa tion, J et us confine our 
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attention to a problem involving time-independent boundaries. This 
is achieved by setting c = 0 in equations (4. 56) . We obtain 
This can be readily solved 
( sH(s)ub (s) - cra (s)b) a
2 
sH(s) a2+ 2sG(s) b2 
{sH(s)ub (s) - cra (s) b}a
2b 
sH(s) a2+ 2sG(s) b2 
(4.59) 
(4. 60) 
Of course the coefficients A (t) and B (t) which determine the stresses 
are then 
(4. 61) 
In the following chapters we shall develop a technique which will 
allow for direct computation of stresses , strains , and displacements 
encountered within the cylinder made of an arbitrary linear visco­
elastic solid and subjected to one of the following types of the 
boundary conditions 
Type I. Traction boundary conditions imposeq at r == a (t) and 
r = b (t) 
Type II. Displacement boundary conditions imposed at r = a (t )  
and r = b (  t )  
Type III. Mixed boundary conditions imposed at r = a and r = b 
(both a and b are time-independent for this case)  
Type IV. Mixed and coupled boundary conditions  resulting from 
subjecting the outer periphery of the cylinder to a thin elastic 
reinforcement. As we have shown at the opening of this chapter , such 
a reinforcement leads to the boundary conditions of the type 
or (r, t) = cra (t ) at r == a ( t )  
- o (r, t) == ER
hR u (r , t )  at r =- b = cons tant  r (1 - v2) b2 r R 
Here E
R denotes the Young' s modu lus of the rei nforc i n
g materia l ,  v
R 
is its Poisson' s ratio , and hR i s  the thi c kness o f  t he casing. 
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CHAPTER V 
STRESS ANALYSIS FOR THE PRESSURIZED CYLINDER WITH 
VARIABLE RADIUS . ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION 
Arbitrary material representation within the l imits of linear 
theory of viscoel asticity and arbitrary variation in time of the inner 
radius are now assumed. Under such general assumptions , the problem 
reduces to a set of two non-linear integro-differential equations. 
(5. 1) 
2 Recall that H (t )  = � (t) + 2K(t) = 2G (t) + 2 1..(t ) .  Both functions 
C1 (t) and C2(t) are subject to determination. Reduction of equations 
(5. 1) to an equivalent set of differential equations involving first, 
second, and higher order derivatives of the functions c 1 (t) and c2 (t) 
is possible, although extremely tedious, provided that the specific 
forms of the material time-dependent moduli G (t )  and H (t )  as well as 
the function a (t ) are prescribed. Such a procedure, however, would 
narrow down the scope of this study to just one type of viscoelastic 
sol id and to just one functional relation between the inner radius 
and time. 
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To avoid such restriction in the scope of our solution, we shall 
pursue a different approach leading to an asymptotic solution which is 
valid for short times, i. e., when the product ( time ) x (reciprocal of 
relaxation time ) does not exceed unity, and which can be applied to an 
arbitrary 1 inear viscoelastic solid. Similarly, in the asymptotic ap­
proach there are no restrictions on the class of functions a = a (t ).  
Consider fvaclaurin series expansions of both the functions which 
are to be determined from equations (5. 1 ) .  
c1 ( t )  = 




c1 (0 ) + t + 
c\ (o) 2 t + 
l ! 2 !  
c ( o) c (o) 
C2 (0 ) + 
2 t + 2 t2 + 
1 ! 2 !  
. . . . 
( 5.2) 
. . . 
For cornputa tiona 1 purposes we sha 11 truncate these series after the 
third term. Next let us recall the relationship between the functions 
A (t) , B (t )  (which determine time-dependent stresses in the cyl inder), 
and the functions c1 ( t ) , c2 (t )  (compare equations (4.49 ) ) ,  namely 
(S . 3 ) 
Combining equat ions ( 5.2 ) and (5.3) and then expanding equations ( 5.3) 
into power series about point t = 0, i . e. ,  
A (t) = A (O) A ( O )  
A(O) L2 + � + 2 !  + 
B (t) = B (O) + B(O)t + B(O)t2 + 1 ! 2 !  
. . . . 
we obtain (see Appendix B for details) 
and 
A (t) = H (o) c1 (
o) + t[H (O) c1 (
o) + H (o) c1 (
o) ] 





By examination of the equations (5.2), (5.5) , and (5.6) we observe 
that the quantities 
(5. 7) 
solely determine the states of stress and strain and the displacement 
vector within the viscoelastic cylinder. We arrive at the conclusion 
then that the set (5.7) of six constants repl aces, so to speak, the 
two functions which we attempt to find. 
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To sol ve for the constants (5. 7) , we proceed as follows. First 
let us rewrite the equations ( 5. 1) in such a way that the lower limit 
+ in the convolution integrals is shifted to O .  This leads us to 
(5 . 8) 
Next we proceed with differentiation of both the foregoing equations 
with respect to time t, namely 
(5 . 9) 
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The next su c c e s s ive d i f ferentia t i o n with respe c t  to t ime g ive s 
The e qua t ions  ( 5 . 8 ) , ( 5 . 9 ) , a nd ( 5 . 10 )  s impl i fy to s ome exte n t  a f ter 
the 1 irn i ting proc edure for t � 0 is carr i ed out . We obta i n  then from 
e qua ti on ( 5 . 8 ) 
( 5 .  1 1 ) 
from equa t i on ( 5 . 9 )  
I · C2 ( 0 ) 7 · 2G. (0 ) be (0 ) -- H (O) C  ( 0 )  - ---c ( 0 )  - Q'R L 1 + b J = 1 b2 2 
+ H (o ) c1 < o ) 
- 2G(o)c ( o ) 
b2 
2 
a nd ,  fr ont equa tion  ( 5 . 1 0 )  
2G(O)c ( o ) + H ( o )c1 (o )  t2 2 
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( 5 . 1 2 ) 
( 5 . 1 3 )  
The s e a re i ndeed the s ix equa t i ons wh i c h  de f i ne the u n known qua nt i t i e s 
Om i tt i ng the obv i ous  a l g ebra i c  deta i l s ,  we a rr ive a t  the f o l l owing  
s ol u t i o n  
where we have introduced the new symbols 
Similarly, we obtain the other pair of unknowns 
where 
- a b R 
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( 5.14 ) 
( 5.14a ) 
( 5. 15) 
(5. 15a) 
The last  pair of unknowns has the following form 
where 
• •  
f, ( b_, 2 Q'Rb [ (. b )2 2rc�lJ } H ( 0 )  ll - a;, - 2G ( 0) 1 + a O H o 
• •  
Ql = - �� (O) + H(O)C1 (0) -
2G�O)C2 ( 0) 
ao 
+ 2G�O)c• 2 (0)[2a· (o) 
G (O) ] H· (o)c' (o) - �o + 1 
ao 
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(5 . 16) 
(5 . 16a) 
These six quantities, defined by equations (5. 14) , (5. 15) , and (5. 16), 
allow us to determine the asymptotic state of strain and the radial 
component of the displacement vector throughout the cylinder, namely 
(5 . 17) 
• 
.. 
t2 l im e (r , t ) = c1 (0 ) + c1 (0 ) t  + c1 (0 )-t ➔ O r 2 
• •
• 
t2 l im e
9 
{r , t )  == c1 (o )  + c1 (O ) t  + c1 (o )2 
t ➔ O 
The a symptotic  s olution for the stres ses 
1 im a r ( r , t )  = 1 im ( A ( t)  - .fil.12.) 
t➔ O t➔O r2 
1 im a
0 
( r , t )  = 1 im ( A ( t ) + B ( �)) 
t◄O t➔O  r 
a ssumes the form ( s ee Append ix B )  
l im or (r , t ) = H (0 ) c1 (0 ) + t[H (O )c 1 (0 )  + H ( O ) c\ (0 ) J 
t ➔ O 
+ �H(o )c1 ( o )  + H ( o )C1 ( o )  + H ( o )C1 (o ) ] 
- {2G (o )c2 (o ) + 2t[G (o ) c2 (o ) + G (o ) c2 (o ) ]  
+ t2 lG (O ) c2 (o ) + G (O )c2 (o )  + G (O ) c2 (o )] }r-
2 
l irn a 8 ( r , t )  = H ( o ) c 1 ( o ) + t[ H ( o ) c 1 ( O ) + H ( O ) C 1 ( O ) ] 
t -+ 0  t2
c
·· 
• • • . 7 + 2 H (0 ) C1 (o ) + H (0 ) C1 (o ) + H (0 ) C1 (o ) J 
+ {2G (o ) c2 (o ) + 2t[G ( o ) c2 ( o )  + G (o )C2 ( o ) ] 
+ t 2[ G ( 0 ) C 2 ( 0 )  + G ( 0 ) C 2 ( 0 ) + G ( 0 ) C 2 ( 0 )] } r -2 
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( 5.19 ) 
(5.20 ) 
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It is a s imple matter to demonstrate that in special cases the 
equations given above are identical with those derived previously 
through th� use of Laplace transformation technique . For example, 
when t ime is al lowed to approach zero equptions (4  .. 36 ) valid for a 
ca se .of constant radi i, it would reduce as follows 
[ c1 ( t )] ·= 1 im sc\ ( s ) t _,. 0 S -+0 
q.nd 
Applying the initial value theorem 
F ( 0) == 1 im sF ( s ) 
s-t O 
(5. 21) 
(5 . 22) 
(5.23) 
to the expressions contained in  the curly brackets, we arrive at 
"' 
cr3 (o) [2G (O) - CTRb] 
H (O) [ 2G (0) - CTRb] - 2(:0
)
2
G(O )[ H (O) + CT Rb] 
(5. 24) 
b2oa (o) [H (O) + aRb] 
c2 (0) ::: ___________ ,,,____,__,,,_ _______ _ 
H (O) [2G ( 0) - CT�b] - 2(8�)2G(? > [ H (O) + <l'Rb] 
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I t  can be readily shown that the last two express ions are identical 
with equations (5 . 14) as expected. Of course they can be further 
simplified if the reinforcement is removed . Setting the coefficient 
Q'R equal to zero, we retrieve the wel l-known Lame solut ion 
c1(
o) 
o ( 0 )  
H ( o ) [1 - (�)2] 




2G (o l[1  - (�) 2] 
In the next chapter we shal l i llustrate appl i cations of the fore­
going equa tions to computations of stresses, strains , and displace­
ments encountered in the viscoelastic cylindrical pressure vessel with 
variable inner radius . 
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CHAPTER VI 
EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS 
To facilitate application of the equations derived in the preced­
ing chapters, the fol lowing four groups of dimensionless parameters 
wil l be defined: 
1. Parameters pertaining to the geometry of the cylinder and 
reinforcing casing 
k - ratio of outer radius to the initial 
value of the inn�r radius ,  k = b/a0 
- Q'Rb x - -- - dimensionless stiffness of the reinforcement. 2Go 
Here aR denotes stiffness defined as follows: 
2 ,  Parameters describing the time-dependent behavior of the 
viscoelastic core of the cylinder 
initial moduli Ho =  [ H (t) J t = o ,  G0 = [ G (t) J t = o 
initial rates of change of the time-dependent moquli 
h = i-fo{J ( O ), g = i;6 ( 0 )  
,.2 • •  2 • • 
hl = HH (O ) , 91 = � (O )  0 0 
moduli ratios m = Ho/2G0 and n = 2Go/H o 
3 .  Parameters describing loading 
initial level of applied load 
initial rates of change 
4. Parameters describing the variable inner radius 





a ( t )
] 
b t =  0 
initial rate of change of the inner radius 
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We shall confine our attention to a study of the effects of (1 ) rein­
forcement, and (2 ) time-variation of the inner radius on the dis­
tributions of displacement , strains , and stresses. To accomplish this 
purpose, we designate the dimensionless reinforcement parameter 
Q'Rb x = 2G0 
and the dimensionless rate of change of the inner radius 
J, = (.i.) � (O ) as two independent variables. Therefore, all other ao 
entities just defined above will appear as a set of parameters. Using 
the notation introduced above, we can express all functions pertaining 
to the problem under consideration in the following way: 
c2 = c2 ( x ,  1 ,  other parameters) 
A �  A ( x , 1 ,  other parameters) 
B = B(x , 1 ,  other parameters). 
The set des ignated as " other parameters" contains the following 10 
variables : 
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In this way the functions of 12 variables (x , 1 ,  and " other para­
meters" )  are to be analyzed as functions of two independent variables , 
while the other " suppressed" variables play the role of characteristic 
parameters . 
General Results in Terms of the 
Nondimensional Variables 
. First , let us recall that the displacement a nd strain fields are 
defined through the equati ons 
e i r , t] = 
ee [ r ' t] 
c 1 ( t ) 
c2 ( t )  
r2 
C ( t) 
c 1 ( t) + 6 2 r 
(6 . 1 )  
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and the s tres s field is given as 
cri r, t] = A (t) - fil1l 
r2 
( 6 . 2 ) 
CY [ r, t] = A( t) + fil1l a r 
where the functions A (t) and B (t )  are related to the functions c1 (t) 
and c
2
(t) as follows : 
( 6 . 3 )  
For time interval short in comparison to the characteristic relaxation 
time, i.e., t/T << 1 ,  we have given the solution to the problem of 
strain a nd stress distributions in tenr1s of Maclaurin series ( see 
Chapter V for details) 
. . .  t2 C .  (t) = C . (0) + C. (0)t + C . -2 + l l l l . . . .  ' 
. . . .  
i = 1, 2 
(6.4) 
Functions Ci (o) , c\ (o) ,  and Ci (O) (i = 1, 2) are defined through the 
equations (5. 14) ,  (5. 1 5),  and (5.16) , respectively. Functions A - and J 
B. (j = 0, 1, 2) are defined by the equations (5.5) and (5. 6) . 
J 
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We shall now rewrite all the pertinent equations , i . e . , ( 5 . 1 4 ) , 
( 5 . 1 5 ) , ( 5 . 1 6 ) , ( 5 . 5 ) , and ( 5 . 6 )  in a form containing onl y the di­
mensionless variables introduced above . Omitting the simple algebraic 
details , one arrives at 
i = 1 , 2 
c\ ( o )  
cra (0 )  
H T Pi ( x ) i ::; 1 , 2 
c .  ( o )  
cra (0 )  
2 Pi ( x  ,.l) ,  i z: 1 , 2 1 HO'r 
The functions ci , Pi , and P i (i= 1 , 2 ) are given as follows 
c1 (x )  
c2 (x )  
::= 
= 
1 - X 
2 2 1 - k - ( 1 + nk ) x 
m + X 
1 - k2 - ( 1 + nk2 )x  
= ( 1  - x )( cr - hc1 (x) + k
2ngc2( x) - k
2 (ngc2 (x )  - hc1 (x )) 
1 - k2 - ( 1 + nk2 ) x 
= 
(m  + x)( cr - hc1 (x)  + k2ngc2 (x)) - gc2 (x )  + mhc1 ( x) 
1 - k2 - ( 1 + nk2 ) x 
k2q2 ( X )  - ( 1 - X )  ql ( X ,  1 ) 
1 - k2 - ( 1 + nk2 ) x 
= mq2 ( x )  - (m + x ) q1 ( x , 1 ) 
1 - k2 - ( 1 + nk2 ) x 
( 6 . 5 )  
(6 . 6 )  
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where 
q1 (x, 1) = h1 c1 (x) - cr1 - (nk
2g1)c2 (x)+nk
2p
2 (x) (2/, - g) + hp1 (x) 
( 6 . 6a
) 
Similarly, the functions A (t) and B (t) which describe the stress dis­
tribution within the cylinder can be written in the forrn (cf. Appendix B) 
and 
[A (t) J t ➔ O 
= cra (o){c1 (x) + (f)( hc1(x) + p1 (x)) 
+ ½ w,hh (x) + hpl (x) + p l (x,L))} 
[B (t) J t � O = 
b2cra (o){nc2 (x) + ( f) {gc2 (x) +  p2 (x) ] 
+ fr(f )2[ 91 c2 (x) + gp2 (x) + p 2 ( x ,l) ] 
Numerical Example 
(6 . 7 ) 
( 6 . 8 )  
To estimate the effect of reinforcement and a varia ble inner 
radius on the strain and stress distributions in the cylinder subject 
to a constant internal pressure, we shall assume a Maxwell material 
representation. The viscoelastic moduli for a material which b�haves 
elastically in dilatation and exhibits Maxwell-type flow under shear 
are given as follows (compare Chapter I I) . 
G ( t )  = Goe -t/ro  K ( t )  = Ko ' 
( 6 . 9 ) 
H ( t )  = � e-t/TQ + 3 0 2Ko 
The first terms in the Maclaurin expans ions of these moduli can be 
readily found 
These 
G (O) = Go 
. 
G(O) = - Gc/T O 
G (O) = Gc/T § 
H (O) = 2 3'30 + 2Ko 
• . 2 H(O) = - 3Go,h o 
H (O) = �o/T � 
expressions allow us to evaluate the material parameters 
g = - 1 
g = 1 1 
h = - n/3 
h1 = n/3 
(6.10) 
( 6 . l l ) 
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F or a cylinder with outer radius of 4" and the initial inner radius 2" 
made of a polymer of initial shear modulus G0 = � x 10
5 psi (with 
initial Poisson' s ratio, v0 = ½), ·and of constant bulk modulus 
K0 = 10
5 psi contained by a thin steel reinforcing shell of known 
elastic moduli (ER = 3 x 10 
7 psi and vR = J� l ) we have 
rn = 3 (6 . 12) 
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Assuming constant appl ied load ( or ,  excluding l arge time rates of load 
change due to impa ct or impulsive l oading ) , we have 
o ( 0 )  = - p a a 
( 6 . 13 )  
where Pa denotes the initial value o f  the pressure appl ied inside the 
cyl inder . It should  be noted that although the as sumption o = cr1 = 0 
appl ies strictly to the case of constant internal pressure , the vari­
ati ons i n  load occurri ng in  t imes (�t )  large compared to  the character­
i stic rel axation time ( 'r ) can be admitted here without any s ignif icant 
change in the resulting numbers .  Indeed , for �t >> T ,  we observe 
�O T 
= crJO) �t  ----+ O 
----+ 0 
(6 . 14) 
With these numbers ,  our equations describing the displacement at the 
inner radius of the cyl inder become ( see Appendix B )  
(6 . 15)  
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To better adjust the notation to the needs of the computer progranming, 
we introduce the following notation 
c2 = CC 
P l  = R 
P 2 = RR 
( 6 .16 ) 
Finally normalizing the displacement at the inner radius ur ( a  , t) 
through the constant ( pa/Ho) a0 (note that Pa = - cra (O) ) ,  we arrive at 
(6 . 17 )  
To study the effect of reinforcement and variable inner radius on 
the displacement, strain, and stress distributions within the cylinder , 
a computer program has been prepared. This program utilizes the 
"Dynamo" subroutine which allows for simultaneous printing and plot­
ting of the desired output. To make it possible to study the stresses , 
strains, and displacements resulting under the same loading and for 
identical geometry and rigidities of the core of the cylinder and its 
reinforcing shell, but for various viscoelastic materials which fill 
the core, the material parameters are entered into the program as 
variables which can be chosen differently for each run. Let us 
exemplify usage of this technique by two runs, each of which pertains 
to a different material beha vior (while all other variables are 
identical ) .  We have 
1.  Run No. 1 pertains to the strain, displ acement, and stress 
distribution problem when the core of  the cylinder is fil led with 
Maxwell solid for which the dimensionless material parameters are as 
follows 
n = 1/3 
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g = - 1 
91 = 1 
h = - 1/9 
h - 1/9 
(6.18 ) 
1 - m = 3 
2. Run No. 2 pertains to the strain, displacement, and stress 
distribution problem when the core of the cylinder is filled with a 
viscoelastic solid described by a standard linear model (i. e. , Hooke 
and Kelvin elements joined in series) for which the dimensionless 
material parameters are as follows : 
h = - 0 . 1  n = 1/3 
(6 .19 ) 
m = 3 
This set of numbers results if one assumes the same initial values 
of the time-dependent bulk and shear moduli as for the fvlaxwell solid 
considered in Run No. 1, but with the time variation described now by 
the expression appropriate for a standard l inear solid (compare Chapter 
I I) .  If the solid is assumed to be viscoelastic in shear and elastic 
in dilatation, then the corresponding moduli are given as follows 
G (  t )  = G 
(6 . 20) 
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where Go and G:o denote the glassy and rubbery shear moduli, 
respectively ;  S is their ratio, S = Gc/4.o, T 2 denotes the character­
istic retardation time of the standard linear solid, while Ko denotes 
the constant (elastic) bulk modulus. From equations (6. 20) we find 
readily 
G (O) = Go 
G (o )  = i(s/T 2) (1 - s )G00 (6. 21) 
and 
2 
H ( o )  = Ho = y30 + 2K0 
(6.22) 
With relaxation time for a standard linear solid (taken as T = T2/s
), 
these equations lead to the dimensionless material parameters in the 
following form 
g = (1 - s )/s 
91 = - ( 1 - � )/S 
h = ¥(1 - S )/13 (6. 23) 
F or the initial moduli taken to be the same as in the case of the 
Maxwell solid, i . e .,  
GO 
= 3 105 psi 8 X 
8 1  
KO = 10
5 psi (6. 24) 
\)0 = 1/3 
we obtain 
g = - 0. 9  h = - 0.1 n = 1/3 
(6.25) 
91 = 0.9 hl = 0.1 m = 3 
This set was assumed in Run No . 2. 
3. Finally, to verify the effect of material properties (charact­
erized by viscoelastic moduli) on the distribution of stresses, 
strains, and dispiacements, a third run was performed (Run No. 3) . 
This run concerned the standard linear solid, but this time the ratio 
of glassy to rubbery shear moduli (� = Go/G00 ) was chosen to be equal 
to 2. The behavior of a standard linear solid for which � = 2 is 
markedly different from that of a Maxwell sol id. In this we intend to 
better compare and judge the results generated in all the three runs. 
For Run No . 3, the dimensionless material parameters have the follow-
ing values 
g = - 0 . 5  9 1  = 0 . 5  (6.26) 
h = 0 . 0555 h1 = 0 . 0555 
The numerical results of all three runs are analyzed and dis­
cussed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER VII 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Some interesting conclusions emerge from a study of numerical 
results obtained through the use of an IBM computer 370 (see Appendix 
C for the computational details). Let us discuss the effect of the 
reinforcing shell and of the ablating inner radius on the redis­
tribution of stresses. We assume the tensile circumferential stress 
to be a measure of susceptibility to fracture for the material of the 
core of the cylinder. It should be noted that the circumferential (or 
hoop) stress is always positive (tensile) in an unreinforced cylinder 
in which the bore is subject to the internal pressure Pa and the 
outer surface is free of stresses. However, at a certain ratio of the 
elastic moduli of the reinforcing shell and the softer viscoelastic 
core of the cylinder, the stresses undergo a considerable redistri­
bution . As a result of this redistribution, the hoop stress changes 
sign in the region adjacent to the reinforcing core. If the cylinder 
is contained by a yet stronger shell, the region of " reversed1 1  hoop 
stress , which now becomes compressive near the outer boundary of the 
cylinder, spreads deeper into the core. Obviously, this phenomenon 
has a strengthening effect on the cylinder. This is so because the 
zone of potential fractures which may initiate at any point of the 
bulk of the core material where the circumferential stress is positive 
(tensile) becomes reduced in size. Reduction in the magnitude of the 
tensile circumferential stress which still exists within the so-called 
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" fracture zone",  (i.e.,  for r < r*, see Figure 7 . 1), has also a bene­
ficial effect in prevention of fracture. Both these strengthening 
effects, i.e. , reduction of the size of the fracture zone and lowering 
of the maximum tensile hoop stress which is attained within the region 
of potential failure, are clearly illustrated by the numbers generated 
in the computer runs described in Appendix c .  
To facilitate the direct comparison of the numerical data, we have 
graphed the size of the "fracture zone", defined by its width (see 
Figure 7 .  1) . 
versus 
a. the reinforcing parameter x (see Figure 7.2),  and 
b. the rate of variation of the inner radius (see Figure 7 . 3).  
The radius r* at  which the hoop stress undergoes change in sign is 
calculated from the requirement a
0 (r,t) 
= O. This leads to 
b 
The inner radius is time-dependent and given by the short-time linear 
relationship 
(7.3) 
Inserting (7 . 2) and (7 . 3 )  into equation (7 . 1) , we obtain the dimension­
less size of the region of potential failure 
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I 
Zone of posi ti ve hoop stress 
Fig .  7 . 1 . Redistribution of circumferential stresses due to (a) rein­
forcing effect of the outer shel l , and (b) due to ablation .  
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Fig . 7 . 2 . Width of the fracture zone in the core filled with 
Maxwell material as a function of reinforcing pa r­
ameter and time . The curves labeled as FO , F2 , and 
F4 correspond to the ratios of  t ime to the relax ­
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Fig. 7. 3. Width of the fracture zone at a constant reinforcing 
ratio (x = 2) and a constant time (t = 0. 8'1" )  as a 
function of rate of ablation. The lowest line cor­
responds to the Maxwell solid. The middle and the 
upper lines result for stand3rd linear solid when the 
ratio of glassy to rubbery moduli is assumed 10 and 
2, respectively. 
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(7 . 4) 
As shown in Figures 7. 2 and 7. 3 ,  the size of fracture zone D* depends 
strongly on the reinforcing parameter 
(7 .5) 
and, to a lesser extent, it depends on the parameter J ,  which serves 
as a measure of rate of the ablating inner radius 
(7 .6) 
It is of interest to note that a more rigid reinforcing shell and a 
faster rate of ablation (due, for example, to material disintegration 
in a solid fuel rocket or due to muscle contraction in a biological 
material) can distinctly affect the fracture zone. Both phenomena 
cause the s tress redistribution which is advantageous from the point of 
view of fracture prevention. The strengthening effect of the ablating 
inner radius can be likened to the "Yoffe effect" , well-known in 
physics of strength of fracture of solids. A remarkable increase in 
strength of crystals or polycrystals is attributed to the removal of 
the surface imperfections and micro-defects which occurs when the sur­
face is subj ected to etching. In the case studied here, the removal 
of the inner layer of the core material (either by burning or by a 
certain biological mechanism) reduces the potentially dangerous zone 
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and thus it helps to prevent fracture (in the same way as the etching 
process strengthens the crystal). 
It should also be noted that, although the effect of the outer 
shell could be anticipated, the effect of the other processes involved 
i� the moving inner boundary of the cylinder cannot be easily pre­
dicted. Stress analysis contained in this thesis enables one not only 
to draw qualitative conclusions regarding mechanics and trends of the 
material behavior under prescribed boundary conditions, but also to 
quantify the results as shown by the numbers gathered in Appendix C 
and in Table 7. 1. 
The numbers given in Table 7. 1 are excerpted from several com­
puter runs and they have also been used to construct the graphs shown 
in Figures 7. 2 and 7. 3. Each block of numbers shown in Table 7. 1 
represents the results obtained for the following materials of the 
cylinder core 
a. Maxwell solid, 
b. Standard linear solid, � =  10, and 
c. Standard linear solid, � =  2. 
(The numbers shown appea r in the same order). All three material 
models chosen here are characterized by the same initial elastic re­
sponse, but they differ, of course, in the ensuing time-dependent 
behavior. It is of interest to note that of the three solids the 
Maxwell solid reduces the potentially dangerous region to the smallest 
size. This results from a well-known fact that a Maxwell solid behaves 
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TABLE 7. 1 
SIZE OF FRACTURE ZONE ADJACENT TO THE INNER BOUNDARY OF THE CYLINDER 
A .  Dimensionless rate of variation of inner radius £ = 0 . 1 .  
�Tb 0 0.2 0. 4 0. 6 0. 8 1 . 0  
R . P . 
0. 5 0.5 0. 5 0. 5 0. 5 0 .5 
0 0 . 5  0 . 5 0.5 0 .5 0 . 5 0.5 
0 . 5  0.5 0. 5 0 .5 0 .5 0.5 
0. 5 0 .5 0. 5 0.5 0. 5 0. 5 
0 .2 0. 5 0 .5 0 . 5 0.5 0 . 5  0 . 5  
0. 5 0 .5 0.5 0 .5 0 . 5  0.5 
0. 5 0 .5 0. 5 0.5 0 .5 0.5 
0 .4 0. 5 0.5 0 . 5 0 . 5  0 .5 0 .5 
0 .5 0.5 0 . 5  0.5 0. 5 0. 5 
0 . 5  0.5 0 . 5 0 . 5  0 . 5  0.5 
0. 6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 .5 0 .5 0.5 
0 . 5  0.5 0 .5 0. 5 0.5 0.5 
0 .5 0.5 0. 5 0 .5 0.5 0.5 
0 .8 0 .5 0.5 0. 5 0. 5 0.5 0.5 
0.5 0.5 0. 5 0 .5 0.5 0.5 
0. 5 0 .5 0 . 5 0. 5 0 . 5  0. 5 
1 . 0 0 . 5  0. 5 0 . 5  0 . 5  0. 5 0.5 
0 . 5  0. 5 0 .5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0 . 5 0 . 5  0 . 5  0. 5 0 . 5  0.4362 
1 .2 0 . 5  0.5 0.5 0 . 5 0 . 5  0.5 
0. 5 0.5 0. 5 0. 5 0.5 0. 5 
0.5 0. 5 0 .5 0. 5 0.4294 0. 3390 
1 . 4 0. 5 0 .5 0.5 0.5 0.4863 0. 3992 
0. 5 0. 5 0. 5 0.5 0. 5 0. 5 
0.5 0. 5 0. 5 0.4522 0. 3513 0.2715 
1 . 6  0 .5 0 . 5  0. 5 0.4959 0. 3997 0. 3236 
0.5 0. 5 0.5 0. 5 0. 5 0. 5 
0 .5 0 .5 0. 5 0. 3844 0 .2941 0.2213 
1 . 8 0.5 0.5 0. 5 0.4224 0. 3370 0.2681 
0 . 5  0. 5 0. 5 0. 5 0. 5 0.4878 
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�
T b 0 0. 2 0.4 0. 6 0. 8 1. 0 
R . P . a 
0. 5 0. 5 0.4388 0. 3331 0. 2502 0 .1825 
2. 0 0. 5 0. 5 0. 4663 0. 3672 0. 2891 0. 2254 
0. 5 0. 5 0. 5 0. 5 0.4662 0. 4223 
0. 5 0. 3683 0. 2692 0.1905 0. 1256 0. 0707 
3.0 0. 5 0. 3798 0. 2882 0. 2153 0.1550 0.1039 
0. 5 0. 4270 0. 3687 0. 3210 0. 2810 0. 2470 
0. 3819 0. 2753 0 .1918 0. 1235 Q. 0660 0. 0163 
4. 0 0. 3819 0. 2846 0. 2077 0.1446 0. 0914 0. 0455 
0. 3819 0. 3225 0. 2737 0. 2330 0. 1979 0.1676 
0. 3165 0. 2223 0.1468 0. 0841 0. 0305 0 
5. 0 0. 3165 0. 2305 0.1611 0.1033 0. 0539 0. 0108 
0. 3165 0. 2637 0. 2197 0.1820 0.1500 0 .1216 
0. 2746 0 .1878 0 .1173 0. 0580 0. 0070 0 
6 . 0 0. 2746 0 .1953 0 .1305 0.0760 0. 0290 0 
0. 2746 0. 2257 0.1845 0.1490 0 . 1186 0. 0915 
0. 2454 0.1635 0.0963 0.0394 0 0 
7. 0 8. 2454 0. 0706 0.1089 0. 0565 0. 0112 0 
0. 2454 0.1990 0.1598 0 . 1260 0. 0964 0. 0701 
0. 2237 0 .1454 0. 0806 0. 0255 0 0 
8. 0 0. 2237 0. 1522 0. 0927 0. 0420 0 0 
0. 2237 0.1793 0.1414 0. 1090 0. 0799 0. 0541 
0. 2071 0.1314 0. 0685 0. 0147 0 0 
9. 0 0. 2071 0.1379 0.0801 0. 0307 0 0 
8. 2071 0.1640 0 .1272 0 . 0950 0. 0670 0. 0418 
0. 1939 0.1203 0.0588 o. OJ60 0 0 
10. 0 0.1939 0.1266 0. 0701 0. 0217 0 0 
0. 1939 0.1519 0 .1159 0. 0350 0. 0568 0. 0319 - --
a Reinforc ing pa rameter . 
bT ime . 
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B .  Dimensionless rate of variation of inner radius £ = 0.3. 
�
T b 
R . P .a 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 o . s  L O  
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.2 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0. 5 0.5 0.5 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.8 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
L O  0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.3860 
1.2 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4574 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.3758 0.2769 
1.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4306 0.3346 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4045 0.2923 0.2023 
1.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4469 0.3388 0.2520 
0.5 0 . 5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4921 
0.5 0.5 0.4660 0.3346 0.2317 0 .1476 
1 .8 0.5 0.5 0.4968 0.3714 0.2728 0 .1920 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4369 0.4000 
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�. p . a\t
b 
0 0 . 2  0 . 4 0. 6 0. 8 1. 0 
0.5 0.5 0.4024 0 . 2818 0 . 1855 0. 1055 
2. 0 0. 5 0. 5 0. 4294 0 . 3148 0.2228 0. 1462 
0.5 0 . 5 0.5 0 . 4634 0. 3926 0. 3325 
0. 5 0. 3487 0. 2312 0 . 1358 0 . 0554 0 
3. 0 0.5 0. 3601 0. 2500 0 . 1598 0. 0836 0.0173 
0.5 0.4071 0.3294 0.2628 0.2046 0. 1529 
0. 3819 0. 2556 0.1533 0. 0676 0 0 
4.0 0 . 3819 0.2648 0. 1690 0.0881 0. 0 181 0 
0. 3819 0. 3026 0.2342 0. 1741 0. 1205 0 . 0702 
0. 3165 0. 2025 0.1081 0. 0275 0 0 
5 . 0  0. 3165 0.2107 0 . 1222 0. 0462 0 0 
0. 3165 0. 2437 0.1800 0. 1234 0 . 0721 0 . 0253 
0.2746 0 . 1680 0. 0784 O. OOll 0 0 
6.0 0 . 2746 0 . 1755 0.0915 0. 0185 0 0 
0. 2746 0. 2057 0 .1449 0. 0902 0.0405 0 
0 . 2454 0. 1437 0.0573 0 0 0 
7 . 0  0.2454 0. 1507 0. 0697 0 0 0 
0 . 2454 0. 1791 0 . 1201 0. 0669 0.0181 0 
0. 2237 0. 1256 0.0416 0 0 0 
8. 0 0 . 2237 0. 1323 0. 0535 0 0 0 
0. 2237 0. 1593 0. 1017 0. 0495 0.0014 0 
0 . 2071 0 .1116 0. 0294 0 0 0 
9 . 0  0 . 2071 O. ll80 0 . 0409 0 0 J 
0 . 2071 0. 1441 0.0875 0 . 0360 0 0 
0. 1939 0. 1004 0. 0196 0 0 0 
10 . 0  0. 1939 J . 1067 0.0308 0 0 0 
0 . 1939 0 . 1319 0. 0761 0. 0252 0 0 
aReinforcing parameter. 
bT . ime. 
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in a manner resembling a viscous Newtonian l iquid, and thus , it quickly 
reduces high shear stresses to a low level (this occurs within time on 
the order of the characteristic relaxation time for a given material) . 
Relaxation of shear stresses , in turn , leads to a redistribution of 
normal stresses , so that the final ly attained state of stress very 
closely resembles the hydrostatic (all compressive) stress state , as 
if the core of the cylinder was made of a liquid. 
Behavior of the standard linear solid is very sensitive to the 
ratio of glassy to rubbery shear moduli (13 = G
0/G0) .  For large f3 ,  
the standard linear solid exhibits properties somewhat similar to the 
Ma xwell sol id (for example , 13 = 10) , while for lower values of 13 ,  the 
viscoelastic properties are distinctly different from those of the 
Maxwell  solid. I t  should be emphasized that the results discussed here 
serve merely  as an illustration (Maxwell solid being used as a refer­
ence model) while the analytical results of the preceding chapters 
hold for an arbitrary linear viscoelastic solid. 
Conclusions 
1. Addition of the elastic shell which contains the softer visco­
elastic core of the cylinder results in a beneficial redistribution of 
stresses from the fracture control point of view. The effect of this 
is two-fold: 
a. the potentially dangerous zone of tensile circumferential 
stress is reduced in size , and 
b. the maximum tensile hoop stress in the region adjacent 
to the inner surface of the cylinder is lowered. 
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2. Removal of the material from the inner surface of the cylinder 
( due, for example, to burning in a solid fuel propellant or due to a 
muscle contraction in a biological medium) turns out to provide a 
strengthening mechanism from the point of view of failure prevention. 
Fracture within the soft core of the cylinder is initiated in the regions 
adjacent to the surface of the bore, where the hoop stress attains the 
maximum tensile level. Removal of material from inside of the cyl-
inder has a similar effect on strength as the etching process does in 
case of the crystal surfaces (Yoffe' s effect). 
3. Time-dependent behavior of the viscoelastic core of the 
cylinder and especially the ability to relax the shear stresses pro­
vides yet another mechanism through which the high tensile circumfer­
ential stresses (responsible for initiation of fracture) are reduced 
to zero and then reversed to compressive stresses. This ability to 
redistribute the stresses by a viscoelastic solid appears to be a very 
important factor in the design of composite structures like the one 
described here. The initially high tensile hoop stress could be 
avoided by applying the internal pressure gradually. The ensuing 
change of the state of stress to biaxial compression reduces the 
danger of failure by propagation of a cleavage crack. 
4. Choice of a viscoelastic solid used to fill the core of the 
cylinder studied here has an important effect on the mechanical per­
formance and fracture resistance of the structure in question. For a 
specific design problem in which the rate of ablation of the inner 
radius is prescribed (e.g. burning rate in the solid propellant),  the 
proper choice of the stiffness ratio between the shell and the core 
and the choice of time-dependent characteristics of the core material 
will have a decisive effect on the strength. 
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I t  should be emphasized that the solutions obtained here are 
analytical. Although they apply only to " short-time" interval, i.e . ,  
for times not exceeding the characteristic response time of the 
material, they remain valid for an arbitrary linear viscoelastic solid 
and they enable us to predict the redistribution of stresses and other 
entities like displ3 cements and strains, important in choosing the de­
sign procedures needed to meet the prescribed servi �e conditiJns. 
Since the processes of stress relaxation inherent in any viscoelastic 
medium supply a mechanism by which the danger of fracture initiation 
is reduced as time increases, the study of the short-time stress 
distributio�s described in this thesis supplies a means to help th= 
design engineer in predicting conditions under which the catastrophic 
failure may occur . 
The reduction of the failure zone with time can be seen in Figure 
7 . 4  for three different material responses . Finally, Figure 7 . 5 shows 
the decay of the tensile hoop stress zone assisted by the ablating 
inner radius . It  can be seen that an increased rate of ablation leads 
to faster disintegration of the failure zone . Time required to com­
pletely remove the failure zone from the core of the cylinder can be 
obtained gra phi ca 11 y from either Figure 7 .  4 or Figure 7 .  5 through the 
extrapolation of the curves shown to their respective intercept points 
on the abscissa axis. This, in turn, facilita tes the design procedures 
- 2?. 
• I 2 
• 1 0  
• 02 
0 +-----------�---------------------
. z  · 4  " b  · 8  J .  0 -l/c 
Fig. 7.4. Effect of the constitutive equations on the rate of 
disappearance of the failure zone: the lowest curve 
pertains to the Maxwell solid, while the other DNO 
result for a standard solid in which the ratio of 
glassy to rubbery moduli equals 10 (middle curve) 
and 2 (upper curve) . The reinforcement parameter 
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Fig . 7 . 5 .  Effect of ablation on the rate of disappearance of 
the failure zone in the core filled with Maxwell 
material and reinforced with an elastic casing. 






in which the time of disintegration of the failure zone may be 
speci fied as one of the design criteria. Indeed, prevention of 
fracture in a viscoelastic solid is based on the knowledge of the 
critical initiation time interval within which the cleavage cracks 
will open and grow to the critical size. 
The data which are appended to this chapter (see the following 
pages) concern the typical computational results (tables and graphs) 
obtained on IBM computer at South Dakota State University Research 
and Data Processing :enter. The printouts and graphs describe the 
pertinent fields in the following order: 
1. radial displacement vs. radius and time, 
2. radial displacement vs. radius and reinforcement, 
3. radial strain vs. radius and time, 
4. radial strain vs. radius and reinforcement, 
5. hoop strain vs. radius and time, 
6. hoop strain vs. radius and reinforcement, 
7. radial stress vs. radius and time, 
8. radial stress vs. radius and reinforcement, 
9. hoop stress vs. radius and time, and 
1 0. hoop stress vs. radius and reinforcement. 
All runs shown pertain to the Maxwell solid. Results for the other 
two solids obtained with the following values of the reinforcement 
parameter ( x) , time ( t/T) ,  and ablation rate (.£) : 
I 
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t/T = 0 X = 0 
0. 2 2 
0.4 4 
0. 6 6 
0.8 8 
L O  10 
are available upon request from 
Mr. A. N. Joshi 
c/o Dr. Michael P. Wnuk 
Mechanical Engineering Department 
South Dakota State University 
Brookings, South Dakota 
57006 
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APPENDIX A 
LAPLACE TRANSFORM4TION PROPERTIES 
The Laplace transform, aCf ( t )  or f (s) , o f  a function f (t) is 
defined by 
where the transform parameter s may in general be complex. For the 
Laplace transform f(s) of f (t )  to exist, it is sufficient tha t f(t) 
122 
is sectionally continuous in every finite interval for t � O, and that 
f (t) is of exponential order as  t � oo. This l ast requi�ernent means 
that some constant a exists, such that 
1 im e -at f ( t) = 0 
t --+oo 
(A . 2) 
Thus, f (t) must not grow more rapidly than at an exponential rate as 
t ----+ CX) .  
Transform of Derivatives 
Let the function f(t) and its first (n - 1) derivatives be con­
tinuous . Then the Laplace transform of the nth derivative of f (t )  is 
given by 
(n - 2) (n - 1) - • • • •  - sf (0) - f (0 ) 
where f (k ) (o ) designates dkf (t )/dtk evaluated at t = 0 . 
(A . 3 ) 
Transform of Convolution Integrals 
The convolution of two functions f (t ) and g (t), which are 
sectionally continuous, is defined by 
The Laplace transform of this convolution integral i s  given by 
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(A . 4) 
It follows from f(s)g(s) == g(s)f(s) that the convolution integral 
is commutative. 
Inversion Integral 
Assume that the Laplace transform f(s) is an analytic  function of 
the complex variabl e s except at isolated singular points. The inverse 
transform of I(s) is given by 




est f (t) = -" I(s) I(s)ds 2TTJ. Y - l '°  (A . 5) 
where i = ( - 1)2 and the line Re (s) = y is to the right of all singu-
larities of I(s) . Thus, the inversion formula represents an inte­
gration along a line parallel to the imaginary axis in the complex s 
plane. The evaluation of this integral is usually accomplished 
through the use of residue theory. 
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Initial Value Theorem 
The initial value f (O) of f (t) can be obtained from the trans­
form f(s) through 
1 im f ( t) = l im sf ( s ) 
t ➔ O s-. oo 
( A  . 6 )  
Actually, this result is easily generalized to obtain f (t) for small 
values of time if f(s) can be expanded in a power series of terms in­
volving (1/s) n, n � 1. Then a term-by-term inversion appli�s . 
Shifting Theorem 
I f  the inverse transformation of f(s) is f (t) , the inverse 
transformation of e- as f(s) is given by 
l'-1 - as - ) of. e f (s) = f (t - a) h (t - a 
where h (  t - a) is the unit step function defined below. 
Step Functions and Delta Functions 
The unit step function, or Heaviside unit step function, is 
defined by 
h (t) = 0 for t < 0 
= 1 for t > 1 
(A . 7 )  
(A . 8 )  
and ma y be thought o f  as shown in Figure A.l. A function h (t - a) 
merely shi fts the discontinuity in Figure A. l either to the right or 
left, depending upon the sign of a .  
1 25 
h ( t ) J\ 
€ --+ 0 
Fig. A. l. 
The delta function or Dirac delta function, 6 ( t - a), is defined 
as having the properties 
6 ( t - a ) = 0 for t -/ a , f
X) 
00 
6 ( t - a ) d t = 1 (A. 9) 
These properties can be associated with the function shown i n  Figure 
A.l as € � O. An important property of the del ta function is that, 
for f (t) being a continuous function of t in the neighborhood of 
t = a, 
(A. 1 0) 
The relationship between unit step functi ons and delta functions can 
easily be established. Consistent with the form shown in Figure A.l, 
define h (t) as 
f 
( t) 
= 0 for t < 0 
lim = t/€ for 0 � t � € (A. 1 1 )  e➔ O 
= 1 for t > € 
-
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This, of course , corresponds to the definition of h (t) given by (A. 8) .  
From (A. 9) and (A. 11) ,  it can be seen that 
dh (t)/dt :;:: 6 (t) (A , 12) 
where the derivative has been taken before € � O. It is to be noted 
that these step function and delta function characteristics are ob­
�ined in a nonrigorous, but formally correct, manner. The rigorous 
justification of these results must be obtained from distribution 
theory. The Laplace transforms of the unit step function and of the 
Dirac delta function are given (c. f. Boas [16], P • 620) as follows: 
- as 
.[ h (t - a) = _e __ 
cl o (t - a ) = e - as 
Lapl a ce Transformation Applied to 
Functions With a Jump 
(A . 13 )  
, a > 0 (A . 14 )  
If the function f (t) , subject to a Laplace transformation, ex­
periences a jump at a certain point t0 > 0 (Fig. A. 2) , then the 
f 
- - -·- - - -




Fig. A. 2. 
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following formula may be worked out ( compare Kreyszig [17 J ,  p. 201). 
o( f (t) = f( s )  
ol f ( t) = sf ( s ) - f ( o ) - j e - to 5 
Here the "jump" j is defined as follows: 
(A . 1 5 )  
( A  . 1 6 )  
The second o f  the equations (A. 15) may be derived by constructing a 
continuous function 
g (t) = f (t) jh (t - a) (A . 17) 
The Lapl ace transform of g (t) is given by (c. f .  equation A . 13) 
- as 
g ( s ) = f ( s ) - j� s (A . 18) 
while the Laplace transform of the derivative g (t) may be computed 
from equation (A. 3) which is valid for any continuous function, 
namely 
.( � ( t) = sg ( s ) - g ( 0 ) (A . 1 9 )  
Substituting here (A. 18) for g(s) and noting that both functions f and 
g are identical at zero, we obtain 
(A . 20) 
Finally, observing that slopes of both functions f and g are identical 
(except a single point t = t0 which shall have no effect on Laplace 
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integral ) we arrive at 
J{f} = .C{9} = sf ( s )  - f (O) - . - as Je  (A . 21 )  
This concludes the proof. The equation (A. 15) is often applied in 
this thesis for a specific case of a jump occurring at time zero. 
Then ( i. e. ,  for t0 = 0 ) it is readily seen that equation (A. 15) re­
duces to 
(A . 22 ) 
Hence follows a well -known expres sion which allows one to evaluate the 
Laplace transformation of a function which exhibits a sudden change at 
time zero, namely, when f ( o+) = fo > o, but f (O-) = o. Then 
• - + � f ( t) = sf ( s) - f ( 0 ) (A . 23 ) 
Application of the Laplace Transformation to the 
Convolution I ntegral Defined Over the Interval ( 0-, t) 
The preceding equations will now be applied to evaluate a Laplace 
transformation of the convolution integral defined as follows: 
(A . 24 ) 
The problem arises when one attempts to compute the Laplace transform 
of the derivative dg/dt. Since the function g ( t) may experience a 
jump at t = 0 (as it usually does in viscoelastic stress analysis 
problems) , the Laplace transform of its derivative, i. e. ,  
cf [ dg ( t)/dt] 
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has to be evaluated with caution. At first sight , it appears that the 
formula (A.23) should apply. A more detailed study has shown that 
such a conclusion is incorrect. When one takes into account that the 
lower limit of the convolution integral (A.24) is 0-, then the follow­
ing theorem can be established 
= sf(s)g(s) 
(A. 25) 
Note that the usua 1 term g ( o+) ( which would result from eva 1 ua tion 
of the Laplace transform of the derivative g if the lower limit of the 
integral was o+ ) is missing in the equation above. This fact is due 
to a lower limit (t = o-) in the convolution integral (A.24) different 
from that usually implied in the theory of Laplace transformation 
(t = o+) .  Indeed , we can always rewrite the equation (A. 24) in the 
form that involves only o+ as the lower limit of the integral in 
question and then perform the Laplace transformation . Proceeding in 
this way we obtain first (recall that the derivative of a unit step 
function is Dirac delta function ) 
(A . 26) 
This inserted into equation (A.24) gives (in the following we omit the 
subscript t > 0, assuming that from now on a 1 1  functions are defined 
only for t > 0) 
It It 
. = _ f ( t - T ) g (T ) o (T )dT + _ f ( t - T ) g (T ) h (T ) dT 0 0 
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(A . 27) 
The first integral on the right-hand side of the equation (A. 27) re­
duces (recall properties of Dirac delta function) as follows: 
(A. 28) 
On the other hand, change of the lower limit of the second integral on 
the right-hand side of equation (A . 27) to o+ causes no change in the 
numerical value of this integral (since the integrand is defined only 
for t > 0) • Thus we ha ve 
(A . 29) 
Combining (A . 28) and (A. 29) gives this result 
(A . 30) 
Finally, we subject the foregoing equation to Laplace transformation .  
(A . 3 1 )  
The Laplace transform of  the convolution integral which appears ins ide 
the curly brackets can be computed through the application of two 
theorems . 
a. Convolution theorem, i .e. ,  equation (A.4) .  
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b .  Theorem regarding Laplace transform of the derivative, i. e. , 
equation (A . 3). 
Invoking equation (A. 23) which now a pplies to function g (t), we 
obtain 
c({r:+ f ( t - T ) 9  (T )d T} = .( [  f ( t)J.([ 9 ( t)] (A . 32) 
The last term of the expression a bove is exactly a negative of the 
first term on the right-hand side of equation (A. 31), and thus they 
both cancel out. It is readily seen that the final result 
¢(s) = sf(s)g(s) (A. 33) 
is identical with the equation (A. 25). This concludes the present 
proof. 
APPENDIX B 
EVALUATION OF DISPLACEMENTS , STRAINS ,  AND STRESSES IN 
THE REINFORCED CYL INDER 
In Chapters I I I  and IV of this thesis the radial and circum­
ferential stresses crr, cr9 have been related to the displacement 




c2 (T )} crr (r,t) = 0_ H (t - T)C1 (,-) - 2G (t - ,-) r2 
dT 
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t c2 (,-) 
( B . 1 )  
cr 9 ( r , t) = Ia-{ H ( t - T ) C 1 ( T ) + 2G ( t - ,-) r2 } d T 
Here H (t) and G (t) denote the time-dependen't material moduli. For a 
reinforced cylinder the boundary condition at the outer perimeter of 
the cylinder (r = b) reduces to the relationship ( compare Lee [6] ) :  
where � (s) denotes the Laplace transform of the time-dependent 
Poisson' s ratio for the viscoelastic solid in question and the 
quantities subscripted with a letter "R" refer to the reinforc ing 
elastic  solid. Combining equations ( B. 2) and (B. 1 ), we obtain an 
integro-differential equation which has to be satisfied by the 
stresses at r = b 
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(B. 3) 
This equation is supplemented by a second boundary condition set up at 
the inner perimeter of the cylinder r = a (t), i.e.,  
( B . 4 )  
or 
(B. 5) 
Here Pa (t) denotes the known variable pressure applied inside the 
cylinder. Solution of the simultaneous equations (B. 3 )  and (B. 5) in 
which the displacement functions c1(t) and c2 (t) are the unknowns 
presents a formidable mathematical task. 
The problem simplifies to some extent if one assumes that the 
thickness of the reinforcing shell hR is small compared with the 
dimension b of the cylinder (hR/b << 1) . The boundary condition (B . 2) 
can be then rewritten in this form (see Chapters II I and IV) 
( B . 6 )  
I n  terms of the unknown functions c1 (t) and c2 (t), this equation 
combined with the equation expressing the boundary condition at the 
inner radius of the cylinder reads 
We have sol ved these two equations in the asymptotic sense for time 
approaching zero. By subsequent differentiation of equations ( B.7) 
( compare Chapter V) , and then by applying a limiting procedure for 
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t � o , we have established a set of six algebraic equations contain­
ing six unknown constants ( c. f. the coeffic ients in Ma c laurin ex­
pansions of both functions c1 (t) and c2 ( t)) 
( B . 8 )  
These constants , of course , are found to depend on al l the pertinent 
parameters describing geometry in question , load , variable  inner 
radius , and the types of materials used for the viscoelastic core and 
elastic shel l of the cylinder. These parameters can be divided into 
three groups: ( a) material , (b) load , and ( c) geometry ( compare 
Chapter V) . Two of them are singled out as the variables whose effect 
on the distribution of stresses we wish to study , namely 
1. reinforcement parameter , x = aRb/2G0 
2. rate of ablation of the inner radius , L = ( T/a0 ) ; ( o )  
Finally, introducing the 











l (0 ) P2 = 
HoT 1C2 (0 ) (B . 10 ) a
a crab 
2 2 H0T •• H0T •• 
P 1 
= 
�1(0) P 2 = �2
(0 ) 
a 
We have reduced the set of six equations determining the functions 
c1 (t) and c2 (t) when time approaches zero to the following form 
c - nk2c 1 2 
( 1 + nx ) c 1 + ( nx - n) c 2 
2 
P1 - nk P2 
( 1 + nx) p1 + ( nx - n) P2 









2 cr - hc1 + nk gc2 
(B.ll) 
ngc2 - hc1 
a1 - h1 c1 + nk
2g1 c2 - nk
2 (2l - g) p2 - hp1 
Solution of the equations (B. 1 1) presents no problem (indeed a re­
currence formula for higher order terms in the Maclaurin expansions 
of functions c1 and c2 may be found ) .  We obtain 
1 - x cl = -D- , D = 1 - k2 - ( 1  + nk2)x 
m + X 
C ::: 2 D 
(m + x) (cr - hc1 + nk2gc2) - gc2 + mhc1 
P2 = D 
where the auxiliary symbols define the foll owing entities 
( 8 . 12) 
(B.13) 
Having solved the boundary value problem in the asymptotic sense 
(t -4 O) , we proceed now to determine the distributions of displace­
ments, strains, and stresses within the cylinder. 
Displacements 
The circumferential component of the displacement vector u0 
vanishes identically due to symmetry of the problem. The radial com­
ponent of the displacement vector is computed for t � 0 as follows: 
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(B. 14) 
where the coefficients c ., p. , and p. (i = 1, 2) are defined by equations l l l 
(B . 12) . 
Strains 
The circumferential and radial strains are now derived from the 
equations (B. 14). We obtain 
(B . 15) 
Stresses 
To derive the stresses at time approaching zero, we utilize the 
equations (obtained in Chapter I I I )  connecting the functions c1 (t) , 
c2 (t ) and the functions A (t) , B (t) which describe the time-variations 
of the radial and circumferential stresses, i . e., 
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(B. 14) 
� (t) 1 ( t) 2 + � C2 + P2 f + -;/ 2 ;:- + 
where the coefficients c. , p . , and p . (i = 1, 2) are defined by equations 1 1 J. 
( B. 12). 
Strains 
The circumferential and radial strains are now derived from the 
equations (B.14 ).  We obtain 
(8 . 1 5) 
Stresses 
To derive the stresses at time approaching zero, we utilize the 
equations (obtained in Chapter III) connecting the functions c1 (t) , 
c2 (t) and the functions A (t) , B (t) which describe the time-variations 
of the radial and circumferential stresses , i. e. ,  




The last two equations can be also written in this form (see Appendix 
A for the theoretical basis) : 
(B. 17) 
Now we shall represent the functions A(t) and B (t) by their respective 
Macla urin expansions, namely 
A (t) = A (O) + A (O)t + ½A (O) t2 + 
B (t) = B (O) + B (O) t + ½B(O)t2 + 
. . . . . . 
(B. 18) 
The derivatives A (O) , A (O) , B (O) , and B (O) are computed a s  follows 
(we show only the first two) : 
(B. 19) 
A (t) = H(t)C1 (0) + J
t 
H (t - T)C1 (T)d T + H (O) c\ (t) + H (O)c\ (t) 
o+ 
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When the limiting process (t --t O) is carried out, we obtain 
A (O) = H (O)Cl (O) + H (O)Cl (O) 
(B. 20) 
.A ( o) = H(O)Cl (0) + H (O)Cl (0) + H (O)Cl (0) 
Similarly , 
B (O) = 2G (O)C2 (0) + 2G (O)C2 (0) 
2G(O)C2 (0) + 
(B. 21) 
Y3 (o )  = 2G(O)C2 (0) + 2G (O)C2 (0) 
These expressions combined according to equations (B. 1 6) yield the 
following stresses: 
ar (r,t) = aa{c1 + (hc l + P1)f + ½(h1c 1 + hpl + P 1)(f)
2 
- n[c2 + (gc2 + P2)f + ½<91 c2 + 9P2 + P 2)(f) 
2](f) -J­
(B. 22) 
oe (r , t) = oa{cl + (hcl + P1 )f + ½(hlc l + hpl + P 1)(f)
2 






Preliminary numerical study of the stresses given by equations 
(B. 22) have shown a rather poor convergence for time t approaching the 
characteristic relaxation time -r ,  i.e. , when the dimensionless time 
(t/T) approaches unity. The convergence ,  however, can be consider­
ably improved if the following auxiliary integration procedure is 
applied. First , we express the functions A (t) and B (t) in terms of 
+ • • • • •  
in the following way 
Next the integrals appearing in equations (B. 24) are evaluated 
Now expressions (B.24) may be rewritten short:Ly  as follows 
A ( t ) = c1 ( 0 )H ( t ) + c 1 (0 ) H { l ) (t ) + c1 (0 ) H ( 2) (t ) 
B (t ) = 2C2 (0 )G ( t )  + 2C2 (0 )G
( l ) ( t ) + 2C2 (0 )G ( 2 ) (t ) 
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(B . 23) 
(B . 24) 




Equations (B. 26) and (B. 27) combined with the first two of the 
equations (B. 1 6 ) define the stresses. It should be emphasized that 
the derived formulae hold for an arbitrary linear viscoelastic solid 
filling the core of the cylinder. 
To illustrate application of these forms to practical engineering 
problems we ha ve computed the integrals H (l ) , H (2 ) , G (l) , and G(2 ) for 
the following viscoelastic solids: 
a. Maxwell solid 
b. Standard linear solid with the glassy to rubbery moduli 
c. Standard linear solid with the glassy to rubbery moduli 
ratio equal to 10 (13 = Go/G 00 = 1 0 )  
The material moduli for these two viscoel astic sol ids in question are 
defined (c. f. Chapter I I ) as fol lows: 
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a. G (t) = G e-t/To 0 
{& e-t/r o + Ho ( B. 28) 2 
H (t) 
3 0 - ¥30 
or 
Ho{l - � + �e
-t/To} 
b. and c. 
G (t) = Go{} - ye
-t/T *} 
( B. 29) 
H (t) = f tof¼ - 1ill.e
-t/T*} + Ho - �o 
l Ho{l - � +  �¼ - 1 /e-t/T*)} 
where n denotes the ratio 2Go/Ho ( a  reciprocal of this ratio is denoted 
by m) , T O is the relaxation time for the Maxwell solid, and T * is the 
relaxation time for the standard linear solid ( computed as a product 
of the characteristic retardation time T2 and coefficient � ). Evalu­




and for b. and c. 
(B. 31) 
( 2 )  ?f l){l( t )  2 ( -t/T t__ \} G (t ) = GoT;\� 2\1" * - (1 - � )  e 
* - 1 + � 
For computational convenience , we introduce now the dimensionless 
functions 
¢ ( t )  = G ( t) / G0 
¢ (l ) (t) = G ( l ) (t)/GOT* 
f ( t ) :::: H ( t )/H0 
/ l ) (t) = H ( l ) (t);(�OT*) (B. 32 ) 
Fina lly, choosing m � 3 and specifying � as e ither 2 (case ( b ) ) or 
lO (case ( c ) ) ,  we arrive at these express ions for a. 
f (t )  = 1 - (1/9) (1 e-t/To ) 
f (l) ( t) = B (t/,- 0) + 1 e
-t/To 
f ( 2) (t) = 4 (t/,- 0)
2 + (t/,- 0) - 1 + e
-t/T o 
¢ ( t) = e -t/ T 0 
¢ ( 1 )  ( t) = e -t/
T Q 
¢ C 2) (t) = (t/,- 0) - 1 + e-
t/To 
(B.33 ) 
for b .  
f ( t ) = (8/9 )  + ( 1/18 ) ( 1  t e-t/T * ) 
f ( l ) ( t )  = 8 . 5 (t/T*) + 0. 5 ( 1  - e-
t/T * ) 
f ( 2 ) ( t ) = 4 . 25 (t/T* )
2 + 0 . 5 (e-
t/T * + _,i_ - 1 ) T* 
¢ (t ) = 0. 5 ( 1 + e-t/T* ) 
¢ ( 1 ) (t ) = 0. 5 (T
t + 1 - e-t/T* ) * 
and for c .  
f (t ) = 8/9 + ( 1/90) ( 1 + 9e-t/, * ) 
f ( l ) ( t )  = s. l ( t/T* ) + 0 . 9 ( 1 - e
-t/T *) 
f ( 2 ) ( t ) = 4 . 05 ( t/T * )
2 + o. 9 (T: - l + e-
t/1 *) 
¢ (t) = 0 . 1  + 0 .9e-t/,* 
¢ ( l ) ( t ) = O . l ( t/T*) + 0 . 9 ( 1  - e-t/
1 *) 
¢ ( 2 ) ( t )  = Q . 05 (t/T*) 2 + 0 . 9 (T: - 1 + e-t/, *) 
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(B . 34 )  
( B . 35) 
These dimens ionless expressions are now introduced into the equations 
(B.26) which a l low for eva luation of the stres ses .  I n  such a wa y we 
arrive at  
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(B . 36 )  
The dimensionless quantities ci ' pi ' and Pi ( i  = 1, 2) have been defined 
in this appendix (compare equations (B. 12) . The stresses calculated 
according to the foregoing fonnulae turn out to converge very well at 
both inner and outer boundaries of the cylinder to their respective 
exact numer ical values. Some details of the computer program designed 
for this purpose are described in the next appendix. 
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APPENDIX C 
D isplacements , strains , and stresses  are evaluated based on the 
computer programs written in DYNA.r-0 . The dimens ionless  radial dis ­
placement 
ur (C . l )  
b (pa/Ho ) 
i s  denoted by FCTU and computed according to equation (B .  1� . Radial 
and hoop strains , normal ized through the ratio Pa/Ho , are denoted by 
FCTE , i .e. , 
FCTE (C . 2 )  
These stra ins  are computed from equat ions (B. 15 ) . 
The radial and hoop stresses , normal i zed by the internal pres -
sure Pa , are denoted as follows : 
FCT 
They are computed from equations (B. 36) . 
(C. 3) 
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The auxiliary quantities defined by equations ( B. 12) appear in 
the computer programs (which follow ) denoted with the following 
symbols: 
cl = C P1 == p P 1 = R 
c2 = cc P2 = PP P 2 = RR (C . 4 )  
D = D q = Q q = QQ 1 2 
The time-dependent integrals, related to the viscoelastic moduli, 
f ( t ) , f ( l ) ( t ) , f (
2 ) ( t ) , and ¢ ( t), ¢ (
l)
( t ) , and ¢ ( 2 ) ( t )  are designated 
f ( t) = FH ¢ (t ) = F G  
f ( 1  ) ( t) = FH.-f ¢ ( l ) ( t) = FGG (C . 5 )  
f ( 2) ( t) = FHHH ¢ (2) (t) = FGGG 
The constants k and m are assumed to be 2 and 3, respectively, for all 
runs. The set of constants describing the viscoelastic response of the 
material is left " free", allowing the speci fication of a particular 
material model for a given design data. These constants, defined at 
the beginning of Chapter VI, are denoted here as follows: 
h = H 
h = Hl 1 
g = G 
g = Gl 1 
( C . 6 )  
Both constants a and a1 are assumed zero. The rate o f  ablation £ and 
the reinforcement parameter x and dimensionless time t/T appear as 
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.J, :: L 
X = X 
t/r = y 
(C. 7) 
Finally, the independent variable is chosen as the dimensionl ess 
radius r/b , and it is labeled "TIME", consistently  with the require­
ments of the subroutine being used. 
All programs are arranged in sets of three runs, which correspond 
to 
a. Maxwell solid, 
b. Standa rd linear solid with � = 10, and 
c. Standard linear solid with S = 2 
(in the same order) . There are two sets of programs in each group 
which pertains to one of those five physical entities 
The difference between one set of runs and the other set within the 
same group is the different arrangement of d istributions, which are 
plotted vs. the dimensionless radius with dimensionless time being a 
parameter (for first set in each group) or w ith the reinforcement 
ratio as a parameter (for the second set in each group) .  
With programs described here we have been able to generate a 
total of 4, 320 curves. This includes all the re-runs which are not 
shown. 
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Computer programs written in DYNAMO for cal culation of radial 
displacement vs. radius (independent variable) and time (parameter). 
Ru:1 No. 1. 
Run No. 2. 
Run No. 3. 
Maxwell  solid, 
Standard l inear solid, S = 10, 
Standard linear solid, S = 2. 
P AG E  1 C l S P L ACE � E N T  V S  R A� I L S £ T I M E / � A X �E l l 
* C I S P L ACE � E � T  � S  � A� I L S  C T l � E  / � A X W E L L  
r-iAC R O  F C  TL. ( Y I  
� /  L 8 / 76 
A FC T � . K= - l •C + S P�Y . K + . 5 * $ R * Y ■ K * Y . K l * T l � E . K- ( $CC + \ P P * Y . « + . 5 * SRR * Y .K *Y . K ) 
lC / T l tA E . K  
A S C = < l - X ) H O 
A $CC = ( 3 -+ X ) / )0 
A i D = - 3- 2 . 3 � 3 3 * X  
A S P = ( ( l - X l * l - r * SC + l . � 3 3 � 3 3 *G *- SC C l -4 * ( 1 G * $CC/ 3 l -H * SC ) I / S O 
A S P P = ( ( 3 + X ) • C -� • sc + L . 3 3 3 3 *G � SC C l - G • t C C + 3 *r * • C I / SC 
A S R = ( 4 * SQC- l l- X l * lC l / $D 
A S RR= ( 3* S C C- ( 3+ X } * $ C l / ! C 
A SQ=H l • ic - ( 4 *G  l * f C C  / J } t ( 4 *  S P P *  U * L-G ) / 3 )  + H *  l P  
A SCC=H l * �C - ( ( G l * �Ct l / � l •H * S P- ( G * l P P / 3 1  
� E�C  
A F O . � = FC TU l YC+C*OY l 
A F l . K = F C TL ( YC + l *D Y I 
A F 2 . K =FC T L ( YC+2*0 Y I 
A F 3 . K= F C T U ( Y0 • 3 • D Y I 
A F 4 . K =FC TU ( Y C + 4 *C Y ) 
A F 5 . K = FC Tv ( Y� • � • D Y I 
I'll T l � E = . 5  
C D T = . 0 1  
C T F =  1 .  
C V O = C  
C C Y = . 2  
C G =- 1 .  
C r =- . 1 1 1 1  
C G l = l . 
C 1-' l = . 1 1 1 1 1  
C L = C .  
A PR T Pf: R . K = C T  
A PL T P E � . f< ::: [, T  
A L E NGH· . t· ::: T F  
P R I N T  F C , F l , f 2 , F 3 , F 4 , F 5  
P L O T  F O , F l , f l , F 1 ,F 4 , F 5  
C X = C . 




P A G E  L G l � Pl /l C [ ,.. [N T v s  R A r t l � f. T I MF / S T ��n  L I �  �C l  '>I 1 9 / 7 6  
* C I S P L A C E ,_. � � T  V S  " � G l L S & T l ,_. [ / � T � � C  L I N S C L  B = l O  
f" ACRO  F C H , ( Y I 
A F C T L . K =- ( SC + \ P * V � K • . �• s�• Y . K * Y . K l * T l ,.. E . K - ( �C C + S P P *Y . K + . 5 * SM R * Y ■K •Y .K ) 
I. / T l ,.. E . K  
fl \ C = ( l - X I / U 
II \CC = ( H X l / ,D 
A I C = - 3-2 . 3 3 3 3 * X  
A S P = ( ( l - X l * ( -}- *f. C + l . 3 3 n 3 3 •GHCC l -4 * ( 1 G * it.t / 3 1 -H * •C l l 1 ' C  
A S ? P = ( ( 3 + X l • ( -H * SC + l . 3 3 1 3 • G • sc c 1 - r. • f C C + 3 * H * $ C ) / S C 
A \q= ( 4 * 'QQ- ( l - X ) * l ' I / SD 
A \ R R = ( 3 * $ C C- ( 3 + X ) * 1 , ) / \C 
A SQ =H l * SC - ( 4 *G l * SC C /3 1 + ( 4 * SP P • < 2 • L -G ) / 3 1 +� * i P 
A S�� =H l * SC- ( ( G l • SCl ) / l ) +H* S P- I G • S P P / 3 1  
f' ENO 
A F O . K� F C TU I YC + C *OY I 
A F L . K = F C T U ( YO + l *OY I 
A � 2 . K = FC T L ( Y C • 2 •r v ,  
� F 3 . K = fC T U ( Y�• 3 * 0 Y I 
A F 4 . K = f C T U ( V 0 + 4 * 0 Y I 
A F 5 . K = F C T U ( Yt + 5 *D Y I 
I', T l t-1 E = . 5  
C D T = . C l  
C T F =  l .  
C YC= C' 
C C Y = . 2  
l. G =- • q 
C 1- =- . l  
C G l = . <; 
C 1- l = . 1  
C L =C .  
A P R T P E: l' . K = C T  
A P L T PP� . K = C T  
A L E I\ G T l- . t< ..: T t-
? k l �  T F C t F l , F 2 , F 3 , F � , � �  
P L C r F C , � l , f l , F , , F 4 , f �  
C .< = O .  




P A G (  l C I S P L I\ C f p.' F � T  \J S  1: � t; J LS  f. l J M[  / � H f\C L I N  SOL  P = 2 5 /  1 9 / 7 6  
• C I S PL tl C L ,., t: f\ T V S  R fl C l L �  t T I H / S T. A I . C  L I i\ � C L  b=,  
fw\ ACRO  FC TL  i 'r l 
A F C T L . K =- ( ; C + I P* Y . K + . 5 * SR * Y • � • Y . Y l * T I ,., E . K - ( S CC + I P P *Y . K + . 5 * SRR • Y . K * Y . K l 
X / T I H . K  
A IC = ( l - X l n r. 
A $CC=  ( H X  I / 1.C 
A SD=- 3-2 . 3 � 3 � • x  
A I P = (  ( l - x l • l - t- * $C + l . 3 3 3 3 3 3 •G * SCC l -4 • 1  ( C * \C C / l l - H * SC ) l H C 
A � P P = 1 ( 3 + X l • l -b * IC + l . 3 � J 3 *G * tCC l - G * S C C + 3 *t- * i C l / S� 
A SR= l 4 * 1 CC - ( l - X l * f C l / S U 
A SRR = I J * 5 � C- ( 3 + X l * S C l / $ C 
A l� =� l * S C - 1 4 *G l * fC C / 3 l + ( 4 * 1 P P * l 2 • L - G l / 3 ) + H * i P  
A S CC=h l * \C - I I G l • SCC l / 3 1 +H* I P- t G • I P P / 3 )  
"1:NO 
A F C . K = F( T L ( Y C + C *C 'r ) 
h F l . K = FC T L ( Y C + l *O 'r l 
A F 2 . K = FC TL I Yf. + 2 * C 'r l  
A f 3 . K = FC T L ( Y 0 + � •O 'r l 
A F 4 . K = F( T L ( Y C t 4 *C 'r l 
A F 5 . K = F C f L I YC + 5 *C 'r l 
N T l f-1 E = . 5  
C C T = . C l  
C T F =  l .  
C Y C = C  
C C Y = . 2  
C G =- .  5 
C t- =- . G 5 5 5 5 
C G l = . <;  
C t- l = . C � 5 5 ?  
C L = C .  
A P R T P t: R . l< = C T  
A P L T P f � . K = C T  
A L E NG T t- . K = T F  
P R l � T  F C , F l , F 2 , F � , F 4 , F 5  
P L O T  F O , f l , F 2 , F � , F 4 , F 5  
C X =C . 
L [H T t- SE T T C  . 5  
I-' 
(Jl 
Computer programs written in DYNAMO for calculation of radial 
displacement vs. radius (independent variable) and reinforcement 
parameter (parameter) . 
Run No. 1. 
Run No. 2. 
Run No. 3. 
Maxwell solid, 
Standard linear solid, � = 10, 
Standard linear solid, � =  2. 
153 
P A G E  1 C I S P LAC E f' [� T  � S  R �C I L S  E R E l � FCRC E � E�T / f' 8 XW E L L  
* O I S P L A C E �E \ T  V S  � A C f l S  & R E l � F C RC E f' E � T  / � A X W E l l  
� ACRO F C TL l X , C , CC , P , P P , C , R , R R , C , C C l 
5/ 1 8 / 7 6  
A FC TL . K = - ( C . K + P . K * Y + . S • P . K • Y • Y ) * T l �E . K - ( C C . K + P P . K *V + . 5• R R . K *Y * Y l 
X / T I P' E  . I<  
A C . K = ( l - X . K ) / C . K  
A CC . K = ( 3 + X . K ) /C . I< 
A C . K =- 3- 2 . 3 3 3 3* X . K  
A P . K = l l l - X l * l -� •C . K + l . 3 3 3 3 3 3 •G•CC . K l -4 ( l G •CC . K / 3 l -h •C .K ) ) / C . K  
A P P . K = ( ( 3+ X . K ) • l -� •c . K + l . 3 3 3 3 •G•CC . K > - G •C C . K + 3 • H •C . K ) / e . K  
A R . K = l 4 •QO . K - C l - X . K l • C . � ) / C . K  
A R R .K = l 3 *C C . K - ( � + X . K l • C . K l / V . K  
A Q . K � H l•C . K - l 4 •ri l • CC . K / 3 l + l 4 • P P . K• l 2 • L - G ) / 3 ) + �•P . K  
A Q Q . K =H l •C . K- ( ( G l • C C . K l / 3 1 +� •P . K - ( G * P P . K / 3 1  
f'ENO  
A FO . K = FC T L ( XO+o•o x , co . � . cco . K , PC . K , P P O . K , 00 . K , �O . K , RRO . K , CO . K , CCO . r ) 
A F l .K =F C T l ( X C+ l *O X , C l . K ,CC l . K , P l . K , P P l . K , O l . K , R l . K , RR l . K , 0 1 .K , C Q l . K ) 
A F 2 . K =FC TU ( XO+2*C X , C 2 . K , CC 2 . K , P2 . K , P P 2 . K , O2 . K , �2 .K , RR2 . K . C 2 .K , CC2 . K I 
A F 3 . K = FC T U ( XO+ 3 *D X , C 3 . K , CC 3 . K , P 3 . K , P P 3 . K , D 3 . 1< , R 3 . K , RR 3. K , C 3 . K , CC 3 . K ) 
A F 4 . K = FCTU ( XO+4*D X , C 4 . K , CC 4 . K , P4 . K , P P4 . K , O4 . K , R4. K . R R 4 . K . C4 . K , C 04 . K ) 
A F 5 . K =FC T l ( X C + 5 •0 � , C 5 . K ,C C 5 . K , P � . K , P P5 . K , 0 � . 1< , R5 . K , R R 5 . K , 05 . K , CC 5 . K ) 
N T l H = . 5 
C O T = . O l  
C T F =  l .  
l. X O =C 
C O X = 2 .  
C G =- 1 .  
C H =- . 1 1 1 1  
C G l = l .  
C H l = . l l l l l l l l  
C L z O .  
A PR T PEQ . K = t T  
A P L T PE q . K = D T  
A L E N G H- . K = T F 
P� I N T  F O , F l , F 2 , F 3 , F 4 , F 5  
P L O T  F C , f l , F 2 , f 3 , F 4 , F 5  
C V=(;  
�l�  R AC I A L  C I � ? L . r. r � T Q  T I �f n A �C  L = O 




P t G E  1 C I S P L A C f � t � T  V S  P. AC I L S & R E l � FC R C E � E � T  / � T A � O  � / 1 9 / 76 
* C I S P L AC E � E � T  v �  R A C I L �  & R E I N � C R C F � ENT  / s r a�L L ( � SOL E = l O 
� ACRO fC T L ( X , C , CC , P , P P , C , � � R R , t , C C l 
A FC TL . K : - ( C . K + P . � *Y + . �* � • K * Y* Y ) * T f � f . K- ( C C . K + P P . K * Y + . 5*RR . K •V • Y ) 
X / T I H . K 
h C . K = ( l - X . K l /r . K 
A C C . � = ( 3+ X . K I / C .�  
A C .K = - 3- 2 . 3 3 3 3• X . K  
A P . K = ( ( l -X l * ( - 1-' *C .K + l . 3 3 3 .B 3 *G* CC . K l -4 I I G *C C . K / 3 ) -H *C . K l l / C . K 
A P P . K = ( l l + X . K l • t -� •C . K + l . 3 3 3 3 * G * CC . � l - l * CC . � • 3 * H *C . K l / 0 . K  
A R . K = l 4 * C C . K- ( t - X . � l • l . K l / D . K  
A R R . K = l 3*0 C . K - ( � + ) . K ) * C . K l / C . K  
A � . K =k l * C . K - ( 4 *G l *CC . � / 1 1 + 1 4 * P P . K • C 2 • L - G l / 3 1 + � • P . K 
A C Q . K = � l *C . K - ( ( G l *CC . K l / 3 l + r * P . � - I G * P P . K / 3 l  
fw E�C 
A F C . K = F C T U ( X O • C � O ) , CC . h , C C O . K , P O . K , P PO . K , 00 . K , � u . K , R H O . K , CO . K , C CO . K l 
A f l . K = FC TL ( XC + l *O � , C l . K , CC l . K , P l . K , P P l . K , 0 1 . K , � l . K , RR l . K , C l .� , C C l . K l 
A F 2 . K = FC T U [ XC • 2 • C � , C ? . K , C C 2 . K , P 2 . K , P P2 . K , C2 . K , q 2 . K , q� 2 . K , 0 2 . K , CC 2 . K l 
A f 3 . K = F ( T U ( X0 + 3 *0 ) , C 3 . K ,C C 3 . K , P 3 . K , P P 1 . K , 0 3 . K , � 3 . K , �R J . K , C 3 . K , � , 3 . � I 
A f 4 . � = FC Tu ( X r + 4 * D � , C 4 . � , CC 4 . K , P4 . K , P P4 . K , 04 . K , R4 . K , R R 4 . K , C4 . K , CC 4 . K ) 
A F 5 . K = F C T L ( X 0 + 5 *r, ) , C 5 . K ,C C 5 . K , P 5 . K , F P 5 . K , 05 . K , � 5 . K , � R 5 . K , C 5 .K , CQ 5 . K ) 
N T l ,., E = . ':>  
c o r  .. .  c- 1  
l. T F = l .  
C X C =C 
L C X = 2 .  
C. G"'- . <; 
(. r' = - . 1  
C G l = . 9  
C H = .  l 
L L =O .  
P H T P [ t? . K -= C T 
A P L T P U . K = C T  
A L E I\C l l- . 1'- = l  
� � I N T  F C , � l , F 2 , F 1 , F 4 , F 5  
L C T  r c , F l , F 2 , F J , F 4 , r 5  
(. V : (; 
•� v :HL, J t, L C l � P I . f' l � T !J r n r  L Il l\ (; l :;; ( J 




P AG E  1 [ l S P L A C t � ENT  � s  � An t L �  & q E l � F C RC f � f l\ T  / S T A�t  5 / l 9 / 76 
* D I S PL AC E ,.. f l\: T  \J S  f. A [ ; J L ::.  & � f l f\f- C � C E H f'.i T  / S T tiN C  L I N  SCL B =2 
� ACHC F C T L ( X , L , CC , P , F P , L , � , R R , t , ( ( l 
A FC T L . K =- ( C . K + P . K •Y • . 5 * � - � ·� • Y l • T l ,.. f . K - ( C C . K + P P . K •Y + . 5* R R . K •v • v > 
X / T I H . I< 
A C .� = l l- X . � l /C . K  
A c c . K- t 3 +X . K ) / C . K  
A C . K = - 3- 2 . � 3 3 3• X . Y.  
A P . K = ( l l -x > • I -H•C . t< + l . j 3 3 3 3 3 *G • C C . K l -4 ( ( G � cc . K / 3 ) -H *C . K ) ) / C . K  
A P P . K = ( l 3 + ( . K l • l - 1- * C . K + l . j J j 3 * G • C C . K } - G * CL . K + 3 *H*C . !� ) / D . K  
A R . K = l 4 *CC . K - l l - X . K l *' • l< ) / C . K 
� R R . K = l 3*CC . K - ( 3 + , . K l • C . K l / C . K  
A C . K =h l * C . K - l 4 *G l •CC . K / l } + ( 4 * P P . K * l 2 • L -G } / 3 } + � • P . K  
A � C - � =H l *C . K - ( l f. l *( C . K l / 3 l + t- •P . K - t � • P P . K / 3 l  
Ht-.C 
A F O . K = FC T U ( XC + c •o x , cc . K , C CG . K , PC . K , P PO . K , CO . K , �O . K , RR O . K , QO . K , C QC . K l 
A F l . K =FC T l ( XC + l •r x , c 1 . � ,c c 1 . K , P l . K , F P l . K , L l . � , k l . K , � k l . K , C l . K , t C l . K }  
A I- Z . K = F C T L ( t 0 + 2 •0 � , L2 . � ,CC 2 . K , P 2 . � , F P2 . K , C2 . K , q 2 . K , �P 2 . � , C 2 .� , C � ? . K l 
A F 3 . K =F C Tl f X0 + 3 * 0 X , C 3 . K , C C 3 . K , P 3 . K , P P 3 . K , C 3 . K , � 3 . K , R R 3 . K , C 3 . K , C C 3 . K l 
A F � . K = F C 1 � ( X C + 4 *0 , , C 4 . K , C C 4 . K , P4 . K , P P4 . K , 04 . K , R 4 . K , R R 4 . K , C4 . K , C 04 . K l 
A F 5 . K = FC TL ( XP + 5 •C X , C 5 . K , C C 5 . K , P5 . K , F P 5 . K , C5 . K , R S . K , �R 5 . K , C 5 . K , CC 5 . K ) 
I\ T l f' E = . 5  
C O T = . C l  
C T F =  1 .  
C X C = C  
C C X = 2 .  
C G =- . 5  
C 1- =- . C � 5 1i 5  
C G l = . 5 
C H = . 0 � '5 5 �  
C L = C . 
A PR T P t � . K =O T  
A P L T P E R . tc = C T  
A L E N G T I- . K = T F  
P � I N T  F C , F l , F 2 , F 1 , F 4 , f 5 
P L ( T F C , f l , F 2 , f 3 , f 4 , t �  
C Y = C 
�L �  � AC I A L C ( S P L . L ! S T R  T l � f  C A � C  L = C 
L E N G T I- S E T  T C  . 5  
Computer programs written in DYNAMO for calculation of radial 
strain vs. radius (independent variable) and time (pa rameter). 
Run No. 1. 
Run No. 2. 
Run No. 3. 
Maxwell sol id, 
Standard linear solid, � = 10, 
Standard linear solid, � = 2. 
157 
P AGE 1 � A C I A L  S TR A I �  V S  R AC I L S  £ T l ., E /  � A X W E L L  
� R AD I A L  � T R A I �  V S  R A C I L S E T l � ( /  .,A X h E L L  
..- AC R C  F C T E I Y )  
C,/ 1 9 / f o  
� FC T E . K = - ( SC + S P • Y . K + . s • ,R • Y . K • Y . K ) + ( S CC + S P P � Y . K + . 5* SR R • Y . K * Y . K l / ( T l � E .  
X K * T l .,!: . K )  
A S C = < l - X  ) / \ D 
A �CC = l 3+ X l / ,C 
\ £ D =- 3 - 2 . 3 3 3 3 * X  
A S P = ( ( l - X l * ! - � • ,c • l . � 3 3 3 3 3 * C • , c c 1 -4 • ( ( G • i c c , 3 ) -H * SC l ) / $ 0  
A , P P = ( ( 3 + X l * ( -� • S C + l . J 3 3 3 • G • ,cc l -u * S C C + 3 *h * \C ) / SC 
� S� = ( 4 * SCC- ( l- X ) * f C ) / l O 
A S R R = ( 3 * SC C- ( 3 + X ) ♦ , C I / SC 
A $ C = � l *S C - f 4 •G l • t C C / 3 ) + ! 4 * f P P * ( 2 * L -G ) / 3 ) + � * S P  
A $ C C =t- L * SC - ( ( G l • SCC ) / � l •H• S P - ( G * SP P / 3 )  
'1 Et..C  
A F O . K = FC Tc ( YC + c •o � , 
A f l . K = F C T E ( YC+ L •C � l 
A F 2 . K =F C T � ( Y C + l •C � I 
A F 3 . � = F C T E I V 0 + 1 •C � ) 
A F 4 . K =F C T E ( Y C + 4 •C � l 
A F 5 . K = F C T E ( Y r + 5•n� , 
I\ T l f' E = . 5 
C C T = . O l  
C T f = l .  
C V C =C 
C f. Y = . 2  
C G =- l .  
C t- =- . l l l l  
C C l = l .  
C H = . l l l l l l l l  
C l =C . 
A P R T P E R . K = D T  
A P L T P E q . tc =C T  
A L E � G T t- . K = T f 
P � l � T  F C , F l , F 2 , F � , F 4 , F �  
P L C T  F C , F l , F 2 , F 3 , F 4 , f  
C X = O  




PAGE  l K A G I A L S T RA I N  V S  R AO I L S  � T l ., r /  S T A� C A R O  S C L  � = 1 0  
* RAD I A L S T R 4 J � v s  R AC I U � t T I M E /  S T AN C A Qr S C L  e = l O  
MAC RC F C  T E  I Y )  
5 /  1 8 / 76 
A FC TE . K =- ( �C + I P*Y . � + . 5 * 1R• Y . K* Y . K l + I I CC + $ P P * V . K + . 5 • SR R •V .K *Y . � 1 / I T J M E . 
X l< * T  I P'!: . K  l 
A $(.:r. ( 1 - X ) / if 
A ICC = I 3 + X  l / SD 
A SO.:r.- 3-2 . 3 3 3 3 ♦ X  
A I P = ( l l- X ) t ( -H t ,C + l . 3 3 3 1 3 3 *G* ICC l -4 * I I G • IC C / 3 l -H • SC ) I / S C  
A S PP = l ( 3+ X l • I -H• SC + l . ) j 3 ) * G * SC C ) -G • sc c + 3 •H • f C ) / SC 
A S R = l �•sco- 1 1 - x 1 • s, , 1 so 
A S�R = l 3* SQC- 1 3+ X l * S C ) / SO 
A SQ=H l * SC- ( 4 *G l * $CC / 3 ) + ( 4 • SP P • l 2 • L-G l / 3 l + H * f P  
� $QQ=H l •SC- ( ( G l • SCC ) / 3 1 +H * I P - I G • SP P / 3 l  
P,ENO  
A FO . � = FC TE ( YO + O •O Y ) 
A F i . K : fC TE ( YC + l * L V l 
A F 2 . l< =FCTE I YC + 2 *0 Y l  
A F 3 . K =FC TE I Y0+ 3*C Y )  
A F 4 . K = FC T E ( Y0+4tO Y ) 
A F 5 . K = FC TE I YC + 5 •C Y )  
N T I M E = .  
C O T = . C l  
C Tf = l .  
C Y O =C  
l. O Y = . 2  
C G=- . 9  
C H =- . 1 
C G l = . 9 
C H l = . l  
� L =C. . 
A PR T Pl: l( . K = C T  
A P L T P E: i"l . K = L: T  
A L ENC T � . K = T F  
P � I N T  F C , f l , F 2 , F � , F 4 , f 5  
P L O T  F C , F l , F 2 , F 3 , F 4 , F 5  
C X = C 
L EN G T� S E T  T O  . 5  
I-' 
(J1 
PAGE  1 � A C I AL S T R A I N  V S  � AD l L S  t T l � E /  S T A NC A R C  S C L  8 = 2  
• R AO ( A L s r � A ( �  v s  � A C l � S  £ r l � E /  S T A� C A � O S C L  P = 2  
f' AC�O  f C T E ( Y )  
5 /  1 9 / 7 6  
A � C T E . K =- ( SC + S P • v . K + . , • t R • Y . K * Y . � l + l tC C + S 0 P• Y . K + . �* iR�*V . K *Y . � ) / ( T I M E . 
X K • T J � ( . K l 
A SC = l l - X J / SC 
A sec : U+ X )  / SC 
A l 0 = - 3-2 . � 3 3 3 * X  
A $ P = l ( l - X l • t - � • ,c + L . 3 3 3 3 3 3 •G • sCC l -4 * 1 1 G * SCC/ 3 ) -H * SC ) I / \C 
A 5 P P = ( ( 3 + X t • t -H • S L + l . 3 3 3 3 • G • SCC ) - G • scc + 3 *H* 5 C ) / S C 
A \R= t 4 *SCC- l l - X l * l C ) / SO 
A SRR= l 3 * S C Q- 1 3 + X ) • i, ) / iC 
A S C =H l * SC - ( 4 •G L* fCC / 3 ) + ( 4 * f P P • l 2 • L - G ) / 3 1 +� • s r 
A 5 Q� = H i * 5C - ( ( r, l * \CL ) / 3 ) + H * S P - t f: * S? P / 3 l  
PI Et-.C 
A F O . K � fC T c ( Y C + C +O "Y ) 
A f L . t-; = FC T i: t v C + l * l l "Y ) 
A F 2 . K =FC T E ( YC+2*0 Y )  
A F J . K =F C T E ( YO + J •O Y )  
A r 4 . K = F C T E ( Y C + 4 * D Y ) 
A F 5 . K = FC T E ( Y 0 + 5 *0 Y I 
N T l fo/ E = . 5  
C O T = . O l  
C TF = l .  
C Y O = C  
C C Y = . 2  
C G =- . 5 
C H =- . 0 5 5 5 5  
C G l = . 5  
C f l = . 0 � '5 '5 5  
C L ={. . 
A PR T l' � � . K=C T 
A P L  T Pf R .  l< =C T  
A L E t--- G T t- . t< = TF 
P � l � T  F C , F l , f 2 , F 3 , f 4 , F 5  
? L C T  f C ,F l , F 2 , F � , F 4 , F 5  
C X : O  




Computer programs written in DYNAMC for calculation of radial 
strain vs. radius ( independent variable) and reinforcement parameter 
(parameter) • 
Run No. 1. 
Run No. 2. 
Ru:1 No. 3. 
Maxwell solid, 
Standard linear solid, � = 10, 
Standard linear solid, � = 2. 
1 61 
P AG E  l R A C I A L S T � A I �  V S  R AO I L S  t R E t � FC kC t � E � T /  � A X � E l l  
• � A O I A L  S TR � I �  V S  R A U I U S C R E l � F CRCf � f � T /  � A XW c L L  
M AC R O  F C T E ( X , C , CC , P , P P , L , R , k R , C , C C l 
5 / 1 8 / 76 
A F C T t . K= - ( C . K + P . K * Y + . 5 * R . K * Y*Y l + ( CC . K + P P . K * Y + . 5 • � R . K *Y*V ) / ( T t � E . K •  
X T l f/ E .t< l 
A C . K = l l - X . K ) /C . K  
A C C . K = ( 3+ X . K ) /C . K 
A O . K = - 3- 2 . 3 � 3 3 • X . K  
A P . K = ( ( l- X l • t -�•C . K + l . 3 3 3 3 3 3• G • CC . K ) -4 (  ( G+CC . K / 3 1 -H•C . K l ) / C . K  
A P P . K = f  ( 3 + X . K l • C -� •C . K+ l . 3 3 3 3 *G •CC . K l - G •CC . K + J •H •C . K l / O . K  
A R . K= l 4*CQ . K- ( l - X . K ) •C . K ) / C . K  
A R R . K = ( 3*QC . K - ( 3 + X . � ) • � .K I / C . K  
A C . K = H t •C . K - 1 4•r. 1 •c c . � , 3 ) + 1 4 •PP . K • 1 2 •L - f l / 3 l +H • P . K  
A C Q . K =� l •C . K- ( 1 G l +C C . K l / 3 l + H •P . K - I G + P P . K / 3 1 
.- ENO 
A F O . K = FC T E ( XO + r •o x , cc . K , CC O . K , PO . K , P PO . K , 00 . K , RU . � , R R O . K , C O . K , � CO . �  I 
A F l . K =F C T E I XO + l *O X , C l . K ,C C l . K , P l . K , P P l . K , 0 1 . K , k l . K , R R l . K , C l . K , C C l . K ) 
A F 2 . K = F C T E ( X0 + 2 •o x , c2 . K , C C 2 . K , P 2 . K , P P 2 . K , 02 . K , � 2 . K , R R 2 . K , C 2 . K , C Q2 . K ) 
A F 3 . K = FC T E ( XC + � • D X , C 3 . K , C C 3 . K , P 3 . K , P P 3 . K , D 3 . K , q 3 . K , R R 3 . K , C 3 . K , C C 3 . K )  
A F 4 . K = F C T E ( X0 + 4*D X , C 4 . K ,C C 4 . K , P4 . K , P P 4 . � , D4 . K , �4 . K , R R 4 . K , C 4 .K , C C 4 . �  l 
A F 5 . K = F C T E ( X 0 + 5+0 X , C 5 . � ,C C !> . K , P5 . K , P P 5 . K , C5 . K , �5 . K , R P 5 . K , C 5 . K , C C 5 . K ) 
N T I �F = . !>  
C C T = . O l 
C T F = l .  
C X C = C 
C C X = .C: .  
C G::- l .  
C t-< =- . l l l l  
C. G l = l .  
C H = . l l l l l l l l  
C L = C • 
A P R T PE R . K = C T  
A P L T P E !l . k = O T  
A L ENG T � . K = T F  
P R I N T  F C , F l , F 2 , F 3 , F 4 , F 5  
PLCT  F C , F l , F2 , F 3 , F 4 , F � 
C Y=O  
KLN � AC I AL S T R A I �  C I S T R T l �E O A�O  L = O  




P A GF  l � AC I AL S T R A I N V S  q dC I L �  £ � E l � FCR C t , E � T / � T A l\ r  5 / 1 � / 76 
* R A (; ( A l S T ,H J I\  v s  IJ A r i u � £ H [ I I\ F CH C c H r- T / � T AN C  L rn  -S OL I D  B = l O  
� A C R C  F C T E ( X , C , C C , P , P P , C , R , R R , C , C C l 
A F C T [ . K = - ( C . 1<' + � . K * V + . � * � . K * Y *Y l + I C( . K + P P . K * Y + . ? * � R . K * V * Y l / ( T J M E . I< * 
X T t H . K l 
,.1 C . l\ = l l - .< . 1( ) / L . I<' 
A C C . K = ( 3 + X . K l / C . K 
A C . � = - 3-2 . 3 � 3 3 * X . K 
A P .  K = ( I 1 - x ) • ( - 1-' *C .t< + l .  3 -:, 3 3  D*G* C C .  t< l - 4 l I G •CC . I< / J  l - H  • c .  K l l / C .  K 
A P P . K = ( l 3 + X . K l + l -r *C . � + l . 3 3 3 3 • G • C C . K l - � • cc . K + 3 * H*C . l< ) / □ . K  
A R . K = l 4 * C C . K - l l - X . K l * C . K l / C . K 
A R R . K = l 3* C � . K - ( 3 + ) . K l * � . K l / C . K 
A Q . K =t' l * C . K - ( 4 * G l * CC . � / 1 l + ( 4 * P P . � • < 2 • L - G l / 3 l + � • � . K 
A C C . K =� l • C . Y - ( ( r. l *l C . K l / 3 l + r * P . � - l G * P P . K / J l  
r,, C I\C 
A F C . � = F C T � ( X C • C •c x . cc . K , CC C . K , P C . K , P P0 . K , CO . t< , {O . K , R q O . K , GO . K , CCO . K l  
A F l . K = FC T � I X C + l * D X , C l . � , cc 1 . � , P l . K , P P l . K , C l . K , R l . K , R R l . K , C 1 . K , � C 1 . 1: 1 
l f L . K = FL T t ( X C + 2 •0 � , c 2 . � .c c 2 . K , P 2 . � , P P2 . K , D2 . K , " 2 -� , R R 2 . K , C 2 . K , CC 2 . K l 
A F 3 . t< = F C T E ( XO + } * C X , C 3 . 1<' , CC � . t< , P 3 . K , P P 3 . 1<' , t 3 . K , � 3 . K , R q ) . K , C 3 . K , C C 3 . K )  
A F 4 . K = FC T E ( .< f + 4 * C X , C 4 . K , C C 4 . K , P4 . K , F P4 . K , 0 4 . t< , H4 . K , R R 4 . K , C4 . K , �� 4 . K )  
A F , . t< = F C T c ( X C ➔ � •c x , c � . � ,C ( ? . K , P 5 . K , F P5 . K , L 1> . K , k ? . K , � R 5 . K , C 5 . K , (. r, 5 . r. 1 
N T I , E = . '>  
C C T = . C l  
L T F = l .  
C X C = C  
C C X = ? . 
C G = - . 'i 
C r = - . l  
L G l -= .  c; 
L t- 1 = . l 
C L = O . 
.:i ? � T Pt:  It .  K :  l; T 
/I P L T P [: 4 . K = U T  
.. L t '� C T t- . 11. = r r  
p q J N T  f (, , F l . h� , f � , F 4 , F '>  
l' L L T f- C , t- l , t- 2 , ,  j , F 4 , f- ">  
C 't = C  
�LI\  � A (. I G L S T '! fl l t\  C I I.. T ') T l i" L  C .\ 1\ C  L = C  
L E NG T I- S E T T C  . 5  
I-' °' 
w 
P A G t:  1 H A C I A L S T M ft l �  v c  H � � I L �  l R E I � f l R C E � E � T /  � T A ND 5 / 1 9 / 76 
* R AC I A L  S T > A r �  v s  � ft f. I u S  i P E [ � F C R C f f,l c � T / S T A � C  L I �  SCL I C  8 = 2  
f,I ACRU  F C T f l X , C , CC , P , P P , C , q , R� , C , C C l 
A F C T E . � =- ( C . K + P . K • � • . 5 * R . K * V * V l + ( C C . K + r P . K • V • . � • � � . � • Y *Y ) / ( T ( � t: . K •  
X T f f,l c . K l 
A C . K = t 1 - x . � 1 ,r . K  
A C C . K = ( 3 + X . K ) / C . K 
A C . K =- 3- 2 . � 3 � 3* X . I<  
A P . 1<. = (  ( l - X ) * ( -t- *C . 1<. + l . 3 3 3 3 3 3 *G * C C . K l - 11 I  ( C * CC . K / 3 ) - t-l*C . K I l / C . r  
A P P . K = (  ( 3 + X . K  I • ! -... ,..( . K +  L .  � ·q ":) *f. *U . t- l - '" *C( . K + 3 * H �•� • K  I / U . 11. 
A R . K = l 4 * t. C . K - l l - X . 1'. l *{: . K ) / C . K  
A R R . K = ( 3•CC . K - ( 1 + ) . K ) * l . K l /l . K  
A Q . K =� l •C . � - ( 4 * G l * C C . K / 3 ) + ( 4 *P � . K • l � • L - f l / J l + b * � . K 
A C C . K =► l *L . K- l l � l *C C . � l / 3 ) +� • r . K - ( G * P P . t,. / j )  
f otf: t-.C  
A F O . r = FC T E ( X O + o • r. x , cc . K , C C O . K , � C . K , P PO . K , OG . r , RO . K , R P O . K , CO . K , C CO . K ) 
A F l . K =�C T f ( X C + l •� X , t l . K ,C C L . � , P l . � , F P l . K , D l . r , R t . r , R R l . K , C l . K , C C l . K I 
A F 2 . 11. = FC 1 � ( X O + , � o x , C L . K ,C C7 . K , P 2 . K , F P2 . K , C2 . K , R2 . K , R R 2 . K , C 2 . � , , , 2 . r 1 
A F 3 . � =FC T E I Xr + ' *O X , C 3 . K , C C 3 . K , P 3 . K , P P 3 . K , C l . K , � 3 . K , R R 3 . K , C 3 . K , C C 3 . K ) 
A f 4 . K = fC I L l �L •4•r x , C 4 . � , r c 4 . K , P4 . K , P P 4 . K , 0 4 . K , R 4 . K , P P 4 . K , C4 . K , C C4 . K ) 
A F 5 . K = F C f [ ( A O • � • u � . c � . K , L L 5 . K , � 5 - � , P P 5 . K , O� . K , R5 . K , RR 5 . K , Q 5 . K , C 05 . K ) 
fl T l P-1 1::  = .  5 
C. L T = . C l  
1. T F = l .  
C X O = C  
l, C X = £ . 
I. l,;=: - . 5 
(. t- =- . C '; 5 'i 5  
L G l = . 5 
C t- l = . C, 5 5 � 5 
L L = C . .. P R T P E q . t< = iJ T  
A 1-' L  H> � q . K = C T  
A L E NC T H . K = H  
? K l � T F L , F l , f 2 , F � , r 4 , F �  
P L O T  F C , F l , f l , F 3 , f 4 , F �  
(. V -� 
I( L � � A C  I /IL ., T R  A r \ I' r � r ;> r n· i: C / It\  I L = C 
L E �C T�  S [ T T C  . '.>  
I-' 
()\ 
Comp1..1ter programs written in DYNAM) for calculation of hoop 
strain vs. radius (independent variable ) and time (parameter ). 
Run No. 1. 
Run No. 2. 
Run No. 3. 
Ma xwell solid, 
Standard linear solid, S = 1 0, 
Standard linear solid, S = 2. 
165 
P A G I:  l 1-' c C P  S T � A l N  V S  � AD I L S  E T l t' E /  � A Xh E L L  5 / l Y / 7 6 
* 1- c c r  � T q A y �  v �  P A C I L S  E T I � E /  t' A X h t l l  
,., ACRC  F C T E ( Y l  
A FC T E . K = - I SC + i P * Y ■ K + . � * 'R * Y ■ K * Y . K l - l i C C + £ P P * Y . K + . 5* SR R * Y . K * Y . K l / ( T I � � . 
X l< * T I H . K l 
A $ C = l l - X l / t, C 
A $CC = ( 3 + X l / $ C 
A S C = - 3- 2 . 3 3 3 � * �  
A $ tl = ( l l - X l * ( - l- * f.C + l . B 3 � 3 3 *G • SCC l -4 * I I G • SC C / 3 l -H * SC l l / S C  
A f ? ? = l l � • X l * l -1- * S C + l . 3 j 3 3 *G • SC C I - S * f CC + 3 *b * S C ) / $ C 
� $ R = l 4 * S, �- l l - � l * l f. l / tC 
l s q R : ( 3 * S C C- ( 3 ♦ � ) • S C ) / sr 
A St = H l * SC - 1 4 * � l • fLC / 3 l + l 4 * 1 P P• l 2 • L -G l / 3 l + t-' i ! P  
A f , C =H l * lC - l ( G l • $ C C l / 3 1 + H * S P- ( G * S P P / 3 )  
� f:NC  
A FO . l< = FC T E ( YC + C *[ Y ) 
A f l . K = FC T E ( Y C + l *OY I 
A F 2 . K = FC T E ( Y C + 2 * D Y I  
A F 3 . K =FC T E C Y C • 3 • D Y I 
� F 4 . K = FC T E I Y r +4 * L Y l 
A F 5 . K = FC T E ( YC • � • O Y ) 
"' T i t' ( = . �  
C O T = . U  
C T F = l .  
C Y C = r 
" C Y =  . 2  
C G =- 1 .  
t. t,< :- . 1 1 1 1  
C G l = l .  
C H l = ■ l l l l l l l l  
t. L =C .  
A P l( T P 2 � . l' = 'J T  
A P L T PE < . K = S T  
A L E l�\j  T t- .  K = T F  
� K I N T  F C , � 1 , F 2 , F 3 , F � , r �  
? L C T  F C , F l , F L , F ? , F 4 , F 5  
'- X = C 
L H, G T I- S E T T C  . 5  
I-' °' °' 
P A G E  l r OO P  S T�A I N  V S  R A O l � S  t T l � E /  S T A I\ L A ?. D  S L L  B = l O  5 / 1 9 / 76 
* HOOP S TH A l l\  V S  R AC I U S & T l � E /  S T ANC A � O  SOL 8= 1 0  
,.. AC R O  F C H ( V )  
� FC T E . � =- ( iC + l P * V . K + . � * fR • v . 1< • Y . K ) - { $CC + i P P * V . K+ . 5* i�n•v . K • Y . K ) / ( T I M f . 
,- l< * T l ,.. E . 1< ) 
A SC = l l - X ) HC 
A SCC =  D + X l HC 
A S 0 =- 3-2 . 3 � 3 3 • X  
A \ P = ( ( l - x } • l -r * \C + l . ) 3 3 � 3 3 *G* �Ct l -4 * (  l G * SC C / 3 ) -H * SC ) ) / SD 
A S P P = ( l J + X l * l - h* Sl+ l . 3 3 1 3* G * fC C l - G * $ C C + 3*H* J C l / $ C 
A S R = l 4 * S,Q- l l - X l • S � l / S C 
A SR� = l 3 * SC Q- ( 1+ X ) • $ , } / � C 
A SQ=H l * \C - I 4 *G l *  l C C / 3 )  + I 4 *  i P P •  1 l * L -G l / 3  l + I I *  f P 
A s,c =r l • �C- ( { G l • � CC l / 3 1 +1-f* f P- f G * f P P / � )  
f t'tNC  
A F O . l< = Fl T t ( VC + o •c v , 
A F l . K = FC T E ( VO+ l *O Y l 
A F 2 . K = Fl TE ( Y 0 + 2 *0 Y I 
A F 3 . K • FC T E ( YC• 3•0Y ) 
A F 4 . K = FC T E ( YC+4*0 Y ) 
A F 5 . K = F C Tl C YC +5*C Y ) 
N T t ,., E = . 5  
C O T = . 0 1  
C T F = l .  
C YO=C  
C CV= . 2  
C G:- . 9  
C H=- . l  
C G l = . <;  
L h l = . l 
C L = C .  
A PR T P f Q . k = C T 
A PL T pt R . l< = C T  
A L t l\ C T r . K : T F  
P� I N T  F C , F l , F 2 , F � , F 4 , F �  
P L C T  F C , F l , F � , F l , F 4 , F 5  
C X = O  
L E�GT�  S E T  TC  . 5  
I-' °' 
-...] 
P A G t  l 1- C: C P  S T R A I �  V S  R AC I L S  E T l � E /  S T A � C  L I �  S C L  � = 2 5 / FU 1b 
t-- CC P  � T P A I � V S R A C I � S E T I � E /  S T A � C  L T �  S C L  R = 2  
t-' AC :�c  F U !: ! ¥  l 
A F C T E . Y. =- l •C + $ ?* Y . K + . � * '� * Y . K � Y . r l - ( S C C + S P P * Y . � + . 5* $R R *Y . K *Y . K ) / I T I M t . 
X l< * T l r--t- . K l 
A IC = l l- X l l 1i C  
A $CC = l 3 + X l / i [  
A \C =- 3-2 . 3 3 ! 3 • �  
A \ P =  I ( 1 - X  I *  ( - .- uc + 1 .  3 3 .B3 3 * G * f. C C  1 -4 *  I ( G HC U 3 l - H HC l l H C  
A f P P = ( ( 3 + Y l * ( - t-- � � c + l . � 3 3 3 * G * �CC ) - G • t C f. + 3 • � • i c 1 , , [  
A S � = ( 4 * ,C C - l l - X l * fC ) / S D 
A $ � R = ( 3 * SC , - ( 3 + � l • � , l / �r, 
A $ C =H l * IC - ! 4 • � l * fC C / 3 1 + ( 4 * f P P * l 2 • L-G ) / 3 ) +  ... • S P 
A l C t = H l * $ C - ( C r l t $CC ) / 3 ) + H * I P - I G * S PP / 3 ) 
t-ctl.C  
A F O . K = FC T c ( Y C + C *C Y I 
A F l . K = FC T E C Y C + l *C Y I 
A F 2 . K = rC T E ( Y C + 2 * 0 Y )  
A F 3 . K =FC T E I YC + , • L Y l  
A F 4 . K = FC T E ( Y r + 4 •r. v , 
4 F 5 . K = fC T t ( Y C • � • G Y I 
,'4 T I t-"  c = .  5 
L C T = . C l  
: T F = l .  
� Y C = C  
C C Y = . 2  
C. C =- • � 
C. t-- =- . C 5 5 5 5  
C G l = . 5  
C h l = . C � 5 'i 5  
C L =G .  
A P R T P C � . K = C T  
P L T P E � . K = C T 
A L EMi Tt - . K = T f 
P M l � T  F C , F l , F 2 , t-- � , F 4 , t-- �  
P L C T  F C , F l , F 2 , r 3 , F 4 , F 5  
(. X =C 





Computer programs written in DYNAfl'Q for calculation of hoop 
strain vs. radius (independent variable) and reinforcement parameter 
(parameter) • 
Run No. 1. 
Run No. 2. 
Run No. 3. 
Maxwell solid, 
Standard linear solid , S = 10, 
Stand3rd linear solid, S = 2. 
P AG E  1 HCuP  S T R A I N  V S  Q d O I L S  E P E l � FC � C f � t l\ T /  � h X W � L L  5 /  1 9 / 76 
* HCG P S T R A I �  VS R A C I G S  & Mt l l\ ► C �C t � E I\ T /  � A X W t L L  
� A C R O  F C T E ( X , C , CC , P , P P , C , � , H � , c . � c l 
A F C T E . K =- ( C . K + P . K • Y • . 5 • R . K * Y * Y l - { CC . K + P P . K *Y • . 5 * R R . K *Y * Y l / ( T J M E . K * 
X T I � E . K I 
A c . K = l l - X . K ) / r . �  
A C C . k = l 3 + X . r. ) / C . �  
A C . K = - 3- 2 . 3 3 3 3 * X . K 
/\ P . K = (  ( l - X ) * ( - l- *C ■ K + l . J 1 3 3 3 3 *G * C C . K ) - 4 (  ( G *C C . K .' 3 J -l-1 + C . K l 1 / C . K  
A P P . � = ( ( 3 + X . K l • l -1- *C . K + l . 3 3 3 3 *G * C C . K l - G • CC . � • 3 * H *L . K l / D . K 
A R . K = ( � � c c . K - ( t - X . � l • C . K ) / C . K 
/\ R R . K = l 3 * C C . k - l � • � ■ K l • � ■ K l / C . K  
A C . k =H ! *C . K - f 4 * � l •CC . K / 3 ) + ( 4 • P P . K • f 2 •L -C l / 3 ) +1- *P . �  
A c , . K =� l • C . � - l l G l *C C . K l / 3 l +� * P . K - l G * P P . K / J I  
HI\C  
A F O . K = F C T [ ( XO • C • D i , co . � , cc c . K , P( . K , P PO . K , 00 . K , RO . � , Q R O . K , CO . K , C C O . K ) 
A F l . K = F C T E ( X C + l * O X , C l . K , CC l . K , P l . K , P P l . k , 0 1 . K , Q l . K , R � l . K ■ C l . r , � C l . � l  
� F l . K = F C T � ( X C + 2 *C � , C t . K , C C 2 . K , P : . K , P Pc . � , c 2 . � , J l . K , R k 2 . K , C l . K , C C2 . k ) 
A F 3 . K = F C T E ( xC + 3 * G i , C 3 . � , C C J . K , P 3 . � , P P 3 . K , D J . � , � 3 . K , � R 3 . � , C J . K , C C 3 . K l  
A F 4 . K = FL T E ( �C + 4 o n x , c , . �  , CC 4 . k , P4 . K , P P 4 . K , 04 . K , �4 . K , R R 4 . K , C4 . K , C C4 . K l  
� F 5 . � = F C T E ( X C + , o L X , C � . K , C C 5 . K , P � . K , F P � . K , C� . K , R , . K , Q � 5 . K , C 5 . K , C � � . K I 
N T l � f = . 'i 
C C T = . C l 
C T F = l .  
\.. X C = C  
C C X = 2 .  
C G =- 1 . 
C. l-' =- . 1 1 1 1  
C C l = l .  
l 1-' l = . l l l l l l l l  
C L = C .  
A PR T P f � • I<. =  l• T 
A PL T P H . K = r T  
A L E I\ G T l- . � = T F-
P R I N T  � c , F t , r 2 , F ) , F 4 , F 5  
� L C T  F C , F l , F 2 , F 3 , f 4 , F 5  
1., V = t:  
t< L I\  1-' C C P  � T H I '\  � J � T P T f � E  C A "'- f ' L = C  




P A G E  l t-C C P  S TR A I N  V S  R �C ( U S  £ R E J � F C K C E � E� f /  S T � N r  r::., 1 1 q 1 16 
* t-COP  S T R A I �  VS R A C l L S t R E [ � F C RC F. �E � T / S T A �� L t �  �CL �= 1 0  
M AC RO F C T t ( X , C , CC , P , P P , C , q , q � , c , , c ) 
A F C T E . K =- ( C . K + P . K * Y + . S * Q • K * Y * Y l - ( CC . K � F F . K * Y + . � * •t � . K � Y * Y l / ( T l � E . K *  
X T l � f . K I 
A C . K = ( l - X . K l / f. . �  
A CC . � = ( 3 + X . � I /C . K 
A C . K = - 3- 2 . 3 3 3 � * X . K 
� P . K = ( ( t - X l * ( -t- •C . K + l . 3 3 3 3 � 3 *G * C C . K l - 4 (  I G • C C . K / 1 1 -H *C . K I I / C . <  
A P P . K = l ( ) + X . K ) * l - t- *C . K + l . 3 � 3 3* u * C f. . K I - G • CC . K + 3 *rl •C . K l / O . K  
A R . K = ( 4 *C C . � - ( l - X . K l * C . K I / C . � 
A � � . K = l 3 * � C . � - f � + � . K l * l . K l / [ . �  
A C . K =H l *C . K - ( 4 * G l •CC . � / 3 1 + ( 4 * P P . K * ( 2 * L - f: ) / 3 ) + � * � . K  
4 , Q . K =t- 1 •r. . K- t ( G l • CC . K l / � l +H *P . K - I G • � D . � / J l  
� � �o 
A F C . K = F C T � ( XC + c • c , , co . K , C C O . K , PC . K , � P O . K , 00 . K , RU . K , R n o . K , QO . � , CCO . K l 
A F l . � = FC T L ( X0 + l * D X , C l . K , C C L . K , 0 t . K , P 0 1 . K , Ll l . K , � l . � , RR L . � , O l . K , C C l . K l 
4 F 2 . K = FC T E ( X <! + 2 *C X , C2 . K , CC2 . K , � 2 . K , P PJ . K , C 2 . K , � 2 . K , � � 2 . K , Q 2 . ¥ , C C2 . � )  
� F 3 . K = F C T t ( XC + 3 *G X , C 3 . K , Cr. 3 . K , P 3 . K , � ? i . K , v J . � , � 3 . K , R � 3 . K , � 3 . K , C C 3 . K I  
A F 4 . K = FC T E ! X C + 4 *D X , C 4 . K ,CC 4 . K , P 4 . K , � P� . K , 04 . K , Q4 . K , R Q4 . K , C4 . K , C r. 4 . l\ l  
A F 5 . K = FC T � ( X C + � •o x , C 5 . K , LC � . K , P5 . K , � P5 . K , C5 . K , �5 . K , R� 5 . K , C 5 .� , , o s . K )  
� T I � : = . �  
L � T = . C l  
C T F : l .  
C X C = ':  
I.. C i< = l . 
l. G=- . <,  
t- =- . 1 
L C l = . 9  
L t- l = . l 
C l "C .  
A P l{ T Pt- q . i< :C f 
A P L T Pt R . K = ri T  
A L El\:G T l- . l< = H -
P � I N T  F C , F l , f 2 , � 3 , F 4 , F 5 
P L C T  F C , F l , F 2 , F 1 , F 4 , F 5  
C Y =C 
� L� t- C C P  � T !U ( �  O f.i T R  T f M t:  C H t, l s: � 
L ENG H· S E T  r e  . 5  
P A G E  L t- CU P  S J q A f �  V S  � A O I L S  £ R E I � FC R C E � f � T /  S T A NG  5 /  l 9 / 7b 
* r C C ?  S T R A t � v s  ij A C t L S  L R E I � F C R C E � E � T /  � , a � u  L I N S C L  B = 2  
� ACRC  FC T E ( X , C , C C , � , P P , r. , R , q R , C , C C l 
A F C T E . K =- ( C . K + µ . K • Y + . 5* � • K * Y * Y ) - ( CC . K+ P F . K * Y • . � * R R . K * Y * Y ) / ( T I M E . K *  
X T I H . K ) 
A C . K = l i - X . K I / L" . k 
A C C . K = ( 3+ X . k l / � . K 
A C .� = - 3- 2 . 3 3 3 3 * X ■ K 
A P . K = l  1 1 - x 1 • 1 - r •C . � • l . i 1 3 3 3 3 * G • C C . K ) -4 (  ( G * CC . K / 3 ) -�•C . K ) ) / C . K 
� P P . K = l l 3 t X . K ) * l -t- *C . K + l . 3 3 3 3 * C *C C . K l - ( * CC . K + 3 *H * C . K ) / O . K  
A R . K = l 4 *CC . � - ( l - X . � l •C . K l / C . K  
A R R . K = l 3 *( C . K - l ? + X . K l • C . K l / C . k  
� C . K = H l *C . K - l 4 *G l •CC . K / 3 ) + 1 4 * P P . K * l 2 * L - G l / 3 l + r * P . K  
A Q C . K =H l *C . K - ( 1 G l •C C . K l / 3 ) + r • P . K - I G * P P . � / ; ) 
� t; f',jC 
A F O . K = FC T E I XC + G * D X , CC . K , C C O . K , P C . K , P �O . K , CO . K , l�u . K , R � O . K , C O . � , c ,c . K ) 
A F l . K = FC T E I XO+ l * D - , C l . � ,C C L . K , P l . K , P P l . K , C l . K , R l . K , q � l . K , C l . K , C O l . K I 
A F 2 . K = FC T E I XC + 2 * C X , C 2 . K , C C 2 . K , P 2 . K , F P2 . � , U2 . K , R 2 . K , R R l . K , C 2 . K , CC 2 . K ) 
A F 3 . � = F C T E ( X 0 + 3 *0 X , C 3 . K , C C J . K , P 3 . K , P P 3 . K , D3 . K , K 3 . K , �R 3 . K , C 3 . K , C C 3 . k ) 
A F 4 . K = FC T E I X 0 + 4 * 0 X , C 4 . K ,CC4 . K , P 4 . K , F P4 . K , 04 . K , q4 . K , R R 4 . K , C 4 . K , C,4 . K ) 
A f 5 . K = F C T E ( X 0 ♦ 5 •D x , c 5 . K , C C 5 . K , P 5 . K , P P 5 . � , os . r , R 5 . K , q R 5 . K , C 5 . K , CQ 5 . K ) 
N T l t' E = . 5  
" O T :: . C l 
C T F = l .  
C X O = C  
C C X = .2 .  
C G = - . 5 
i: '1 =- . 0 5 5 5 5  
C G l = . 5  
C l- l = . O S 5 'i 5 
C. L = G .  
A P R T P !; Q . K = f; l  
A P L  T Pc �  . K = LH 
A L E NG T l- . l( = T F  
P H T N T  � C , F l , F 2 , F 1 , F 4 , F 'i  
P L C T  F C , F l , F 2 , f 3 , F 4 , f 5 
1.. Y = O  
ll l,.t\ 1-CCP  'i f rl A J !\  £: I� T I'  T DH:  C A !\ C  L = O  
L EN C H· S U  TC  . S  
Computer programs written in DYNAJv'O for calculation of radial 
stress vs. radius (independent variable) and time (parameter). 
Run No . 1 .  
Run No . 2 .  
Run No. 3. 
Ma xwell solid, 
Standard linear solid, S = 10, 
Standard linear solid, S = 2. 
P AG E  l R AC I AL S TR E S S  C I S T R t eU T I CN S T AN CARO  S C L I D  82 l C  
• RAC I A L S T� E S S  r I S T R I B U T I G� S T A�CARO  S C L I O  8 2 1 0  
MACRO FC T ( V , F h , FHH , F�� H , F G , F GG , F ( C G ) 
5 / 1 4 / 76 
A FC T . K =- SC*FH . K- ( ( ! P* FHH . K ) /q ) - ( ( S R • F��� . K ) / 9 ) ♦ ( SCC * FG . K + $PP•FGG . K ♦SRR  
X * F CGG . K ) / ( 3 * T l P' f . K * T l P'E . K l 
A FH . K = l - ( l / 9 ) + ( 1 / 9 0 ) * ( L + 9 * E X P ( - V . K ) l 
A FH� . � = e . t • Y . K + . � • ( 1 - E XP ( - V . K ) )  
A F �H� . K =4 . C 5• V . K • � . K + . 9* ( Y . K- l + E X P ( - � . K ) )  
A F G . K = . l + . 9 •E X P ( - V . K )  
� FGG . r. = . l � Y . K + . q* ( l - E X P ( -Y . K ) )  
A F G GG . K = . C S •Y . K *Y . K + . 9 * ( Y . K - l + E X P ( -Y . K ) ) 
A SC = ( l - X l / S C 
A SCC= ( 1+ X l / SC 
A \C = - 3 -2 . 3 3 3 3 * X  
A S P= C ( L - X l • l - �• SC + l . 3 3 3 ] 33 *G*SCC ) -4 t ( ( Gt SCC / 3 ) -H * SC l � / SO 
A SP P = C ( 3+ X ) * I -H*SC+ l . 3 33 3*G* SCC ) - G* SCC + 3 tH • SC ) / SO  
A SR = ( 4 * SCC- ( l - X l * S C l / S D  
A SR R = ( l * St Q- ( 3+ X ) ♦ S C ) / SD 
A S C =H l * SC - 1 4 *G l • tC C / 3 ) + 1 4 * SP P * ( 2 *L-G l / 3 ) +H • SP 
A SCC=H l * SC - ( ( G l • «CC l / 3 ) +H*SP- C G • SP P / 3 ) 
M ENC 
A F O . K = F C T ( YO+C*OY , FH O . K , FhHO . K , F�HHO . K , FGO . K , FGGO . K , FGGGO . K )  
A F l . K = FC T ( YO+ l *DY , Fh l . K , F HH l . K . F ��H l . K , FG l . K , FGG L . K , FGGG l . K )  
A F 2 . K = FC T ( Y0+2*CY , F�2 . K , FtlH2 . K , F��H2 . K , FG2 . K , FGG2 . K , FGGG 2 . K ) 
A F 3 . K = FC T I Y C + 3*0Y , F H3 . K , FHH 3 . r , Ft-HH 3 . K , FG 3 . K , F GG 3 . K , FGGG3 . K )  
A F 4 . K =FC T ( YC+4*0Y , FH4 . K ,FHH4 . K , fHHH4 . K , FG4 . K , fGG4 . K , F GGG4 . K )  
A F 5 . K = FC T ( V0+ 5 •0V ,FHS . K , FHH�. K , F � � H5 . K , FG� . K , FGG5 .K , F GGG5 . K ) 
N T I P' E = . 5  
C C T : . O l  
C T F = l .  
C YC=C  
C C V = . 2  
C G =- . 9  
C t- =- . L 
C. G l = . 9  
C t-1 = . L  
C L = C .  
A PRTPER . tc = O T  
A P L T P ER . K= O T  
A L Et-;G T� . t< s T F  
P � l � T  F C , F l , F 2 , f 3 , F 4 , f 5  
P L C T  F O , F l , f 2 , F3 , F 4 , F 5  
C X = O .  
L E� G T �  S E T  TC . 5  
I-' 
-.J � 
P AGc l RAC I AL S T � c S S  O t S T R I R� T i lN r A X� F L L  SOL I D  
• R AD I AL S T R E S S  C I S T R I BU T I C� � A X " E L L  SC L I O  
�ACRO F C T ( Y , FH , F�H, FhHH , F G , FGG , FGGG I 
5 /  1 4 / 7 6  
A FC T . K =- SC •F H . K - ( ( S P�FHH . K ) /� ) - ( C ,R • F � H� . K ) / 9 ) + ( �CC •FG . K + S P P • F ( G . K + SRR  
X • F GGG . K ) / C 3 • T t �E . K• T I �E . K )  
A F H . K = l - ( l / 9 1 * ( 1 - t X P ( -Y . K I ) 
A FHH . K = ij•Y . K + 9* ( 1 - F H . K )  
A F�HH . K = 4* Y . K + Y . K + Y . K -9 * ( 1 - FH . K l  
A F G . K = E XP ( - Y . K ) 
A FGG . K = l -F G . t< 
A FGGG . K = Y . K - fGG . K  
A 5C = ( l - X I / SO 
A ICC= ' 3 + X I HO 
A $0=- 3-2 . 3 3 3 l * X  
A SP= ( ( l - X l • l -�• SC + l . 3 3 3 3 33*G*SCC ) -4 * t ( G + SC C / 3 1 -H * SC I I / S O 
A SPP= ( ( ) ♦ X ) • ( -H• S C + l . 3 J 3 3•G• scc 1 - c•scc+ 3 •H• SC l / $O 
A SR= l 4• ,,C- ( l- X ) * f C l / SO 
A SRR = l 3 • s,c - ( 3+ • 1 • s C l / SC 
A $�=H l • SC- ( 4 *G l * $C C / 3 1 • l 4 * SPP* ( 2•L-G t / 3 l +H* IP 
A SQC=H l * SC - C ( G l • SCC ) / 3 ) +H * SP- ( G* SPP/ 3 1  
MENO 
A F O . K = FC T ( YO+c•nv , F HO . � , FHHO . K , F�HHO . K , FGO . K , F GGO . K , F GG GO . K ) 
A F l . K =FC T ( YC+ l *CY , F H l . K , FHH l . K , F��H l . K , FG l . K , FGG l .K , F GGG l . K t 
A F 2 . K =F C T ( Y0+ 2•DY , F H2 . K , FHH2 . K , FHHH2 . K , FG 2 . K , F GG2 . K , FGG G2 . K l  
A f � .K=FC T l Y0+3*DY , f H3 . K , FHH3. K , FHHH 3 . K , fG 3 . K , FGG 3 , K , F GGG3, K )  
A f 4 . K = F C T I Y C + 4*0Y , F H4 . K ,FHH4 . K , F�HH4 . K , FG4 . K , F GG4 . K , F GGG4 . K l 
A F 5 . K =FC T ( YC+ 5*0Y , FH� . K , FHH5 . K , F��H5 . K , fG5 . K , F G G 5 . K , F GGG5 . K } 
N T l � E= . 5  
C O T = . 0 1  
C T F = l .  
C. Y O = C  
C O Y = . 2  
C G=- 1 .  
C Hz- . l l l l  
C G l = l .  
C H l = . 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
C L=O .  
A PR T P ER . K = D T 
A PL T P E R . t< = D T  
A L E NG T � . K = T f  
P R I N T  F O , F l , F 2 , F 3 , F 4 , F 5  
P l C T  F O , F l , F 2 , F 3 , F 4 , F 5 
C X=O . 




P i\GE  l R A C I AL S TR E S S  D I S T R i eC T I CN � T A�GA R D  r. C L I C  � = l  
* R AD I A L S T �c S S  O I S T R I BU T I C �  S T ANDARD  SCL I U  e = 2  
MACRO FC T ( Y , FH , FHH , F�HH , F G , FGG , F GGG ) 
'> / 1 7 / ?fi  
A FC T . K =- SC *F H . K- ( ( S P* F HH. K ) /9 ) - ( ( ,R * FH►H . K ) / � ) ♦ ( SCC • F G . K + SP P * F ( f, . K + S Q �  
X •FGGG . K ) / ( 3* T I ME . K * T l � E . K )  
A F H . K a l - ( l /9 ) + ( 1 / 1 B ) * l l +t X P ( -Y . K ) I  
A F HH . K = 8 . 5* Y . K + . 5* ( 1 -E X P ( - Y . K ) I  
A FHHH . K =4 . l 5• Y . K* Y . K + . S * ( E X P I - Y . K ) + Y . K - l l 
A F G . K = . 5* ( 1 + � X P ( - Y . K t l 
A F GG . K= . 5* ( 1 - E X P ( -Y . K ) + Y . K ) 
A F GGG . K = . 5 ( . �• Y . K *Y . K + Y . K - l + ( X P ( -Y . K l l 
A SC a ( l - X ) / iC 
i\ JCC = l 3+ l( ) / S O  
A 50a - 3-2 . 3 3 3 3 * X  
A S P = ( ( l - X l • l -H* $C + l . 3 3 3 3 3 3 * G* SCC l -4* I I G* SC C/ 1 1 -H * SC ) l / $ O  
A S P P  = ( ( 3 + X ) * ( -H • SC. ♦ l .  3 3  3 3 * G HCC ) -G•  $CC+  3 * H *  \C l /  � 1 1  
A SR % ( 4 * $0Q- C l - X ) * $C l / •D 
A S RR = C 3• S C C - ( 3+ X l * S C I / SO 
A SQ=H l * SC - 1 4 * G l • SC C / � ) + 1 4 * SP P * ( 2 *L - G l / J ) + H * \P 
A SCO= H l * IC - l ( G l * SCl l /J l +H * SP- I G * S P P/ 3 1  
"4£NO 
A F O . K =fC T I Y O+ C*OY ,FH O . K , F H HC . K , FhHHO . K , F GO . K , fGuO . K , F G �G0 . � I 
A F l . K =►L T I YO+ l *OY , FH l . K , FHH l . K , F ►hH l . K , FG l . � , FGG l . K , F G GG l . � )  
A F 2 . K = f C T ( YO+ l *DY � � H2 . K , F� h2 . K , F ►HH2 . K , F G2 . K , F G G2 . r , F G� G 2 . K I 
A F 3 . K =FC T ( YO+ 3*OY , F H 3 . K , F H H3 . K , FHHY J . K , FG 3 . K , FGGl . � , F G GG3 . K ) 
A F 4 . K =F C T ( Y G+ 4*0 Y , F H 4 . K ,FHH4 . K , F HHH4 . K , F G4 . K , F �G4 . K , F C GG4 .K ) 
A F 5 . K =FC T ( YO+ 5 *OY , F H5 . K , F hH� . K , F � ► H5 . � , F GS . � , F GG 5 . � , F GGG 5 . � ) 
� T I ME = . 5  
C O T = . O l  
L T F = l .  
(. Y O = C  
c o v  .. .  2 
C G = - . 5 
C H=- . 05 5 5 5  
C G l = . 5  
C H l = . 0 5 5 5 5  
C L = O .  
A P R T P E R . t< ::O T 
A P L TPE R . t< -= O T  
A L E NG TH . l< = T F  
� � I N T  F O , F l , F 2 , F J , f 4 , F 5  
PLOT  F O , F l , F 2 , F 3 , F 4 , F 5  
C X = O . 





Computer programs written in  DYNAM) for calculation of radial 
stress vs. radius ( independent var ialbe ) and reinforcement parameter 
( parameter ) • 
Run No. 1.  
Run No. 2. 
Ru:1 No . 3. 
Ma xwe l l  sol id ,  
Standard linear solid , � = 1 0 ,  
Standard linear solid , � =  2. 
P A G E l R A CL  S T R E S S  V S .  � E ! N FO � C E � E N T  A � C  R A D l � S / � A X � E L L  5 / l 9 / 76 
* R AU L  S T R F S S  V S .  � E l � F C P C E � E� T  A�O R A C I � S / � � X� E L L  
� ACRO  F C T S ( X , C , CC , P , P P , C , R , R R , C , C C , F H , F HH , F H Hh , F G , F GG , F GG G l 
A F C T S . K =-C . K * F H . K - l ( P . K * FH H . K ) /9 l - l ( R . K * F � � H . K l / 9 ) + ( C C . K * F f. . r +P P . � * fG G . 
X K + R R . K * F G G G . K ) / 1 3 * T l � � . K • T I � E . K ) 
A C . K = l l - X . K l / C . K 
A CC . K = ( 3 + X . K ) / C . K  
A C . K =- 3- 2 . 3 3 3 3 • X . K  
A P . K = ( ( l - X l * l -� •C . K + l . J � 3 3 � 1 •G • C C . K ) - 4 1 I G * CC . K / J l -H*C . K ) l / C . K 
A P P . K = ( ( 3 + X . K l • f -� •C . K + l . 3 3 3 3* G * C C . K l - G * CC . K + 3 *H*C . � l / O . K  
A R . K = l 4 *00 . K- ( l - X . K l *C . K ) / C . � 
A R R . K = ( 3*CC . K - ( 3+ X . Y. l * C . K l / O . K  
A Q . K =H l * C . K- ( 4 * C l *CC . K / 3 l + l 4 * P P . K * l ? * L -C l / 3 l +� • 1 • . K  
A CC . K =r l * C . K - ( ( G l * C C . K l / 3 ) +H * P . K - ( G * P P . K / 3 l 
A FH . K = l - ( l / g ) * ( l - t X P ( - Y . K l l  
A F r� . K = � • Y . K + g * ( l -F H . K l 
A F � r � . K = 4 • Y . K * Y . K + Y . K - � • l t - r- � . K I  
A F G . K = E X P ( - Y . K l 
A F G G . K = l - F G . K 
A F G G G . K = Y . K - F GG . K  
� END  
A F C . K = F C T S ( XC + C •C x , r. c . � , C ( O . K , PO . K , P P O . K , CO . K , �O . K , R � O . K , 10 . K , , c o . K , FH  
X C . K , F � �C . K , F ��µO . K , F G O . K , F f:GO . K , F G GG O . � l 
A F l . K = F C T S ( X O + l * C X , C l . K , C C l . K , P l . K , P P l . K , O l . K , R l . K , R R l . � , ; 1 . K , ,C l . K , F � 
A l . K , F � r l . � , F � � � l . � , F G l . K , F GG l . K , F G GG l . K l 
A F 2 . K = FC T S ( XC + 2 * D � , C2 . � , C C 2 . K , P 2 . K , P P L . � , �2 . K , lt 2 . � , R R 2 . K , C 2 . K , , C 2 . � , F� 
X 2 . K , F �� 2 . K , F � H � 2 . K , F C 2 . K , F CG2 . � , F G G G 2 . � ) 
A F 3 . K = FC T S ( X 0 + 3 �u X , C 3 . K , t C 3 . K , P � . K , P P 3 . K , 0 3 . K , R 3 . K , R R 3 . K , C 3 . K , C Q 3 . K , F � 
A 3 . K , F� r 3 . K , F ► ► r 3 . K , F � 3 . k , F GG3 . K , F G G G 3 . K ) 
A F 4 . K = F C T � ( X C + 4 * D X , C 4 . k , C C 4 . K , P4 . K , P P 4 . K , 04 . K , �4 . K , R � 4 . K , C 4 . K , � C4 . K , F H 
X 4 . K , F HH4 . K , F ► r �4 . K , F � 4 . K , F GG4 . K , F GGG4 . K ) 
A F 5 . K = F C T S ( X 0 + 5 *C X , t 5 . � , C C 5 . K , P5 . K , P P 5 . K , u, . K , � , . K , R R 5 . K , C 5 . K , , C 5 . � , F � 
X 5 . K , F � � 5 . K , F ► � ► 5 . K , F l ) . K , F G G 5 . � , F G 3 G 5 . � l 
N T I � E = . �  
C C T = . C l  
C T F = l .  
t X C = C  
C C X = 2 .  
C G =- l .  
C H =- . 1 1 1 1  
C G l = l .  
C H l = . 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
C L = C .  
A P R T P E Q . K = r. T  
A P L T P E Q . K = O T  
A L E � G T H . k = T F  
P R I � T F O , F l , F 2 , F 3 , F 4 , F 5 
P L C T  F C , F l , F 2 , F 1 , F 4 , F 5  
C V = O  
qL�  R AC I A L S T R E S S  C l � T R  T I ME C ft � D  L =O 
L E � G T ►  S E T TO . 5  -.J 
P tl G ::.  L '< � C L S T 1< r S � ,1 � • '< !: I II/ FL I{ (. t H N T A I\ D v ti C I I_ S / S T A �, C -j/ 1 q 1 7t, 
� 1 �L L  S fW L t S  � � - R [ ( � F l R C r � r � r  A � C  � � C I L C., / S T A� C  L I � L L [ C  � = l C 
rt A C � C F C T c., I X , C , C C , P , i:: P , C , P , R R , C , (. C , F H , f- I ,-. , F t- I f  i-, , F G , F u  l, , F G 1; G l 
t. ,= C T S • 11. = -C • K * F i • • 1< - ( I P • i: H H H • " I / q l - f I R • IC � F H 1- • tc. I / -l l + I C C • K * F G • I\ t P P • K * F G G • 
A '< + R Q . K * F ( G r . � ) / l � * T l � L • K • T ! " F . Y l  
A C . � = l l - X . K l / C . K  
� cc . t<. � 1 3 + X . � ) / C . K  
� C . K � - 3- 2 . J J 3 � * X . I( 
A P • 11. = I I i - JC I * I - 1- * C • t< • l • J � J 3 3 J *G * C C . tc I -4 I I I_J .,. C C  • tc. / J l - •; • C • K l ) / C • r< 
A P P . I' = ( ( .H 'l . l<- ) * I - HC . K + l . J 3 3 J * < , • C C . '< I - G * C C . '< + 3 * H * C . '< l / lJ . '< 
A R . K = l 4 *� Q . K - ( l - x . � l •( . K l / C . K  
A � rt . K = l 3* C � . K - ! 3 + � . K l • � . K I / L . �  
A � • tc. = H l * C .  K - I 4 * G l * C C  • I< / 3 )  + ( 4 * P fJ .  K * I 2 * '- - C l / � l ♦ I- *  P • I{ 
A C C . � =r l * C . K - ( ( � l * C C . K l / 3 ) + 1- * P . K - I G • P P . � / l l  
A F h . 1< = 1 - (  l / '1 ) + 1 1 / <; (  I * (  l + 9 * E X P ( - V . t< l I 
ti F HI- . K = 8 . l * Y . K + . q * ( l - L X P I - Y . Y ) I 
A � r r l- . K = 4 . C 5 • V . K * � . K + . g * ( V . K - l t [ X P ( - Y . K )  I 
A F C . K = . l t . 1 * [ X P ( - V . K I 
A F G G . K = . l * V . K + . q* l l - E � P ( - V . K I I 
� F G G G . K = . O � • Y . K * Y . K + . � • I Y . K - l + [ X P ( - V . K I  I 
It � I\ C  
ti F C . K = F C T S ( XC + C * D X , C C . K , C C C . K , Pr . K , P PO . K , CO . K , R O . K , R qo . K , QO . K , C C O . Y , F H 
A C . t<. , F �h C . " , F l- 1- HO . K , F G J . K , F GGO . K , F G G G O . K I 
A F l . � = F C T S ( XU + l * D X , C l . K , C C l . K , P l . K , P P l . tc. , C l . K , R l . K , � R l . K , C l . K , C C l . K , r �• 
X l . K , F I- P l . k , F l- 1- � l . K , F C l . K , F CG l . � , F ( G G l . K I 
A F 2 . K = F C T S I XC + ? * r X , C 2 . K , C C 2 . K , � 2 . K , P P 2 . K , C 2 . K , H 2 . K , H R 2 . K , � 2 . K , C C 2 . K , F� 
X 2 . K , r HH Z . K , F r hP2 . K , F G � - � . F � l,2 . K , F GGG 2 . K )  
A F ) . K = F C T � ( X 0 • � • o x , C 1 . k ,C C 3  . ...  , P 3 . k , P P 3 . � , O 3 . K , K 3 . K , R � 3 . k , C 3 . K , C ( � . K , F l­
x � . K , r r � � . K , r l- r P 3 . K , F G J . K , F CC � . K , F � G G 3 . K )  
l F 4 . K = F C T S ( X C • 4 * 0 X , C 4 . K , C C 4 . K , P 4 . K , F P 4 . K , L4 . K , � 4 . K , 1 R 4 . K , C 4 . K , C Q4 . K , r � 
A 4 . K , Fh � 4 . K , F � r h 4 . K , F � 4 . K , F CG4 . K , F G G G 4 . K ) 
� F S . K = r C T S I X O + � *O � . c � . � . c c ? . K , P ? . k , P P S . K , C S . r. , �? . k , �R s . r. , C ? . K , C C 5 . � , F I-
� 5 . K , F �r s . r , F t- t- 1- 5 . K , F G ? . Y , F C G S . K , r G G G S . K ) 
I\ T I :V f = . 5  
C C T = . 0 1  
L. T F = l .  
L. X C = C  
C C X = 2 . 
C G = - . c; 
C � =- . l 
l. G l = . 9 
C H = .  l 
L. L -::: C . 
A P K T P !:- � . t,. = C T  
,1 P L T P t: � . K = C T 
A L ( "-IG T I- . K = T r  
P � I I\ T  F C , F l , F 2 , f 3 , F 4 , F � 
P L L. T r c , F l , F 2 , F � , F 4 , F �  
C V = C  
� L I\  � A C I A L � T � c S S  r 1 � r � T I M �  C A t\ 0  L = O 
L E N G T r  S !: T  T C . 5  
I-' 
--.J '° 
P A G E  l R A C I AL S T R E � S  v s �  R E l �f O RC E ME N T  ANC  R A C I U S  R A T F  'J/ 1 7 / 7 6  
* R AC I AL S T R E S S  V S .  R E l � F C R C E � � � T  ANC  R A C I U S  R A T E  
� AC R C  F C T S l � , C , C C , r , P P , C , R , R R , C , G C , F H , FHH , F��H , F G , F GG , FGGG l 
A FC T S . K = -C . K * FH . K - l ( P . K * FH� . K ) /9 ) - I I R . K * F H�� . K ) /9 ) + ( CC . K * F G . K + P P . Y * F G G .  
X K +R R . K • F GG G . K l / { 3 * T I �f . K * T I �E . K )  
A C . K = l l - X . K l / C . K  
A C C . K = ( 3 + X . K l / C . K  
A O . K = - 3- 2 . 3 3 3 3 * X . �  
A P . K = l l l -X l * l -� •C .K + l . 3 3 3 3 3 3 •G*CC . K l -4 (  I G*CC . K / 3 1 -H *C . K l l / C . K  
A P P . K = ( ( 3+ X . K l • t -� •C . K + l . 3 3 33 *G *C C . K l - G • cc . r + 3 *H*C . K ) / O . K  
A R . K = l 4 *C C . K- ( l - X . K l •C . K l / C . K  
A R R . K = t 3 • , c . K - ( 3 + X . K ) * Q . K l / C . K  
A Q . K = H l *C . K - ( 4 * G l *C C . K / 3 1 + 1 4* P P . K * l 2 * L - G l / 3 ) + H *P . K  
A Q Q . K =H l *C . K - ( ( G l *C C . K l / 3 ) +H * P . Y- - I G • P P . � / 3 1  
A F H . K = l - l l /9 l + ( l / l 8 ) * ( l + E X P ( -Y . K ) ) 
A F HH . K = 8 . 5 * Y . K + . 5 * ( 1 - E X P ( - Y . K ) ) 
A F � � � . K = 4 . 2 5* Y . K • Y . K + . 5 * { E X P ( - Y . K ) + Y . K - l ) 
A F G . K = . 5 * ( l +f X P ( - Y . K ) )  
A F GG . K = . 5 * l l - E X P ( - Y . K ) + Y . K ) 
A F GG G . K= . 5 ( . S * Y . K • Y . K + Y . K - l + E X P ( -Y . K ) ) 
� ENC  
A F O . K = FC T S ( X C + C *D X , C C . K , C C C . K , P O . K , P PO . K , C O . K , R O . K , R R O . K , CO . K , C C C . K , FH 
X O . K , F� HO . K , F�rHO . K , F G O . K , F GGO . K , F G G G O . K J 
A F l . K= F C T S ( X0 + 1 •o x , c 1 . K , C C l . K , P l . K , P P l . K , D l . K , � l . K , RR l . K , C l . K , C C l . K , FH 
X l . K , F � H l . K , F � � � l . K , F G l . K , F G G l . K , F G G G l . K )  
A F 2 . K = FC T S ( X 0 + 2 *D X , C 2 . K ,C C2 . K , P2 . K , P P2 . K , 02 . K , R2 . K , R R 2 . K , C 2 . K , C C 2 . K , F� 
X 2 . K , FrH2 . K , F � HH2 . K , F G2 . K , F G G2 . K , F G G G 2 . K ) 
A F 3 . K = FC T S ( X 0 + 3 *U X , C 3 . K , C C 3 . K , P 3 . K , P P 3 . K , 0 3 . K , K3 . K , R R 3 . K , C 3 . K , C C 3 . � , F H 
X 3 . K , f r h 3 . r. , F � � � 3 . K , F G 3 . K , FG G 3 . K , F C G G 3 . � )  
A F 4 . K = FC T S I X 0 + 4 *0 X , C 4 . � , CC 4 . K , P4 . K , P P4 . K , C4 . K , �4 . K , R R 4 . K , C 4 . K , C C 4 . K , F � 
X 4 . K , F rH4 . K , F �rH4 . K , F G4 . K , F GG4 . K , F G G G4 . � ) 
A F 5 . K = FC T S ( X0+ 5 *C X , C5 . K , C C 5 . K , P 5 . K , P P 5 . K , D 5 . K , R 5 . K , R P 5 . K , C 5 . K , C C � . K , F H 
X 5 . K , F � � 5 . K , r � � � � . � , F G ? . K , F GG5 . K , F G G G 5 . K I  
N T l � E = . 5  
C O T = . 0 1  
C T F = l .  
C X O =C 
C C X = 2 . 
� G =- . 5  
C H =- . 0 5 5 5 5  
C G l = . 5  
C H l = . 0 � 5 5 5  
C L =C .  
A P R T P E R . K = O T  
A P L T P E R . K = C T  
A L E � G Tr . K = T F  
P R I N T  F C , F l , F 2 , F 3 , F 4 , F 5  
P L O T  F C , F l , F 2 , F 3 , � 4 , F 5  
C Y = O  
R L N  R AD I A L  S T KE S S  U I S T �  T I M E C A�D  L = O  
L E N G T �  S E T  T O  . 5  
Computer programs written in DYNAMO for calcula tion of hoop 
stress vs. radius (independent variable) and time ( parame ter) . 
Run No. 1. 
Run No. 2. 
Run No. 3. 
.Maxwell sol id, 
Standard linear solid, � = 10. 
Stand3rd linear solid, � = 2. 
P A G E  l t- O O P  S T � E S S  C I S T R I H L T I C N  � A X� F l l  t::.. / l H / 7 6 
* t-OUP  � T � F. 5 �  D I S T R I P � T J C N  � A X � E L L 
MACRO  F C T I Y , FH , FHH , FHHH , F G , F GG , F G G G ) 
A FC T . K =- $C • F � . r - ( ( ! P *t-HH. K ) /q ) - ( I IR * F t-t- H . k ) / q ) - ( itc * F G . K + S P P * F C ( . � • tP P  
� * F C G G . � l / 1 3 • T l �E . K � T l �E . K l  
A FH . K = l - 1 1 / � ) * ( l - [ X P ( - Y . K ) )  
A FHH . K = e * Y . K •� • ( l - FH . K ) 
A F t- �� . K = 4* V . K *Y . K + V . K- �* ( l - F H . K I  
A F G . K = E X P ( - Y . K l 
4 F G G . K = l -F G . K  
A F G GG . K = Y . K - F G G . K  
A fC = ( l - X l HD 
A $ C C = ( 3 + )( ) / $C 
A S 0 = - 3 - 2 . 3 3 3 3 * X  
6 5 P = ( ( l - � l • l - t- • sC + l . J 3 3 3 3 J *G * iCC l -4 * 1 I G • ,C C / 3 ) -H t � C l l / S C  
A $ P P = ( ( 3 + X l • l -t- • ,C+ l . 3 3 3 J * G * SCC l - G * $CC + 3 *1-l * \C l / SO  
A $ R = ( 4 � $CO- ( l - X l * f C ) / \O 
A � � R = l 3 • s, c- ( 3 + X l • � C ) / l C 
A 5 Q = � l • �C - 1 4 *G l * fC C / 3 ) + ( � * $ P P + ( 2 * L - G l / 3 l + H * S P  
4 l � Q = H l * SC - ( ( G l * $CL l / 3 ) + H * S P- I G * S P P / 3 )  
H t-. C  
A F C .  K = FC  T ( Y C +  c • r , v . F H C . K .  H.Jl-lO.  I< ,  F t-liHO . K .  F GO . K '  F G GO . K ,  F C GGO . K ) 
A F l . K = F C T ( Y C + l * OY , F H l . K , F t-H l . t< , F t- t- 1-1 1 . K , F G L . K , F C G l . K , f GGG J . K ) 
A F l . K = t- C T ( Y 0+ 2 * CY , t H 2 . K , F t- H 2 . K , F t- HH 2 . K , F G2 . K , t-GG2 . t< , F GGG2 . K )  
A F 3 . K = F C T I Y C + 3 � Q V , f t- 7 . � , F H �' 3 . K , F t- Hh 1 . K , F G 3 . K , F G G 3 . K , fGGG 3 . K l  
A F 4 .  K = F C  T ( Y (' + 4  � C Y  , F t◄4 . I< ,  F H t-' 4 . !< , F t-t-'H4 . K ,  F <,4 . '< ,  F C  G4 . K , H G G 4 . K l  
� F � . K = F C T ( Y C+ 5 + C Y , F 4� . K , F � l-1 � . t< , F t- t- H 5 . K , F �� . K , F G G 5 . K , F G�G 5 . K I 
N T l "1 E = . '>  
C C T = . C l  
C T F = l .  
C Y O = C 
C C Y = . 2  
t. G =- 1 .  
C t- = - . 1 1 1 1  
(. G t = l .  
C H l = . 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
t. L = C .  
A PR T P l: R . l<- = Ll l  
,\ P L T P E R . t< = C T  
A L E NG T� . t< = T F 
P R l � T  F C , t- L , F 2 , F � , F 4 , F 5  
� L C T  F C , t- l , F 2 , r 1 , t- 4 , F � 
C X = C . 




P A G E  l t- G C. P  � T � E � S  C J S T � I P L T I C � S T A� C h R C  S C L I C  8 = 1 0  
* � c c r  � , � � s s  C I S T R l f L T I C � S T A � C A R C  S C L l r  � = 1 0 
r� AC�  G F C T  I y ' F t, ' r H I '  F H·-1 Ii ' F- G '  r G C ' i: <; <: r, ) 
-, 1 1 ,'U 76 
A F C T . K = - iC * F � . K - ( 1 $ P * F � H . K ) / Q ) - ( ( I M � ��t-t- . K ) / Q ) - ( $ C� * F G . K + l P P * F ( G . K + S ij R 
X * F f GG . K ) / l � � T T � E . K * T l �E . K l 
A F H . K = l - ( l / q ) + l l / GO l * l 1 + 9 * t X P ( - Y . K l )  
A F t- t- . Y = e . l * Y . � + . Q * ( l - = X P ( - y . K ) )  
A F t- � � - � = 4 . C S * Y - � � Y . K • . �* I Y . K- l + [ XP ( - Y . K ) l  
A F G . K = ■ l + . 9* E X P ( - Y . K )  
A FGG . K = . l * Y . K + . 9 * ( 1 - F X P I - Y . K l l 
A F C GG . K = . 05 * Y . K * Y . K + . 9 * ( Y . h - l + t X F I - Y . � ) )  
A S C= ( l - X l HC 
A SCC = l 3 + X ) / S D  
A $ 0 = - 3 - 2 . 3 3 3 l * X  
A $ P = l l l - X l * l - r * \C + l . 3 3 3 3 3 3 *G * S C C l -4 * 1 ( G * S C C / 3 l -H * SC l l / $ C  
A $ P P = l ( 3 + X l • l -r • �C + l . 3 3 3 3*G * SCC l - G * \CC + 3 *H* t C l / iD 
A $ R = ( 4 * i C C - l l - X ) * ! C l / l C  
A i q � = l 3 * \ C C - 1 3 + X l * l C ) / SC 
A i C =� l * i C - l 4 * G l * tC C / 3 ) + ( 4 * $ P P * l 2 * L -G l / 3 l +� * i P  
A , ,c = r l * �C - ( ( G l • ,CC l / 3 ) +H * i P- ( G * S P P / � )  
,- me 
A F O . K = F C T I Y G + r • r Y , f HO . K , F t- HO . K , Ft- t-H0 . K , f GO . � , F l �U . K , F GSGO . K ) 
A F l . K =F C T ( Y C + l * D Y , � li l . K , F Ht- 1 . K , F t- t- � l . f , F G l . K , f G G l . K , F C GG l . � l 
A F 2 . K = F C T ( Y0 + 2 *0Y , F �2 . K , F H t- 2 . K , F t- t- H 2 . K , F G2 . K , F G G2 . K , F G G G 2 . K l 
A F 3 . � = F C T I Y C + l * O Y , F h J . K , F H H 3 . K , F t-�H 3 . � , F G 3 . K , f G G3 . k , F G GG 3 . K ) 
A t- 4 • K = F C T ( Y (: +  4 * P Y  , I- H 4 .  K , F H H 4 .  t< , H· t- H ,, • I' , F G4 . K , F G G4 . K , F G G G 4 • K l 
A F 5 . K = f- C T ( Y<.. + 5 * rJ V , H t', . l( , F tW 5 . t< , F H- l-l'J . l'. , F G:i . K , r G G 5 . t< , FC: GG 5 . K l 
" T I " !:-= . 5  
C C T = . (1 1  
C T t- = l .  
C Y C = C 
C C Y = . ?  
L G : - . ', 
C 1-s -- .  I 
C G l = . 9 
L 1-1 1 = . l  
C L = C .  
A P 'H P r- � . l' = ,..; T 
A P L T P [ R . K = O T  
:. u _: 11.(. T r  • t< = T F  
� K I N T  F C , F l , F 2 , F 3 , F 4 , F ,  
� L C T  F C , F l , F L , F 3 , F 4 , F 5  
C X = O .  
L F. N G T I-- S t: T T C  . 5  
I----' 
00 w 
P AG f  1 hOCP  S T R E S S  D [ S T R I P U T I C� 5 T A � C ARO  5 C L I O  8 = 2  
* hOOP  S T R E S S  D I S T R [ B L T i r.N S T A N D A R D  S C L I D  8 = 2 
� A c q o  F C T I Y , F H , F HH , Fr HH , F G , F G G , F G GG ) 
5 /  1 8 / 7 6  
A FC T . K : - iC *F H . K - ( I S P * F rl H . K l /� ) - ( ( S� * F rH h . K ) / 9 l - ( $ CC * F G . K + $P P * f C G . K + S MP  
X * F G GG . K ) / ( 3 ♦ T J � t . K * T l � E . K l  
� F H . K = l - ( l / 9 l + ( l / l 8 l * l l + t X P ( - Y . K l l  
A F H � . K : R . 5 * Y . K + . 5 * ( 1 - E X P ( - Y . K ) l  
A F r hH . K : 4 . 2 5 * Y - � • v . K • . � • l t X P ( - Y . K ) + Y . � - l l  
A F G . K = . ,* ( l +E X P ( - Y . K l ) 
A FGG . K = . 5* 1 1 -E X P I - Y . K l + Y . K l 
A F G GG . K = . , t . � • v . � • v . K + Y . K - L + E X P ( -Y . K ) l  
A IC = l l - X l / SC 
t. SCC=  I 3 + X  l HO  
A $ 0 = - 3 -2 . 3 3 3 i * X  
� S P = ( ( l - X l * ( - r * 1C + l . 3 3 J 33 3 • G• s c c 1 -4 * ( 1 G * ,C C / 3 ) -H * SC l ) / , o  
A 5 P P = l l 3+ X l • l -h * S C ♦ l . ) 3 ) 3 * G * 'CC l - G • s c c + 3*H�· $( ) / SC 
A S K = ( 4* S CQ- l l- X l * ! C l / S u  
A SRR = ( 3• SCC- ( 3+ X l • s , 1 1 s c 
a C = h l * SC- l 4 * G l * lCC / 3 1 + 1 4 * S P P * ( 2 * L - G l / 3 ) + � * $ P  
A SCO=H l * SC - ! I G l * SC C l / 3 l + H * S P - I G * S P P / 3 l  
M ENO 
A F O . K = F C T ( YO+ C*OY , F HO . K , F HHO . K , fr H HO . K , F GO . K , F GGO . K , F GGGO . K )  
A F l . K =F C T ( Y C + l *DY , F H l . K , F H H l . K , F Hr H l . K , FG l . K , FG G l . K , F GGG l . K ) 
A F 2 . � = F C T ( Y 0+ 2 • r v , F H2 . K , F HH2 . � , F rHH2 . K , FG2 . K , F Gv 2 . K , FGGG 2 . K l  
A F 3 . K = F C T ( Y C + 3 *0Y , F H J . K , r HH 3 . K , f hHH 3 . K , FG3 . � , F GG 3 . K , F G G G 3 . k ) 
A F 4 . K = FC T ( Y 0 + 4 * 0 Y , F H4 . � , F H H 4 . K , F HH�4 . K , FG4 . K , F GG 4 . K , F GGG4 . K l 
A F 5 . K = F C T ( Y C • 5 • n Y , F H 5 . r , F r H 5 . K , Fr r H 5 . K , f G5 . K , F G G 5 . K , F GG G 5 . K l 
'i T l ,-.E = . �  
C O T = . C l  
C T F = l ■ 
C Y C = C 
C O Y = . 2  
C G =- . 5  
C H =- . 0 � 5 5 5  
C G l = . 5 
C H l = . 0 5 5 5 5 
C L = O . 
A P R T PE R . K = D T  
A ? L T P E � . l< = D T  
A L E N G H· . K = TF-
Y R I N T  F O , F l , r 2 , F 1 , F 4 , F 5  
P L O T  F O , F l , F 2 , F 3 , F 4 , F 5 
C X = O . 




Computer programs written in DYNA� for calculation of hoop 
stress vs. radius (independent variable) and reinforcement parameter 
(pa rameter) • 
Run No. 1. 
Run No. 2. 
Run No. 3. 
Maxwell solid, 
Standa rd linear solid, � = 1 0, 
Standard linear solid, � =  2. 
P AGE l t-CCP  S T R E S S  V S .  R E I N F C R C E M E N T  ANC  P A C I U S / � A X W F L L  5 /  2 8 / 76 
• H C C P  S T R E S S  V S .  R E l � f CRC f � E � T  ANC  R A C I L S / � A � W t l l  
�ACRC  F C TS ( X , C , C C , P , P P , C , R , RR , C , Q C , F H , F t- H , F t-H H , F G , F GG , F GGG ) 
A F C T S . K = -C . K • F H . � - ( ( P . K + FHH . K ) / 9 ) - ( ( Q . K • r �rr . K ) / 9 ) - I CC . K • F G . K + P P . K • F S G .  
X K + R R . K • F G GG . K l / l J • T l � � . K • T l � f . K ) 
A C . K = l l - X . K ) / C . t<  
A C C . K= l 3 + X . K I / O . t<  
A O . K =- 3 - 2 . 3 3 3 3 • X . 1< 
A P . K = l t l - X l * ( -H •C . K + l . 3 3 3 3 3 3 •G • C C . K l -4 1 ( G•CC . K / i l -H •C . K l ) / O . K  
A P P . K z: ( ( 3 + X . K l • l -t- •C . K + l . J 3 3 3• u • C C . K I - G •CC . 1< + 3*H*C . l< l / O . t< 
A R . K = ( 4 *CC . K- ( l - X . K l •C . K l / C . K  
A R R . t< = l 3 •C C . K - ( 1 + X . K l •C . K l / C . K  
A Q . K =H l •C . K - l 4 *C. l ♦ CC . K/ 3 1 + ( 4 *P P . K • l 2 •L - G l / 3 l +H•P . K  
� C C . K =H l •C . K - ( ( G l •CC . K ) / 3 ) +H • P . K - ( G * P P . K / 3 l  
A F H . K = l - ( l / 9 ) * ( 1 - E X P ( - Y . K ) )  
A F HH . t< = 8 • Y . K +9 * ( l - F H . K I 
A FHHH . K =4 • Y . K • Y . l< + Y . K - � • l l - F t- . K ) 
A F G . K : f X P ( - Y . K )  
A FGG . K.z: l -F G . K  
A FGGG. K = Y . K - F G G . K  
f' ENC 
A F C . K = FC T S ( XO + o •o x , co . K , C C O . K , P O . K , PP O . K , 00 . K , � O . K , R R O . K , QO . K , ,QO . t< , F H 
X O . K , FH H O . K , F H�HO . K , FGO . K , F G GO . K , F G G GO . K l 
A F l . K t f C T S ( XO + l •o x , c t . K , C C l . K , P l .K , P P l . K , 0 1 . K , � 1 . K , K R l . K , Q l . K , C Q l . K , F H  
X l . K , F HH L . K , F t- t- � l . K , F G l . K , F G G l . 1< , F G GG l . K l 
A F 2 . K z FC T S I X 0 + 2 * 0 X , C2 . K , C C 2 . K , P 2 . K , P P2 . K , D2 . K , R 2 . K , R R 2 . K , Q 2 . K , ,Q 2 . K , FH 
X 2 . K , F HH2 . K , F HHH2 . K , F G 2 . K , F G G2 . K , F GGG 2 . K ) 
A F 3 . K = F C T S ( X0 + 3 *0 X , C 3 . K , CC 3 . K , P 3 . K , PP 3 . K , 0 3 . K , R 3 . K , R R 3 . K , Q 3 . K , C Q 3 . K , F H  
X 3 . K , F H � 3 . K , F t- � r 3 . K , FG 3 .K , F G G3 . K , F C GG 3 . K l 
A F 4 . K = FC T S ( X0 + 4 •D � , C 4 . K ,CC 4 . K , P4 . K , P P 4 . K , 04 . K , M 4 . K , R R 4 . K , 04 . K , C Q4 . K , F H 
X 4 . K , F HH4 . K , f �H�4 . K , FG4 . K , F GG4 . K , FGGG4 . K l 
A F 5 . K = FC T S ( XO ♦ � •c x , C5 . K , CC , . K , P5 . K , P P 5 .K , D 5 .K , � 5 .K , �R 5 . K , 0 5 . K , C Q 5 . K , F H  
X 5 . K , F HH5 . K , � t- �r� . 1< , F G 5 . K , F G G 5 . K , F G G G 5 . K ) 
N T l ft E = . '>  
C O T -= . 0 1  
C TF = l .  
C X O : Q  
C O X = 2 . 
C G z- 1 .  
C H z- . 1 1 1 1 
C G l = l .  
C H l = . l l l l l l l l 
C L sO .  
A P R T P E R . l< = C T  
A P L T P E R . K= D T  
A L E N G TH . l< = T r  
P R I N T  F O , F l , F 2 , F 3 , F4 , F 5 
P LG T  F O , F l , F 2 , F 1 ,F 4 , F 5  
C Y s Q  
�L�  H C C P  S T R F S S O I S T R  T I M [  0 A � C  L = Q  
L E �G T H  SE T T C  • 5 I-' OJ 
(J\ 
P AGE l HOOP S T R E S S  V S .  RE l �FORC E ME � T  A�D � l D I US / S TAND 5 / Z b l 1 b 
• HOOP S T RESS  VS . R E I NFO�CE MENT AND R AO I US / S T A� J  L I N  L O I D B • l O  
MACRO F C T S ( X , : , cc , P , P P , D , R , R � , Q , QO , F � , F HH , F HHH , F G , F G� , F GGG ) 
A FC T S . K = -C . K* F H . K - ( ( P . K•FHH . K ) /9 ) - ( ( R . K * FHH� . K ) / � l - ( CC . < • F G . K + P P . K•FG� .  
X K+RR . K •FGGG . K l / ( 3* T I ME . K * T l ME . K )  
A C . K s ( L - X . K l / 0 . K  
A CC . K a ( 3+X . K , /O . K  
A O . K =- l-2. l l 3 3• X . K  
A P . K • l l l -X > • t -H•C . K + l . 3 l 3 3 3 3•G•CC . K ) -4 ( t �•CC . K / 3 l - ◄ •C . ( ) ) / O . K  
A P P . K • l l 3 + ( . K ) * l -H•C . K + l . 3 3 3 3•G•CC . K I -G•CC . K + 3•◄•: . K ) / ) . K  
A R . K a ( 4•QQ . K - l l - X .� ) •Q . K ) / D . K  
A �R . K • t 3•QQ . K - ( 3 + X. K l •Q . K I / O . K  
A Q .K • H l •C . K - ( 4*G l •C C . K / 1 1 + ( 4* PP . K* l 2 •L- G ) / 3 1 • �•� . K  
A QQ . K •H l *C . K - ( ( G l •tC .K ) / l ) +H• P . K- ( � •P P . K / 3 ) 
A FH. K • l - l l / 9 ) + ( 1 / 90 ) • C l • �•� XP ( - Y . K I )  
A FHH . K : 8 . l•Y. K + . 9* 1 1 -t X P ( - Y . K I I 
A FHHH . � • � . o�•v . K • Y. K • . �• c v . K - l +EXP ( - Y . K I )  
A FG . K= . l + . 9• E XP ( -Y . K ) 
A F GG.K • . l• Y . K + . 9* 1 1 - E XP ( - Y . K ) ) 
A F GGG . K • . 05•Y . K•Y . K + . 9* ( Y . K- l + E X P ( - Y . K ) ) 
MEND 
A F O . K • F C T S ( XO+o•ox , co . K , CC O . K , PO . K , PPO. K , D l . K ,R3 . K , RRO. K , QO . K , QQl . K , F H  
( o . K , FHHO. K , F HHHO .� , F GO . ( , r GGO. K , F GGGO . K )  
A F l .K •FCT S ( XO+ l*OX , C l . K ,CC 1 . K , P l . K , PP 1 . K , D1 . K , � l . K , R R 1 . K , Q l . K , Q0 1 . K , FH  
X l . K , FHH l . K , F HHHl .K , FG l . K , FG� l . K , FGGG l . K ) 
A F l . K:fCT S ( X0 +2•o x , c 2 . K , C C 2 . K , P2 . K , PP2. K , D2 . K , R2 . K , �R 2 . K , Q2 . K , QQ2. K , fH 
� 2 .( , FHH2 . K , F HHH2 .K , F G2 . ( , F GG2 . K , F GGG2 . K l 
A F J .K=fC T S ( X0+3•0X , C3 . K ,CC 3 . K , P 3. K , PP3. K , D3.K , R l . K , R�3. ( , Q 3. K , QQ 3 . K , FH 
X 3. K , F HH 3 . K , F  .... H 3 . K , F G3 . K , F �G3 . K , F�GG3 . K ) 
A F 4 . K = F C T S ( X0 +4•0 X , C4. ( , :C 4 . K , P4 . K , PP4. K , 0 4 . K , �,. � , RR4. K , Q4 . K , QQ4 . K , FH 
A 4 . K , F HH4. � , F HH�4 . � , FG4 . < , F GG4 . K , F GGG4. k )  
4 F 5 . K •FCT S l X0• 5 •DX , C5 . K , CC5 . K , P5 . K , PP5. K , 05 . K , R 5 . K , R�5. K , Q5. K , 005. K , FH 
X 5 . � , FHH5 . K , F HHH5 . K , F G� . K , F GG5 . K , FGGG5 . K ) 
� T I ME • . 5  
C OT• . 0 1  
, T f : l .  
C XO•O 
L O X • 2 .  
L G=- . 9 
C H•- . l  
C G l z . 9  
L Hl• . l 
C L •O .  
A PRTPER.k•DT 
A PLTPER.K•DT 
l L ENGTH. Ksff  
PR INT  F O , f l , F 2 , F J, F 4 , F�  
PLOT FO ,F l , F2 , F J , F4, F 5  
C Y20 
iU� HOOP STRESS O I S TR t l �E O l�O L 20 




P AGE  l HCCP  S T R E S S V S ■ � E J � F C R C E � E N T AN D � A O I U S / S T A N O  5 /  2 8 / 76 
* H O C P  S T R E S �  V S .  R E I H C RC E � l:- t-..T ANO  R AD l l, � / S T AN U  L l '-4 L O I U  8 = 2  
� A C R O  F C T S I X , C , C C , P , P P , C , R , R R , c , Q , , F H , F r H , F rHH , F G , F GG , F GGG ) 
A F C T S . l< = -C . K * F H . i< - ( ( P . K • F H H . K l / 9 1 - I I R . K * F r�H . K l / 9 1 - ( C C . K * F G . K + P P . K * F GG . 
X K + R R . K * F G r. G . l< l / l J • T f � F . K * T l �E . 1< ) 
� C . K � I L - X . K I / C . i<  
A CC . 1< = ( 3 + X . l< ) / D . K  
A O . K = - �-2 . 3 3 3 3 * ) . I<  
\ P . i< = I  ( l - X l • ( - IH( . k + l . n 3 3 1 3 •r, • c c . 1<  1 -4 ( < G•CC . K / i l - H * C . I<  l ) / 0 . 1< 
A P P . K = l ( 3+ X . K ) • l -� • C . K + l . 3 3 3 3 • C • CC . K I - G •C C . 1< • 3 •H•C . K ) /O . K  
A R . K = ( 4 *C C . K - ( l -X . K l •C . K l / C . K 
A R R . l< = t 3 •C C . K - 1 1 + X . K l * ' • K l l � . K  
A Q . l< =� l •C . K - ( 4 • � 1 • C C . K / 3 ) + ( 4 * P P . k * ( 2 •L - G l / 3 1 + H • P . I<  
A C C . K =H l *C . 1< - ( I G l * l C . K ) / l ) + r * P . 1< - t G • P P . l' / 3 )  
A F H . K = l - ( l /� l + ( l / l � l • ( l + E X P ( -Y . I< ) )  
A F HH . K = € . 5 • Y . l< + . 5 • ( 1 - E X P I - Y . l< I I 
4 F HH� . 1< = 4 . 2 � • Y . i< • Y . K • . � • t E < P t - Y . t< J +Y . 1< - l ) 
� F G . l< = . 5 * 1 l + t X P ( - Y . l< l l 
A F GG . K = . S• t l - [ l! O ( - Y . l< ) + Y . t- 1 
A F GGG . K = . 5 1 . � • Y . K • Y . K + Y . K - l + E X P ( - Y . K l )  
,. 1: �0 
A F O • K = F C T S I )( 0 ♦ 0 -t C )( t C !l • I< t C ( (1 • K , P ll • K , P P  O • I< , DO • K , r< J • K , R R O • K , Q O • K , C.: C: 0 • K , F H 
>< O . K , F HHO . K , � HrH0 . 1< , F GO . K , F C GO . K , � GGGO . K ) 
A F l . K = FC T S I XO + l •C x , C l . K , C C L . K , P l . K , P P l . K , D l . K , � l . K , R R l . K , C l . K , C C l ■ K , F H  
X l . K , F HH l . l< , F �rH l . K , F G l . K , F G G l . K , F GG G l . K l 
A F 2 . K = �C T S ( X0 + 2 *0 ) , C2 . K , C C 2 . K , P 2 . K , PP2 . K , 02 . K , �? . K , R R 2 . K , C 2 . K , CQ 2 . K , r � 
X 2 . l< , F HH2 . K , F H- H '2 . K , F G2 . K , F C C 2 . i,. , f ( GG2 . I<  I 
A F 3 . K = F C T S I X0 + 3 *0 X , C 3 . K , C l � . K , P � . K , P P 3 . K , D 3 . K , R 3 .K , R R 3 . � , Q 3 . K , C C 3 . � , F H  
>< 3 . K , F �� 3 . K , F► �µ 3 . K , f G 3 . K , F G� 3 . K , F G G G 3 . K l 
A F 4 . K = ►C T S l �G + 4 •0 X , C 4 . K , C C � . K , P4 . K , P P4 . � , C4 . K , R 4 . K , R R 4 . K , C 4 . K , CC 4 . K , F H 
X 4 . K , F H�4 . � , F rH�4 . � , �G4 . K , F C G4 . � , fGGG4 . K I  
A F 5 . K = F C T S ( XO ♦ � •o x , cs . K , C C 5 . K , P � . K , P P 5 . K , � 5 . K , � 5 . K , R R 5 . K , � 5 . K , ,Q 5 . K , F �  
� 5 . K , F�h5 . 1< , F ► ► �5 . K , rG ; . K , r C G'> . � , F GGGS . K ) 
r� T l r,!f -:: . 5  
C D T -= . G l  
C, T F = l .  
C. X O = C  
l O X = 2 .  
C G-=- . 5  
(, H = - . O � S 5 5  
l. G l = . '>  
C. l-4 1 = . 05 5 5 5  
C L = C . 
A P R T PE Q . K = O T  
A P L T Pt- R . K = t: T 
A L E f\ G T l-l . K = T F  
P R I N T  F O , F l , f 2 , F 1 , F4 , F ; 
P L O T  F C , F l , F 2 , F \ , F 4 , F � 
(. Y :Q  
K��  HCf P S l � [ S � C I S T P f l M �  0 AU L = O 
L t '- G T l-o  S l: T TC . S  I-' (X) 
(X) 
